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CH Arf£ ER.- I 

INI' OODUCXION 

1. Statement of the Problem 

A certain socio-economic conditions of the people of 

a country expr~s the people's attitudes towards the poli

tical parties of that country in terms of exercise of their 

franchise. Any factor of election shows its' relationship 

wit.h the existing socio-eo:momic conditions. Tt,e ~l~ctorat~, 

or the •King-makers" of a democratic country give their 

support in a fo.on of mark en the ballot paper which ul ti

mately choose who will be the decision-maker of their 

oountxy. The polling result detennined the decision-ma.ker 

of a country for a certain period of time. If their deci

sion is favourable for the bette.anent er the development of 

the country then they will be backed to the office again 

in the next election for another tenure otherwise they won• t. 

It is seen that certain social groupS cast their vote 

in favour of some particular political parties ~ose ideology 

and decisions are favourable for them. On the other hand, 

some social groups avoid some particular political parties 

whom they think not favourable for them. Sometimes a parti

cular political party or parties are favoured by a parti

cular soci&l. group whereas at the next time it is not. Some 

political parties are dorninent in some partia.tlar state or 
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region ::>r even in a oonstituency whereas they are not the 

sCille in other areas. It is seen that socio-economic con

ditions also detennined the percentage turnout and within 

whidl what percentage of vote casted will b~ invalid. 

The percentage figure of valid vote polled by a party 

and seats won or/and lost only give a rough idea abo•.lt the 

outcome of an election. 9-lt a through analysis with the 

help of above infonnation and some statistical tools tell 

u::s how the parties are taking seriously the election or how 

they are united against the dominant party in electoral 

fray or how a party enjoys its • dominance in an area over 

others. 

With passage of time literacy, urbanization, use of 

mass me:3ia, ~tc. are on an increasing rate. All those 

matters influence the political c_onciousness of a::>rrrnon 

electorates of an area. l'his pOlitical o::mciousness ul ti

mately affect the turnout, valid votes, and, as well as 

their suppert towards the political parties. With develop

rr.ent of a society its' occupational structure also d1ange 

ar'..d with it t.'1e polling patterrl3 ~.nd as well as party 

applications also change:1. 

In a fudal society the fudal landlords control their 

subjugated people to cast their vote. However, the pollin~ 



pattern and party dorni.'tlance become c.""1anged when upward 

mobility e~nong those oppressed people takes place. 

3 

Under Indian situation caste, language and religion 

biasness of the political parties get more consideration. 

For this ~o:>nomic issues get less importance. Its• result 

is, some parties won the seats by an inefficient candidate. 

This ty-pe of representation brings no development for the 

country as well as those social groups who supperted. On 

the other hand, Indian electorate are very imotional. Some

time they s~pport the relative of a stalwart. In most of 

the cases this type of election is highly irrational. 

How~ver, this sho~-sightedness is solely an Indian 

phenomenon. This type of wrong decisions is also taken by 

the \ies tern electorates. The only difference is that their 

oercenta9es are lower than their Indisn a::mnte.q:>arts. With 

the flourishing education, industrialization and more use 

of mass media, the political attitudes of the electorates 

towards the parties are also changing. During the pre

independence period the In:iian political arena was completely 

dominated by the upper castes, but after independence by 

virtue of a number of new steps taken by the Government the 

backward and lower castes have also improved their economic 

condition whidl have improved their socio-economic conditions. 

Their political aspirations thus may also be seen to have 

been on a rise. 
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Parli~entary elections in Bihar are not an exception. 

so, keeping the abo~e conditions in mi~ attempt hilS been 

made in this study to analyse the various aspects of parlia-

::1entary elections in Bihar. A nur.tber of .celevant variables 

and indicators have been taken into consideration in order 

to exCJnine the socio-economic correlates of the outex>rne of 

a series of parliamentary elections. All those socio

economic variables and indicators also e}(hibit spatio-

ternp.">ral chan~t:: and thus may be seen to have some reflections 

on the electoral scenario in Bihar. "J h.t ~)'t w ~"''t\..!c. ~ 
o1)-1(!eC""rr.~ ) G.:~ : flt ~~~ 

1.1 Obiectives of the study 

- to o:OServe the spatio-temporal charge of electoral 

behaviour and outcomes at two points of time (1971-77} 

and ( 1977-91}; 

- ~') to analyse the spatio-ternporal pattern of Opposition 

Unity; 

- </> to study the spatio-teroporal pattern of party domi-

nance; and 

- (j4') to exanine the causes and possible socio-economic 

correlates of electoral behaviour alld outcomy 

1.2 Data B~e if1d its' Limitation 

'!'he nature of the study leads to make it dependent 

on the secondary data. The electoral data for 1971 and 



1977 have collected tRrn, Sleet ion ColliTliss ion reports ar:rl 

handl:xx>ks. The electoral data for the year 1991 was 

collected from press releases, provided by Patna Old 

Secr~t.ari~t. For this, the researcher had to go to Patntt 

for five days field trip from 15th February, 1992 to 19th 

February, 1992. All development aDd social pluraliSlll vari

ables were collected from census handl::ooks of India for 

1971,1981 and 19'1· The two agriculture variables have 
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taken from Indian Agricultural St:&tistical handoook for 

1971-72 and 1977 to 78. The lease map of the constituencies 

are collected from survey of India,1991. 
The electoral data in India provide us a good tool 

for the analysis of political behaviour, bUt it has some 

shortcomings. The reorganisation of the constituency 

boundary by Delimitation Commiss i~n makes the temporal 

analysis impossible. 

Smallest administrative units of census handbooks 

never match with the smallest unit of the Election Corrlni-: 

ssion - the assembly constituencies. For this developnent, 

social - pluralism variables cannot be used in electoral 

analysis. On the other hand, though the original voter 

shows the age and sex of the voter it, however, does not 

get any place in the results published by, Election Q)mmi

ssion of India. It is possible for the El.ecticn Cormlission 



to provide the number of urban and rural electorate for 

a constituency but they have never made an attsnpt. These 

two factors make the electoral data incomplete for socio

political and spatial analysis, b8cause we know that the 

electoral behaviour of different age group and the urban 

and rural components are different. 

Large number of In::lian electorates are illiterate and 

educationally remain in very low profile. This pht-.r..:;rneroen 

keeps them away from the criticisms and appreciation of the 

parties in el~ction or to have any idea about a party from 

its' manifestoes. For this the clever politicians and 

narty agents can mould the electorate's mind according 

to their wish. Sometimes the religious leaders raise 

their demand to their fellow members to cast the vete in 

favour of their favourite parties. This demand is also 

accepted ~/ the illiterate, superstitious Indian electorates. 

Under this situation where the religious orthodoxy has an 

upper hand over more secular issues such as the economic 

and developmental issues, a scholar of electoral behaviour 

will not get satisfactox:y correlations for electoral data 

and economic variables. 

Indian female electorates are educationally more 

backward than their male counterparts. In most of the 



cases they follow the opinion of th~ir father or husband 

or son while using their franchise. The illiterate 

electorates cannot read the candidates' name in the ballot 

paper and confusion arise. 

7 

Huge number of candidates in the election attract a 

certain percentage of vote each. This phenomeOGn cornpli

cates the electoral data in carrying out the analytical 

study. Most of the statistical tools to measure the 

electoral data are for the two party system and thus their 

application in Indian situatic!'l does not give meaningful 

results. For this reason in this study the swing and split 

values carry some per-centage of error. 

The anarchic situation during election t.ime, such as 

oooth capturing, false vote, thr~at frorn dominant groups to 

the voters (sometimes to the lower~r castes from uppetr 

castes) obstruct t."lem to practice their democratic rights. 

For this the electoral data which is available to us does 

not give t..""le real picture of electoral behaviour. 

The low participation rate of the In:iian electorates 

in the election creates another pressing problem for the 

scholars to exa"Tline. A candidate who get elected is really 

represent~ b7 a small part of the electorates. From one 

constituency to another this figure varies. So, this type 

of ino:xnplet~ness ·raise a great problem in the analysis. 



Any r~searcher of Indian electoral behavieur have to keep 

all the cbeve limitations in mind while carrying out the 

researd1. 

1,3 Hvpothesis 

B 

(1) There exists a pesitive relati•nship between percentage 

of urban n&DUla.tien and veting turn-eut. 

(ii) There exists positive cerrelatien between oercentage 

&f li!:erate :J~t:<ulatiG!'l and v•ting turn-out. 

(iii) Ther~ is o~sitive relationship between percentage 

of n•n-orimary main male workf•rce ~d v•ting turn-

eut. 

{iv) Higher t~e veting turn-•ut, lower the level of inv::Uid 

· vete:;. 

(v) There is a ?•sitive relationship between percentage 

e£ net irrigated area and veting turn-out. 

(vi) There exists a DOsitive correlation between percen

tage of gress cropped area and veting turn-out. 

(vii) Hi<;,iler the !1UIT\ber of natienal parties in the electorel 

fray, lower will be the index •f eppesition unity. 

{viii) ~igher the nUITtber of nat~nal parties in the electer•l 

:ray lower will be the margir- ~f victory. 



1.4.1 Selection ef the Study Area and Time PeriodJ 

Oloice of suit~le unit ef ·ilrlalysis is the first step 

fer • me-.ningful -.nalysis of ~lectGral d-.ta in its secie

ecenemic perspective. ·the Census ef Indi-. organizes its data 

en the district er other smaller aiministrative divisiens. 

On the other ha.rrl, Election C.mmissien ef India prevides its 

dat~ on ~ss embly or pa.rliiltlentary censtituency· 1 evels. 3o, 

~le(;t.,ral data. Under this cendition Assenbly C.nstituencies 

can be us~ as anp!'lpriate areal unit which prevides us the 

1 
id~al unit Gf analysis, 

.:=arl ie r it •t~as decid~ t3 cenduct this study ft~r 

the Assembly as Y.1ell cs Parlic;ro~ntary constituencies 1 :?vel 

but due t• data constraints ( as latest assembly electisn 

results were not available) the cheice 1:,11as narrtn·:ed dewn 

.t9 the study ef parliament-.ry censtituencies enly. 

fhe soci&-econ~mic variobles ef the censtituencies were 

collected f~m the districts data where those are wholly or 

1. :::>ikshit, R. o. and Shanna, J. c., "A S•lution t• th~ Unit -OF
i\n~lysis Pr®bl'311 i:-: t:t:~ Electeral .3eegraphy ef India'', The 
Nutional Ge9graohical Journal ®f India1 Ve1.16, Parts 1 and 
2 (Iviarch- June 1981), /P .14-18. 



mainly situGlted. 

In this study th~ three time periods, i.e. fifth 

9eneral election in 1971, sixth general election in 1977 

and tenth general election in 1991 have been considered. 

During those periods t."1e rnunber of parli~~nta.ry consti-

tuencies where elections were held were 53, 54 and 52 

10 

respectively. In the ten~"1 genera.l elections it was counter-

manded for P;atn• and PUrnea constituencies. So, these two 

constituencies have not been considered for 1991 and 1977-91 

periods. 

Acrordi::1g to Article 32 of Ind.i.n Cbns~itution the 

fresh dravring of boundaries takes place ~fter e.ach census 

accoraing to the size of population. Delimitation was 

taken plt&ce in 1956, 1966 and 1976. In 1976 the constitution 

was amended to postpone the next delimitation after the 
2 

year 2001. The last delimitation w~ taken place in the 

ye2r 1976. This delimitation affected the COI1"+'1'arision 

between 1971 and 1977 elections. However, 1971 election was 

taken into consideration because this year was a water divide 

for INC's power politics. After 1971 the INC stronghold of 

2. David, B., Lahiri, A • .nd Roy, P., India Decides~ Elections 
1952-1991, Living Media India Lt1., 1991, p.12. 
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Bihe.r was broken in te.ons of p.arlianente..ry see.ts won. 

For 197 5 pe.rlianentary boundary reorganise.tion nanes 

of some constitue::1cies have che.nged. Those are as following 

Vaishali (earli~r Kes•ria), Sheohe.r {e.rlier PUpri), Jhanjhar

our {earlier Jainagar) and Arrah (earlier Shahabad). The 

J~ui pil.rliamentary constituency was till 1971 election but 

after 197 6 it w«S c~ased to exist. In this study the n.me 

of the constituencies after 1976 is followed from 1971 to 

1991. As JiJTlui d.id not ex~st after 1976, so it has been 

dropped from the study for consideration of certain Viiriahles 

and indicators. 

After 197 6 delin1itation two new patrliementa.ry consti

tuencies were carved out £rom the already existing two consti

tuencies. Those constituencies e.re B.Iia (carved out from 

Kh;.gari«) and Kodenn,ii). (c&rved out from Giridih). so, for 

these two constituencies analysis has done where it is possi

ble. In maps for th~ year 1971 only I<hagaria and Giridih 

constituencies are shown. After 1971 Ba.lia and Khagaria, 

Koderma and Giridih shown s ~arately. 

At the outset of methodology the justification of 

te.king 1971 general election was discussed. The sixth 

general election is tak•n into consideration because the.t 
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was the first time when INC was rompletely wiped out from 

Bih•r. so, to see the nature of most strongest perfotmance 

shown by the oppositions, this p•rticul•r general election 

has taken into consideration. The tenth general ·election 

h.s included in this study to see the lctest electoral 

b~haviour in Bihcr. 

1.4.2 01oice of Variables end Indicatorss 

For &ny research work choice of varia.'bles and indica-

tors ere bii.Sic imoorta.nt things. The stctistical handbooks 

provide us raw data in absolute tenn. This data may or may 

not indicate the relev&nt phenomenon. An indicator view 

as a comb_ination of matters of fact (data) arx1 matters of 

rel-.tion ( theo .ry). on the other hand, can be cons ttucted 

only through • ••correct sequence between factual and logic«l 

order''. It is, ther~fore, through an appropricte trans for-

mation of the vcriables ( which eliminates the effect of 

non-essenti&l factors) ·.-~ithin a the::>retic«l fonn•t that an 
2 

indic•tor can be obtained. 

1.4.3 The Indicators Used in this Study:-

For any electoral •nalysis it will be better for a 
3 

rese•rcher to classify the indicators. The indicators which 

2. Kundu, A., Measurement of Urb•n Processess A study in 
Regionalisation, Popular Pra."'<ash.n, Bombcy, 1980, p.30. 

3. Dasgupta, B., &nd Morris-Jones, Pctterns end Trends in 
Indicn Politicss An Ecologicill ~~&lysis of Aggregate D«ta 
on Society aDd Elections, Allied PUblishers, PVt.Ltd., 
New Delhi,1975, pp.43-SS. 



are used in this study are given below under broad, he~ 

and with codes within the brackets. 

1. Political Indicators 

Under this broad C4ltegory the following indicators 

are used. 
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(i) P~rc~ntage voter turn-out to the total elector41.tes (G1 ) 

(ii) Percent4lge of invalid votes to the totu vot~ polled 

(G2)• 

(iii) Percent4lge sh4lre of Valid votes polled by different 

parties (.33). 

{iv) Margin of Victory or the di=ference in percentage of 

votes between winner and runners up Parties {G4). 

(v) The index of Opposition Unity(G5). 

{vi) Swing Fatctor{G6). 

{vii) Split Factor (~). 

2. Socio-&conomic 

Again it can be divided into the following classess-

a) Develoomental Variables 

(i) Percentage of U.r:ban Po~ulation to the total 

population (G8). 

(ii} Percentage of literate population to the total 

population {~). 



(iii) Percent-.ge of non-primary main mue workforce 

to the tot&! m-.le worlcforce(G1Q). 

b. Agricultural Indicators. 
<· 

(i) Percentage of net irrigated area to the total 

geographical area (G11). 

(ii) Percentage of Gross Cropped Area to the total 

Geographical area(G12>. 

c. •social Pluralism• Indicators. 

14 

(i) Percentage of scheduled caste nopulation to the 

total populatiob (G13). 

(ii) Percentage of sdleduled tribe population to the 

total population (G14>. 

(iii) I'ercentcge of Hindu population to the total 

population (G15). 

(iv) Percentage of Muslim population to the total 

population (G16). 

lfnong the above mentioned indicators the agricultural 

and social pluralism indicators are not -.vail~le for 1991. 

So, these t'A'O types of variables have dropped for the year 

1991 from this study. 
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'This study h~ done on the yearwise basis, because 

•fter 1971 election the 1976 delimitation of the constitu~n-

cies brought s01ne changes in their area as well cs for the 

electorate size. So for this reorganisation of "the consti-

tuency boundaries the electoral behaviour also changed. 

Suppose a partic.ular portion of a constituency which has a 

particular electoral behaviour., when it will be added to 

another constituency, the later one's electoral behaviour 

\-Jill also be affected by t."'lis change. The time gap betwee:n 

1977 and 1991 gener&l election is very large. For the 
1 

passing of sixty first Amendment, (28th !"larch, 1988) a quite 

considerable number of young electorates between 18 to 21 

years age group h~ increased the electorate siz~ considerably. 

Added to this the rapidly growing populetion make the overcll 

study impossible. So, the variables end indices ere analysed 

sep.-retely for .a particular year. 

1. 4. 4 Cetegorization of the Indicators I 

In this study, the indicetors e.re classified for e 

particular year on the basis of mean and standard Deviation 

s. D.) As for exanpleJ-

M~an+ s. D. to Hean very high category; 

1-';eitn to Hean - S.D. High category; 

l'1ea.n- S.D. to 1-:ean - 2 s.n.- Low cat~gory; 

Hean-2.s.n. to Hean- 3 s.n. -very low category. 



1G 

Here the mean or arithmatic mean is the simple average 

of the different values of a varitible. In case of ungrouped 

data# me.n is the sum of all the observations divided by the 
t. 

, ntlr.l.ber of observations. 

Statistically Mean or X = ~ 
n 

Standard Deviation is the positive square root of the 

5 
a.verage of square of deviations about mean. 

Statistically so = 

1.4.5 Calculation of Index of Opposition Unity (I.o.u) Swing 
and Split Factorsl 

1.4.5.1 Index of Opposition Unitys-

IOU h~ calculated from the percentage share of the 

largest opposition party divided by the percentage share of 

votes for all the parties multiplied by hundred. 

So, IOU = Percentage share of votes for the largest 
opposition party ~-----=-----=-~~--··.X100 
Percentage share of votes for the all 
opposition parties 

4. Mahimood# A., Statistical Methods in Geographical Studies, 
Rajesh Pllblications, New Delhi, 1986# p.9 

5. Ibid# p.18-19. 
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If there is only one opposition party (i.e,, if the 

opposition is fully united} the IOU will be 100, Its value 

varies bet\'1een 0 to 100. Higher the value of IOU the greater 

will be the united OppOsition. 

To measure the dispersion in the distritution of IOU 

v-.lues in relation to its• Centr-.1 value for eXpressing the 

oons istency in the data the Coefficient of Variation (c. V.} 

has calOllated for Bihar as a whole for the t.'l1.ree ti:no periods. 

To measure this relativ~ variability the calculation has 

done aco::>rding to the following foonula. 

c.v. = s.o. 
--X 100 

Higher the viillue of c. V. the higher will be the 

inconsistency in the data, whereas a lower value of c. V. 
6 

indicates higher consistency in data. 

1.4.5.2 Swing Factors-

The swing factor has ciillculated with the help of 

following fonnula. 
7 

Swing = 

6. ~. ~., p. 21 , M .tlmood, A. , 19 8 6. 

1. Op,cit,, p,37, a.xtler, ;), ~ • .!!,., 1991. 



where X = percentage share of votes for the 

dominant party ( here INC); 

I - Index of Opposition Unity 

(expressed her~ as ~ proportion and not 

-.s a percentage, i.e. 0 < I { 1 ) ; 

the subscript t = the year for which the calo..tlation 

has done; 

and the subscript t-1 == the proceeding year. 

1.4.5.3 Split Factors-

The split factors have calOllated with the help of 

following fonr.ula. 

8 
Split Factor = (It_ 1 - It) (100-xt_) 

where I = Index of Oppasition Unity 

X 

(~xpressed h~re as a propOrtion and not 

as • p~rcentage, i.e. 0 < I'{ 1 ) 

= percentage share of votes for the 

dominant party (her~ INC). 

the subscript t = the year for which the calrulation 

has done 

•nd the subscript t -1 = the preceeding year. 

a. ~-~t., p.37, 2Utler, o. ~.~.,1991 
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In Bihar INC w.s dominant only in 1971 general election 

among th~ three particular generu elections taken into consi-

d~r-.tion. Ther~ are no other political party, except INC 

w~ich contested for 1971,1977 and 1991 general elections 

from most of th~ constituencies with a considerable percentage 

share of votes. 'l'o calOllate IOU, swing and split one 

dominant party should be taken into consideration. For the 

quite simple reason INC is dlosen for tha.t. The values for 

IOU, swing and split cannot be ca.lculated where INC was not 

in t.~~ electoru fray. 

The IOU va.lues were not possible to calculate for 

this rew.son for Maharajganj, Vaishali, Patna, Jilhu.nabiid., 

:iinghbhtun and Khunti in 1971 general election. For the 

siflle reason swing and split factors also \-Jere not possible 

to calculat~ for those oonstitu~ncies. 

1.4. 6 The Socio-Sconomic Correlates between Politic-.1 •nd Socio
~conomic InJic•tors. 

1'o s~~ the interr~lationships between the political 

and socio-economic indicators the oorrel~tion coefficient 

between those have been computed and the test of significance 

ex-mined at .01 and .oo level of significance. 

1.5 Bihirs A Brief SociaJ, Political .and Eoonornic Acoount: 

Bihar is an eastern state of India having an area of 

173877 sq.kms. and 86338853 population (a.ccording to 1991 
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10. 

11. 
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Census. Till 1911 Bihar- fanned a nart of the Bengal Presiden

cy 1 when on 12 Dec511ber, 19111 a separate province of Bihar 

and Orissa was created. In 1936 Bihar was made a separate 
9 

province. 

From time to t~e the number of districts in Bihar are 

increasing. Accom:ling to 1971, 1881 and 1991 Censuses the 

number of districts in Bihar were 17, 31 and 42 respectively. 

The northern Bihar is a plain area with many Hindu castes 

,nd muslim population, whereas the south Bihar is a plateau 

area, which is known as Olotanagpur region with considerable 
10 

tribal and 0\ristian population. 

"Bihar is today in the midst of one of the worst 

phases that can be foun::l in the life cycle of a caste-ridden 

arrl caste tensions in Bihar since long ther~was a distinct 

qualitative increase in their tempe follow indep~ndence. And 

now we are in a phase which can be aptly described as one 
11 

of 'caste riots'. The present politics of Bihar cannot·be 

analysed without the ~'Oilct of caste. The creation Bih«r 

Government of India, India 1991s A Reference Annual, New 
Delhi, 1992, pp.862-863. 

Singh, a •. L. {ed.) I ~a: A Regional Geogr~hy, National 
Geographical Society of India, Varan~I, 19 1. 

Pras~, H.P., "Caste and Class in Bihar", ,§conomic ~ 
tolitical w~ekly, Vol.14, No.7 and 8 (Febru~ry 1979~ 
Annu.I Number, pp.481-484. 



and Orissa from esrlier greater Bengal province as sepsr•te 

province in 1912was • movement which w.s combined Nith the 
12 

caste and politics. 
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Before the fonnation of sep•rate Bihar and Orissa 

province from Bengal, the Goveranent services as well as the 

professions of law •nd te•ching were dominated by Bengal.ees 

who had received English edUcation earlier and in a large 

nwnber than the more rural and isolated pOpulation of Bihar. 

Kayasthas arrl to some extent Muslims got English education 

~- later on. But the job opnortunities narrowed down by Beng•-

..:s-· lees, who were often alleged for nepotism in taking on their 
\ 

~ 

12. 

13. 

fellow Bengalees in the services. So, the Kayasthas started 

the mov5nent, "Bihar for Biharis ". The tOpmost Bihari 

leader 5 ~chchidananda Sinha provided his intellectual leader-
13 

ship to the ~dUcated 3iharis through " Kayastha S anad1.ar" . 
The creation of separate Bihsr province open the avenue 

to the kayasthas for 1!!51lployrnent in valtious fields especially 

in politics. The kayasthas cx:mstitued only less than two 

~hukla, Kircn, Caste Politics in India, Mittal Publications, 
Delhi, 1987, pp.33-47. . 

Roy Rill\~hray, "C.ste .and Political Recxuitment in Bihar .. , 
in R-.jni Kothari (ed.), C415te in Indian Politics, Orient 
Longman, New Delhi, 1986, pp.228-2SS. 
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per cent of the total population of the state and yet they 

hold majority of the employment and in the forefront of the 
5 

edUcation and nolitical scene. This was not accept~l e 

to· the other three high caste groups, i.e., Brahmins .in 

general an:l Bhumihar's and Rajputs in particular. Soon the 

two strongest lan:l owning groups of Bihar. The Rajputs and 

Bhumih.srs and as wt:ll as the Brahmins came into education and 

politics. They began to pose a serious threat to the Kayas

thas who rnaie alliance with some politic~lly do~ant caste 

to make their position safe. In due oourse from the politi

cally less cx:mcious caste group emerged le.ders in their own 

right, brought more and more caste into the vortex of politics. 

The three major back\o~ard tenant castes in Bihar are 

Yadavas, Ku.onis and Koeries. ·rhey are sometimes called as 

inteiiTlediate castes.OO presently after Mandal Commission 

R~oommendation, they are renamed as other Backward classes, 

(OBCs). Their projected total p~rcentage (for all OBCs) 
14 

acCJrding to 1961 Census was 52.16 ner cent. 

After Independence, due to landrefo.an a consider~le 

area of land c.me into their hand. They emerged as most effi-

cient class in the context of agricultural development. The 

14. Qa.~., p.244, Roy, R.,1986. 
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level of adoption of new techoology qJnong them is higher 

than foz.mer lend-holding high castes. Therefore, the per 

acre outout for the OBCs is on an average .Wut 20 per cent 

higher than the higher castes. With· their newly acquired 

economic pow~r they made c. successful bid for the capture 
15 

of political power. 

:lUring the euphoria of J.P. movement casteism was 

relegated to some extent in the background. BUt after the 

implementation of seat reservation• oolicy of K•rpoori 

'rhiikur, a nai by caste, the whole ~pulation of Bihar was 

divided into two main groups - Upper C4i5tes ard Backward 

castes. ·l'he year 1977 was water divide for the backwards who 

for the fi~t time c.me under single le«dership of Janata 
16 

Party leader Karpoor Th~r. 

The caste conciousness of the OBCs got many t:iJnes 

intensified after the declaration (August 7,1990) of the 
17 

1-landit.l O:munission Reo::>rrun~ndations (MCR). In MCR the 

15. Op.Cit., p.483, Pr.sad, H.P., 1979. 

16. Dhar, H., s.Gupt-., N.Roy .00 N.sengupte, ''C.ste and Polity 
in Bihar•, in Gail Omvedt(ed.), "Land Caste -.nd Politics in 
Indian States, University of Delhi, Delhi,1982, pp.109-110. 

17. Bardhan, A.B., Class Caste Reseav41tion and Struggle Against 
casteism, All India Youth Federation, New Delhi, o.44. 
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complete OBc lists for Bih~r and other st-.tes -.nd Union 

Territories were published. It reoommended 27 per cent jobs 

in Union Governnent and PUblic Sector Undertakings should be 
18 

· reserved fur the OBCs. Its • tlfter eff~ct was seen in the 

1991 gener-.1 election \Vhen National Front -.nd Left Front 

-.llience who supported the MCR, secured 46 p-.rlianentary 

seats out of 52 under the leadership of Yadav• leader 

Mr.L-.llo Prasad Yadav. 

The p-.rticipation of the sdledulecL castes was started 

following the Peon-. Pact of Congress, 1932. They sponsored 

• young scheduled caste leader t-tr.Jagjv•n RiUU. After 

Independence the reserv•tion policy for the scheduled castes 

in academics -.s well as in employment open the cvenue for 

their bettement. However, their socio-economic -.nd political 

development is not so significant. Still they are ooming 

more in number th-.n e-.rlier in politics. 'f'neir political 

support and p;arty affiliation is m~inly towards the 

comr..unists., J.D. and J.P. 

Govermtent of India, rf~wi.rd Classes Conmission Report, 
First Part ( Vo.I to~ and Seoond Part (Volili. to VII), 
New Delhi, 1980. 



The southern Bihar is dominated. by the trib«l population. 

The tribal cx:>mmunities are quite distinct from the rest of 

their non-tribal neighl:ours with reg«ard to their ownership 

rights on land, their o.llture and language. From time to 

t~e with different policies of Government and land holding 

systems many outsiders cilll\e here. Afterwards those outsider 
19 

exploited the tribals. 

Presently the long been exploited tribals are rwing 

demarrl to the centre fo.r separate Jha!..""khand st~te which will 

include thirteen districts from south Bihar according to 1991 

Census. These thirteen districts are - Palilllau, Hazaribagh, 

Giridih, Godda, S.hibganj, Dumka, Deoghar, Dhanbad, Lohardaga, 

Gurnla., RiUlchi, PUrbi, s inghbhurn and Pasc:himi s inghbhuitl. This 

thirteen districts together constitute 2.5 per cent of 

Indian territory rut produce 25 per cent of Indi-. 1 s mineral 

resource. Bihar gets a profit m-.rgin of .r>out 80 per c~nt 

from this area rot never invest more than 15 oer cent for 

the development of this area. IOO.ia' s 30 per cent area is 

irrigated, and in Bihar 27 per cent area is irrigated where.s 

in this area only 7.2 per cent area get the facility of irri-

gation. This tribal area produce 204.4 kilowatts, electricity 

per head whereas in whole Bihar only 59.5 kilowatt per heiid 

is oroduced and. for whole India this figure is 66.3 kilo-watt. 

19. sen, Jyoti, "The Jharkhand Movement 11 , in K.S .singh(ed.), 
·rribal situation in India, Indian Institute of Advanced 
Study, S Irn1 a, 197 2, pp. 4 3 2-4 37 • 



BUt in this area only 5 per cent area is electrified whereas 

for Bihar and India this figure is 20.1 per cent .nd 27.3 
20 

per cent respectively. 

,, 
All the .hove things created a sense of disoontents 

among the trib.Is of south Bihar. The other causes of dis-

content are .Iienation of l.nd fxom the tribus for the 

developmental works, but the proper reh.bilitation work 

from Goverrrnent never been fulfilled so far. After Indepen-

dence the tribal youth got education but not job, because 

the job generated in this area is ureildy CilptUred by the 
21 

outsiders locally tenned ilS 'Diku' 

I'he present tribal movement of Bihar is more than 

seven d~cades old. The already existing O'lotcnagpur Unnati 

S ilffiaj which h ild been renamed into Mibas i S -.l::h a in 19 28 for 

the uplift of the tribals. In the s .me year a demand of 

separate Jh-.rkhillld state WilS raised to the s -.im-.n Commission. 

Jaipal Singh was elected the •president of the Adibasi Sabha 

in 19 39. Under his leidership the Jharkhand movement gathered 

momentwn. In 1951 the! Adibasi S abha took the nilJi\e of Jharkhand 

P-.rty arrl was organized as a full-fledged political party. 

20. s •rasw«ti, !:>eb-.shis, "Olotonagpurer B::>oke 'Olhabbistillla 
Rajya', H.abe Jharkhand?". Ananda.bazar r>atrika., 11~~ Nov., 1987. 

21. Qll.~., pp.432-:1-37, Sen, Jyoti, 1972. 
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In the yew.r 1963, the Jhw.rkhand Pw.rty was merged with INC 

with • view tha.t the later mw.y help them in forming the 
22 

Jharkhand State. 

However, the demand for separw.te Jharkhand stw.te 

cr~ated w.nother strong ~giona.l Party, the Jhw.rkhand Mukti 

Horcha (JhM), in the ye•r 1973 by Nr.Vinod Bihari 1-lw.hato. 

JY.M joined hand with the INC in 1980 general election ~ with 

the J anta Dal (JD) from 1988. The electoral victories of 

this arew. has been also shared by the BJP, whose demarrl 

for oonstitution of a s~arate V~~•ch-.1. state., uso seems 
23 

to be favoured by th~ tribal electorates. 

In 3ihar th~ INC has the support base anong the higher 

c~tes. The intermediate and lower castes suppert mainly 

to JD1 JP and the communists for their seat reservation 

nolicy ancl to other opposition parties. The Huslims mainly 

sunport the J .o. BJP h~ supported base among the higher 

castes w.nd the tribals. However, in order to compete 

successfully in the political giiffie, the contesting groups 

had to broilden their support base "rY:f a::>opting m.n from other 

politically doDmant caste groups. 

22. ~.Cit., pp.432-437, Sen Jyoti, 1972. 

23. Kant, Abhay, •aushfires of Belligerence, " The Hin9Mstsn 
Times, 12 ~ril, 1992. 
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1.6 Organisation of the Stud~ 

The present stUdy is organised in six chapters, state

ment of the problem, objectives, hYPOthesis, methodology 

~-nploy~ and the socio-eoonomic and political acoount of 

Bihar are briefly indicated in the introductory chapter. 

Introduction C'lapter also includes the choice of indicators, 

oomputation of Index of Opposition Unity, swing f•ctor ani 

split factor. The seoond chapter oonsists of an overview of 

literature on the topic. The third chapter describes the 

spatial and temporal pattern of voting turn-out an:i invalid 

·votes. It mitde an attempt to analyse the interrelationship 

between the two vari~les. It also attempted to show the 

impact of voting turn-out on the percentage sha~ of votes 

for the different parties. In this chapter an attempt hes 

been made to analyse the elector a! beh•viour and the electoru 

performance of the p•rties with the help of share of votes 

for them, Index of Opposition Unity, swing factor and split 

factor margin of victory and seat won by different parties 

in ch;apter four. O'lapter five includes electoral behaviour 

am party perfonnances in Bihar, with the help of some socio

economic and politic.! oorrelates. 01-..pter six includes 

the broad oonclusions. 



CHAP'i' M-Il 

2. An Overview of Literature 

1. 

Election is ona of the most a:mmonly used tenn whi-:h 

has social, ecxmomic, political and geographical implica

tions. Election in a dsnocratic polity marks a short period 

when common voters elect their representatives who on their 

behalf shall manage the affair of the state. Electoral 

processes are some kind of manipulation bc.t t.he:! Illit;ias 

"where friends are pcsnpered and foes are forgiven•. Pro-

bl :::-c.:; which requ.i.ce long te.on solutions are ignored. Values 

and objectives are thrown wayside for short terms gains. 

The poor berome important their tears evoke sympathy and 

even promises, their opinion attain s ign,ificance, their 

problem become meaningful and in some cases even lead to 

parfo.cnance. The slum get visitors an:i even get beautified. 

The political parties do promises with new slogans such 

as "Garibi Hata:>, • •secularism Stability and Integrity of 
1 

the Country•. 

Psephology or the fotmal study of elections is only 

a little older than independent India. Over the 1 ast two 

Kaushik, s., ~ections in India Its' Social Basis, K.P. 
Bagchi and eo., Calcut€a, 1982. p.15 



generations there hav~ been studies in America and in 

Britain, which together with a growing oody of work by 

opinion pollstears, have developed new techniques for 

looking at voting bahaviour~ In the last thirty yea-"'"3 

there has been some valuable research completed on Indian 

voting, nationally and locally. It ranges from the pioneer 

work of w.H.Morris-Jones, J .o.Field and Myron Weiner to 

more specialized s tudiclS such as those "!:?? A.H .somj ee, V. 

Siriskar, B •. Z\hmed and s. nders-Veld, as well as ~r EFW, 
2 

De Cbsta and others who have ventured into Opinion Polling. 

Psepholo<ri cx:mcentrated on the patterns and trends in 

the way electorates have noted, hol1 opinion polls in care-

fully select~ constituencies and then translate the data 
3 

into seats through some oomple..x calrulations. 

~l!!ction is mainly influenced by ethnic factors and 

economic factors. so, most of the election studies are 

concentrated on how the ethnic and eoonornic faCtors influen-

ce politics and in tum how politics influence those. 'l'ha 

2. Butler, D., Lahiri, A. and Roy, P., IP4ia Deciges: 
EJ.e~ions, 1952-19S;_1, Living Media India Ltd., New 
Delh , 1991, pp.1-2. 

3. Raghavan, G.N.s. and Balachaznr-an, ?ort" Years Q! 
World• s L~r~est Democras;y., Press TJ:Ust of India, New 
~~lhi, 1~90, p.108. 



ethnic factorn includes caste, religion, language, tribal 

groups and other social groups, whereas ecxmonlic factors 

creates classes - the poor and rich, reqional disparities 

and inequalities. 

Ethnicity is often an important independent variabl8 

in voting behaviour. sthnic voting has two manifestation 

( 1) Members of an ethnic group shown an affinity for one 

party or the other which cannot be explained solely as a 

result of other demographic charact~ristics; \2) ~1snbers 

of an ethnic group will cross party lines to vote for -

or against - a candidate belonging to a particular ethnic 
4 

group ... 

Parti~ a.""ld political leaders often expoited ethnic 
5 

groups for selfish ourposes whidl is clear enough. 

India is not an exception. Here multi-:::>licity of 

regional, caste, religious, tribal, and linguistic political 

parties does foster and represant a wide variety of • ethnic' 

and 'nationality• interests in the political ex>ntext. As 

for exanple, the support base of the leading political party 

4. Wolfinger, R • ., "The oevelopm~t and Persistence of sthnic 
Voting", in Henry J .Pratt (ed.), sthno-Reliqious Pq)..~j;.Jsl., 
s ehenkman Publishing Co., Inc. Canbridge1 1974, p.135. 
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s. s indler, A.~., •Negroes, sthnic Groups and .zmerican Politics 0 , 

in Henry J .Pratt (ed.), Ethno-Raligious Politics, Sehenkman 
Publishing Co., Inc., Canbridge~ 1974, p.370. -



6. 

7. 

a. 

6 
the INC i.s provi1ed by a wide variety of groups. 

In India .:JUong the ethnic factors the most dominant 

t'ole is olayed by caste factors on politics. There are 

enormous literatur~t published on this particular issue 

discu~sing many angles of it. 

32 

It is seen that most of the Political parties appear 

to be influenced by consideration of caste in the selection 

of the ca.£didates for election to the parlianentary and. 

assembly elections. Politicians mobilise caste g~upings 

and identities in order to organise their power. rut 

acrording to some scholars view, political relationships 

are no more than projections of social ~lationships, of 

systems of social and eo:momic dominance and have no 

independent c~acity to influence the latter. So, it is 

difficult to s~ whether caste uses politics or polities 

uses caste. There never was a complete polarisation bet

ween the caste systen: and political system. However, it 

is not politics that gets caste - ridden, it is caste that 
7 

gets politicised. A case study of Modasa an Assembly 

Oommen, T.K., "Ethnicity, Lmmigration and CUltural Pluralisms 
India and the United States of America, an unpublished 
working Paper", Jawaharlal Kehru University, New Oelh1,1988, 
pp.39-41. 

Lal, s ., Indian Elections Since Ind~endence, The Election 
Arc~ives, New 9elti, 1972, p.8~. 

Kothari, R., Introduction' ~caste in Indian Politics", in 
rtaj ni Kothari (ed.), Ca,ste in Indiag POlitics, Ori6lt 
Longman, New Delhi, 1986, pp.4-20. 



constituency of ilij arat State proves the above fact. This 

case study reveals the politicisation of social cleavages 

and the creation of new identifications arrl loyalities, 

, although both were involved in the process of change while 

caste provided an ongoing structure along whidl politics 

got articulated, politics provided events and opportunities 

by which tradit~onal structures were found to disintegrate 

9 
or re-shaps under the impact of new forces, 

The word class is oftenly used with castes, but the 

basic difference between the two is while the .caste is a 

• social' phenomenon • class' is mainly an economic pheno-

menon. Omvedt { 1982) empirically proved land is the most 

dominant factor in ln:lian class politics whidl also follow 

the caste hierarchy. Political parties use those caste 
10 

cum class cleavages in polities. At the s~e time, caste-

cum class cleavages also follow some political parties' 

ideology and behave accordingly at the time of practising 

their franchise. 

9. Kothari, R. and Shah, G., "Caste Orientation of Political 
Factionss Modasa Constituency•, A Case Study in Party 
System and Election Studi!§_, Allied PUblishers, New Delhi, 
1969, pp. 137-158. 

10. Omvedt, G., "Class, Caste and Land in lndiaa An Introductory 
Essay", in Gail Omvedt (ed.}, Land, Caste and Politics in 
Indian St§tes, University of Delhi, Delhi, 1982, pp.9-36. 
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A recent study by Johnstone, and Pollie (1988)reveals 

that with spread of education uroanis ation and use of mass 

medi~ class consideration in voting behaviour erode down. 

In Britain during 1950s and 1960s the blue Collar or working 

class supported Latour Party and the White Collar or non

mannual middle class sup-parted O::>nservative Party. att 

for the greater mobility in British Society this class 

selective voting behaviour was not seen in the latest study 
11 

on 1983 British general election. 

Like caste and class religion is also an important 

factor in present politics and all parties are involved 

in corm.unal gcrne in present Irrlian politics. In fact, 

religion is more pervasive in Irrlia than the West. Though, 

India is a secular oountry, but secularism in India is 

a political rhetoric and a compromise with religion for 
12 

political purposes. 

Indian Hindu corrrnunity' s electoral responses are 

fra~ented according to caste line, but the sea:>nd highest 

11. Johnstone, R.J. and Pol lie, c.J ., "Attitudes and Votes at 
the 1983 General Elections Rxplorations of the Geography 
of •ceviations'," Are~ Vol.20, No.2 (June 1988), po.111-119. 

12. ShaJ<:ir, M ., .. Religion and Politics 1 Role of Islam in Modern 
India", Economic and Political Weekly, Vol.14, No.7 and 8, 
Annual Nur.:ber, (Februaz:y 1979), pp.469-474 •. 



religious community of India~ the Huslims always behave 

as a bloc during the time of election. In one case study 

35 

of Baroda East assenbly constituency revealed that during 

election the traditional divisioDSin the Muslim oommunity 

between the Shiyas and the Sunnis and within ead"l, loyalities 

to various comnunities as Voras, Momans, Khoj as and Shaikhs 

found no refle<..tion in voting. During the election even 

the sharpest divisions were minimized and a sense of 

solidarity over csne the inci,ent factionalism of Muslim 
13 

comnunity living. So, politics can be as mudl a unifying 

as a divisive force in society. 

There is a widely held impression in the country that 

the pattern of Mus lim politics has remained more or less 

the same since independence. Nevertheless a careful 

analysis of the huslim electoral behaviour during the last 

two decades shows that underneath it's strong communal 

orientation, the politics of the conltlunity has been under

going some significant changes. Just after independence 

its • support was extended to INC with a belief that the 

later cail provide tr.e earlier with security. EU.t their INC 

represent:.atives of · . ..Jh.:..ch rnajo ritJ ·",·ere 1·.us 1. .::..1<s .:.:ai1. ·~d to 

13. i(~thar.;., :.<.. 'F~:i .iheth, r., .. ~xtent and Limits of Corrrnunity 
Voting: The case of Baroda East", i~ Rajni Ko~~ari, et,al., 
Fartv· .i·rs tan af!:l Electio!l..§_tudies, Allied Pub} is hers, New 
~elhi, 1967, p.123. 
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some exclusively Huslim Organisations tried to exploit this 

situation. Those Muslim Organisations were conununal roth 

in its strategy and in its composition. It naturally pro-

duced a strong Hindu reaction in the sane areas. It seems 

therefore, that in the state as a whole the Huslim will vote 

according to their politicil.l creferences, rather tha,.."l for 
' 14 

any particular party, se01lar or comnunal. 

Another IJJmerically small but large in some pocket:J, 

the Christians also behave according to religious lines. 

The 01urc."les of tribal Bihar plateau always acted as 

dlampion of the rights of the poor and the oppressed. Some 

of the Cn".lrch lecrlers express~ grave concern t.."'"lat ro:nmunists 

!":uslirns and the Jana Sanghis were trying to reap benefits 

from the prevailing tensions. In this particular area, 

apart from the Olristian Missions, no voluntary organisa-

tions takes intelligent and effective interest in the wel-
15 

fare of the tribals. In Kerala, from the Muvahupurgha 

parliMlentary seat, wr.ich is numerically dominated 'rYj the 
16 

Olristians no non-Christian has 'been elected. 

14. 212,.~., pp.104-113, Lal, s.,1972. 

15. sen, .J., •The Jharkhand Movement•, in K.s.singh(ed.), 
Tribal situation in India, Indian Institute of Advanced 
study, Simla, 1972, po.432-437. 

16. Ql2.~ •• !'.15, Raghavan, G.N.s. and G.Balachandran, 1990. 
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Another parameter of different electoral behaviour 

is language. The linguistic of states in 1956 plays a major 

role in shaping the state boundari.ss in closer ali91'lllent 

in the socio-cultural- ooordinates$ As a rule~ therefors, 

a linguistic state is not only a major administrative unit 
17 

but also a fonn of national statehood. In fact, linguistic 

identity evokes passions and ~phasises the whole ganut of 

their cultural identity and which can be trans fot:med into 
18 

a nowerful politic"I force and to win over votes loyalities. 

In his study Brass :iepicted that sometimes a numerically 

small linguistic movement may absorbed into stronger linguis

tic group ai'ld loose its identity and political success. On 

the other hand, so!ne lin·;-.;.ist.ic movement may adlieve communal 

signi-:L:anc~ such as Urdu movement, Sikh and Punj abi Suba 
19 

movement. The Jana Sangh ., .. as branded as Hindi linguistic 
20 

party. However, it had followers of all languages. 

Borris, I .K., Indiaa National and Lanm:_age Problems 1 New 
Delhi, 1981, p.124. 

Kumar, o.s.P., .. Electoral rrends in R-eserved Parli<fflenta.ry 
Constituencies in Andhra Pradesh During 1977,1980, 1984 
Lok SaJ:ha Slections", ,an unpublished M,Phil,dissert~tioi2.L 
Jawa~arlal Nehru University, New Delhi, 1990, p,86. 

Brass, P.R., Langy.age, Religion and Politics in Nort.i'} ~~~, 
Vikas PUblishing House, New Delhi, 1974. 

Sukhwal, B.L., Modern Polit!qal Geography of Iooi~ Sterling 
Publishers Pvt,Ltd., New Jelhi~ 1985, p.109, 



Another social group which is an important factor in 

politics is. the tribals. The tribes are belonged to different 

ethnic linguistic and religious groups and have some unique 

social and economic characteristics. They generally live 

in areas whidl are by and large unfavourable for settled 

agriculture and isolated. so, their influence on politics 

is regional one. 

There is little evidence of bloc voting among the 

tribes of India. Tribal voter turn-out is low. However, 

t.i'lis ethnic group is showing increasing turn-out trend with 

oass ing of time. They show a distinctive regional pattern 
21 

in the electoral behaviour. 

Factors like r~gional imbalances fudalism and regional 

personality leads to regionalism or conciousness to a parti

cular region. Regional parties are those which generally 

and exclusively operate within a limited geographical area 

within a state or which represent the interests of particular 

linguistic, religious, ethnic or cultural groups whose 

~pul ation may be concentrated in an area as small as a 

single assembly constituency or as large as an entire state 

21. \'Ieiner, M. and Osgood Field, J .~ "How Tribal constituencies 
in India Vot~~, in Myron Weiner and John Osgood Field(eds.), 
studies in Slectoral Politics in the Indian StatesJ Three 
Disadvantaged .iectors, Vol.II, Manohar B:)ok service, New 
Delhi, 1975, pp.117-118. 



or region. In respect of t.'l-leir narrowly defined interests 

regional parties in shape contrast to the broad ranging 
22 

diverse conc~rns of national parties. Regional Parties 

generally avoid t:.o field candidates in those constituencies 

or areas where they do not have at least a meaningful 
23 

support base. Some example of regional parties are JNH 

of the tribal area of Bihar, Orissa, West Bengal and Madhya 

Pradesh, All Party Hill Leaders' Cbnference in Ass an, Mizo 

National Front of Mizorcsn, t-;aharashtrawadi Gomantak Party, 

Akali Dal of P\lnj ab, Gorkha Nation3l Liberation Front of 

narj iling district of West Bengal, etc. 

A latest study 'tYy EhCfTl:::hri { 1991) reveals that regiona-

lism is growing as a new phenomenon in many states of India 

having new dimensions. Present regional parties have two 

dimensions. First their political contest is targeted 

against the INC, the only all India Party in true sense 

of tenn. Second all regional movements, parties and leaders 

old or new are against the present system of the Centre-state 

relations in India. All regional parties are comnitted to 
24 

the varying concept of autonomy for the state goverrxnent. 

22. Park, R.L. ani Mesquit~ B.De, Indias Political system, 
Prentice Hall, 1979, p.110. 

23. Banerjee, K., Regional Political Parties in India, B.R. 
Publishing Cbrp., Delhi, 1984, pp.4-13. 

24. Eh~l::hri, C.P., Sl.ectior..s 1991$ An Analysi3, 3.R.Publishing 
Cbrp., New Delhi, 1991, pp.59-60. 
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Some authors tried to link electoral behaviour with 

the various sides of modernization •. M\ong them Osgood Field 

arrl Weiner ( 1977) showed the educated unemployed urban youth 

out of frustration practise' their franchise against the 
25 

rulling parties. 

Migration is an important factor which brings changes 

in society, economic conditions. The migrants bring new 

view, ideologies from their place of origin. So, they can 

influence the electorates of their place of destinations 

and at the scsne time they also got changed. Katzenstein 

( 1977), tried to correlate the migration related factors, 
26 

with turn-out. 

Sl.ectoral behaviour pattern of party dominance to a 

greater extent influence by the existing socio-economic 

conditions in turns dependent on the available technology. 

If the other conditions are favourable modern technology 

is able to bring the upward mobility of a particular social 

group. 

Frankels ( 197 7) analysis correlated the changing 

technology, economic conditions and the changing socio-

25. Weiner, M. and Osgood Field, J. "Indias Urban Constituencies", 
in t-1yron Weiner and John Osgood Field, (eds.), Electoral 
Politics in the Indian Statess The act of ModernizatiOn 
Vol.III, Manohar a:>ok Serv ce, New Delh ,19 • 

26. Katzenstein, M. F., ~igration and ~ectoral Participation in 
India", in Myron Weiner and John Osgood Field (eds.), ilecto£1!1 
al Politics in the Indian St§tesa The Impact of ModerniJation, 
Vol. III, Manohar Book Service, New Delhi,1977 • 
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eronomic conditions of the ethnic groups of Uttar Pradesh 
27 

and their impact on the voting behaviour. 

The oorrelation.s calculated at one level of aggre-
- ' 

gation do not necessarily apply to observations at another 

level of aggregation. If any study does this mistake then 

that will be suffered by • ecological fallacy' • Because 

the magnitudes of correlation might be different at different 

levels, their signs also might be different. Dasgupta and 

Morris-Jones (1975) Ecological Analysis gives the guide line 

to the researchers of electoral study, how to conduct the 
28 

ecological analyses of the electoral behaviour. 

Bihar is today in the midst of one of the worst phases 

that can be found in the life cycle of a caste ridden society, 

which is still maintaining its fudal character. This stage 

of society dates back to 197 3 when the Paz:manent settlement 
29 

brought in a new phase of land lordism. 

27. Frankels, F., "Problems of Correlating Electoral and Eoonomic 
Variabless An Analysis of Voting Behaviour and Agrarian 
Modernization in Uttar Pradesh", in Myron Weiner and John 
Osgood Field (eds.), Electoral Politics in the Iooian States s 
The im12act of Modernization, Vol. III, Manohar Book Service, 
New Delhi, 1977. 

28. Dasgupta, B. and Morris-Jones, Patterns and 'trends in Indian 
Politics$ An Ecological Analysis of Aggregate Data on 
~ociety and Elections, Allied Publishers. Pvt.Ltd.,New Delhi, 
1975. 

29. Pradhan, H.P., "Caste and Class in Bihar", §conomic ang 
Political Weekly, Vol.14, No.7 and 8 {February 1979), p.481. 
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Like alJ other areas class of Bihar 'cy that time was 

matdled with ti'.e caste hierarchy. The 1 andlords were belong-

edt:.:: four upper cast.~s, i.-:!.,3rahrni:lS, lhU!'.1il1ars, R.ajputs 
30 

and !Cayst.~tas. I'~'1e inteJ:ntediate castes werl.! mainly ccnstitu-

eted by Yadavas, Kurmis and Koeris and other back\o~ard castes 

were mainly t.r!i'lants or poor middle peasantr-]' or share croppers. 

The Scheduled Castes constituted the land less agricultural 

lalx>urers. The condition of muslims were better than the 

intermediate an::1 SchedUled :ast.es. 

This was a existing caste situation of Bihar till 1911. 

On 12th Decernber~1911 Bihar was separated from the existing 

Greater Bengal 'Province. For this the Kayasthas were most 

benefitted. They got the Western edUcation earlier than 

any other cast~ of Bihar and str~ggled mainly for the 

separation of Bihar from Bengal. soon they occupy most of 

the jobs and also be can~ pelitically dominant. Soon other 

castes also achieved western education and demarrled shart! 

in employment and pOlitics which invited the caste conflict 

in politics. This caste-conflict by t.i-lese days became deep 

rooted in Bihar. 

After independence for the z<~nindari aoolition and 

land-ceiling on land holdin:.Js the intermediate castes got 

ihukla, K., Caste Politics in ID4ias A Case Study, Mittal 
Publications, N~~ ~lhl, 1987, p.27. 
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considerable area of land. The level of adoption of new 

tedlnology 'r:Jj them is higher than the upper castes. so, 

they are in a position to pr.-.)duce surplus whidl in turn 

established their P?sition socially and politically stable. 

The inteanediate caste no·~ b!!cane the competitors of higher 
31 

castes in politics. However, the Reservation policy of 

independent India brought little change (JnOng the Sdleduled 

Castes of Bihar in tex:rns of socio-economic and political 

conditions. 

Durinq the euphoria of J .P.Movernent casteism was 

relegated to some extent in the background, but when the 

Karpoori Thakur• s reservation policy of 1977 impl~nted, 

the people of Bihar were dis integrated into Forward and 

Backward Castes. Th:::! latest Mandal Commission Reo:>nmen-

dation deeper the trench between the two social groups. 

The above situation of caste and politics is dealt 

with by Shukla ( 1987) as a case study of Khagaria and Begu-
32 

sara! assembly constituency. The study of Dhar, et.al. 
33 

( 1982), bridge the caste-politics with class politics. 

31. Qp.~., p •• 483, P.C3dhan, H.P.,197!. 

32. ~.Cit., Shukla, K.,1987. 

33. Dhar, H.,<Alpta. s., Roy, N. and Sengupta, N., •caste arrl 
Polity in Bihartt, in Gail Ornvedt\~.), Land, Caste and 
Politics in Irpi~ ~1;ates, University of Delhi, Del.l1f, 1982. 
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·ro Pradhan1 s (1979) View the crloption of new technology 

and development of agri01lture may sharpen the contradic

tions and cause the disintegration of semi-feudal prodUction 
34 

relation in Bihar. To Roy (1986) the trend in dispersal 

of inequalities started and in long run the numerically 

stronger underprevileged caste groups will rome to dominate 
35 

the political scene in Bihar. 
' 

The tribal communities of Olotanagpur of Bihar are 

quite distinct from the rest of their non-tribal neighbou~. 

Their society is not based on cast~ hierarchy and it i~ 

classless society. ·Their culture and language were also 

different. Later on due to permanent land holding system 

many outsiders cane into that area. A class of exploiters 

emerged from anong the non-tribals who gave them loan3 

a-,Jainst high interest which the tribals were unable to pay. 

After independence the land of the tribals were acquired for 

the development pu~ses l:::ut proper rehabilitation was not 

taking place for then. Rapid spread of education csnong the 

tribals produced a 1 arge number of edUcated un~ployed youth 

anong the tribals. They were not provided with job, because 

the job generated here was alrea:iy captured by the non-tribals. 

34. ~.~., pp.481-484, Pradhan, H.P.,1979. 

35. Roy, R., •caste and Political Recruitment in Bihar", in 
Raj ni Kothari (ed.), Caste in Indian Politics, Orient 
Longman, New Delhi, 1986, pp.228-258. 



All the above phenomenon created a sense of discontent 

among the tribals. How this sense of discontent anong the 

tribals created the atmosphere of Jharkhand rnovernent this 

political develOTil"ttent has be~n nicely discussed 'c1f Sen 
36 

'197 2). 

Tribal dominated Clotanagpur is store house of mineral 

resources. It provides Bihar state with a huge margin of 

benefit~ tut a very small fraction of this benefit is 

invested in this area. Whidl keep this region pe.rmanently 

backwa..""'d. Saraswati(1987) related this spatial d.iscri.mi-
37 

nation with the ongoing Jharkhand Movement. 

This study the "?arliarnentary Elections in Bihar A 

Spatio ·rernporal study of it.s • socio-Economic Correlations" 

is a work which is related to £lectoral Geography. 

&lectoral Geography is essentially o:mcerned wit."l 

the study of process of political decision-making as the 

study of t."le spatial and environmental perceptions of such 

decision-makers. Its' main aim is to identify the geography 

of voting itself, to analyse the geographical influences on 

36. ~.£!!., ~p.~32-437, Sen, J.,1972. 

37. S araswati, D., "OlotoNagpurer Eboke • Clhabbistc:Jna Rajya' 
Nabe Jharkhand?, Anand§b9zar Patrika, 11th Nov~ber,1987. 



voting and to fir.d out the geographical influences on 
38 

the representation. 

The justification lying behind the existence of 

Slectoral geography is that many geographical elements are 

involved in the electoral process. Such as voters are 

registered acoording to their home a:idrezses. The socio-

economic and political conditions within which a person 

lives influence his or her voting behaviour. Different 

areas get different attention fDam the political parties 

whidl causes to different representation pattern. I£>cation 

39 
of constituency ooundary may affect the electoral result. 

Th~ history of electoral Geography dates back to the 

beginnir.g c£ tr.is century. The pioneer study in this field 

was done by Siegford {1913) and Krebheil{1916). Those 

were followed by som-e other sporadic contributions sud1 

as Wright (1932), Paulin (1932}. ~owever, substantial 

geographical researdles on elections were ma::ie only in 

France under the intellectual guidance of Andre Siegfried. 

Siegfrieds' study { 1949) on the geography of elections of 

the Anded1e region of France is a unique wo.rk. His students 

38. Dikshit, s.K. and Giri, H.H., "Concept arrl pUrpose of 
Electoral Geography", Transact.iol'..s Ialtitute of Indisn 
Geographers, Vol.6, No.1 (January,19 ), p.8s. 

39. ·raylor, P.J. and Johnstone, R.J ., Geography of Elections, 
Penguin Books, 1979, pp.22-24. 
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and associates like Francois Goguel (1951) and Lancelot 

(1968) also did not able work on old man land relationship 

tradition. Another notable work in west on the field of 

electoral geography. are done by BUsteed(1975), 'I'aylor and 

Johnstone ( 1979) the theoretical work on Geography of 

&lections and conceptual and methodological work of 
40 

Soja (1974}. 

In India a series of work had done by Dikshit arxl 

Shanr.a. Dikshit in his book political Geography gave a 
41 

brief Introduction on E:lection studies. Dikshit and 

Sham a ( 1981) in their article gave solution to overcome 

the problem of unit of analysis problem, Under Indian 

42 
administrative and electoral system. Both of them ( 1983) 

in their another article showed the reverse trend of voters 

turn-out with development variables in PUnjab. 

Dikshit, R.n., £olitical Geographys A oont~rary Pers§ective 
Tata Mcgraw-Hill Publishing Company Ltd., New Delhi, 19 2, 
pp. 237-238. 

Dikshit, R.n. and Sharma. J .c., filA Solution to the Unit -Of -
Analysis Problem in the ~lectoral Geography of India•, ~ 
N tion Geo r hical Journ 1 of Indi Vol.27, Parts 1 and 
2 1ar - June,19 1 , pp.14-20. 

R.D. and Sharma, J.c.,•rrends and Patterns in 
Voter Turn-out in Punjab(1967-1980)s An &cological Analysis•, 
National The Geograohical Journal of Indi~ Vol. 29, Parts 1 
and 2 CMarch - June, 198l), pp.18-29. 



An ecological study by Mir and Hussain (1983) depicted the 

spatial electoral pattern, of votes, Party perfonnance and 
43 

some specific findings in that area. Sukhwal (1985) done 

work on the distritutional pattern of political parties roth 

for parliamentary and assembly elections. 44 Nuna ( 1983) 

showed one of the fund~ental work on spatial fragmented 

pattern of Indian political representation. 45 

Parliamentacy Elections in Bihars A Spatio T5nporal 

Study of its Socio-Economic Correlates will be different 

from the above works. Thi5 study shall attempt to unde.t~

stand the electoral behaviour and party situations with 

reference to the parlianentary general elections and shall 

also attempt an explanation for the sane. 

43. Mir, A.H. and Husain, M., "The Assembly Elections in 
J anmu and Kashmir: A study in Spatial Structure of Voting 
Behaviour in 1983, The National Geograohical Journal of 
India, Vol.30, Pt 1 (March 1984)1 pp.S3-62. 

44. ~.£!S., Sukhwal, 1985. 

45, Nuna, :i. c., "Spatial Pragnentation of Political Behaviour 
in Indias An Analysis of Electoral Trends, 1971-1980,• 
An Unpu!?lished Ph,D.Thesis, c.s .R.D., Jawaharlal Nehru 
university, New Delhi, 1983. 



OiAPl' SR-I II 

VOT ~~ TURN-01.1?: SPATIAL .~D T &lPORAL PATTERNS 

3. Introduction: 

In electoral studies, majority of the calculations 

are carried out with the help of turn-out. Turn-out is 

·normally defined as the percentage of registered voters 

in each constituency who had actually exercised their 

1 
voter right. It is well known that the propOrtion of the 

Indian elec+-..orate tui:"ning out to cast their vote has been 

increasing steadily over the years. It can be argued as 

what significance one may attach to this rising level of 

participation ~~d as to how far ~~is indicates genuine 

ina:>r-poration of 1 arger number of people in an effective 

citizen l:::ody. Hhatever the results may be it cannot be 

denied that the growing turn-out implies the increasing 

nolitical conciousness of the people of their denocratic 

right and their involvement in making the decision makers. 

These days casting of votes has become a 'rratter of habit•, 

a 'rart of mass cul ture•, in many places. 2 

1. Qikshit, R.D. and Shanna, J .c., "Trends and Patterns in 
Voter Turn-out in Panjab (1967-1980):· An Scological Analysis", 
The National GeoSl£.ap_hical Jou,;:nal c; £ Irrlia, Vol. 29, Parts 1& 2, 
harci£-June, 1933, p.21. 

2. ;)as Gupt~ B. and Harris- Jones, ·t'l.H., Pattern and Trends 
in Indian Politigs: M. EQ:?loyicr;&l Analysl.S o~ .'YJSJre•;Iat<! 
Data on so~iety aP;d .=;1ectio9,h Allied Publishers, New Delhi, 
1975, ~.,.73 ~~ 299. 
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The rate of turn-out varies over space and time 

depending on the existing socio-economic and political 

conditions. From the earlier studies it may be seen that 

areas with a high turn-out rate in one election would also 
~ 

normally show a high turn-out in the next. Ther~ is a 

close corr~ponda11ce between the level of development. of 

3 an area and its turn-out record. Ho·,.,.ever, Dikshit and 

~harma (1983) showed in their study that though PUnjab 

is the most prosperous state in India, still it shows a 

4 steadily decreasing turn-out over the years. so, a 

researcher has to be careful about the' ea::>logical 1 con-

ditions of the particular area on ',o~hich electoral study 

will be carrting out. A particular area may not rnatch 

v.•ith the normal sit'..lation an1 it may give quite different 

result from ot.:.~~rs. 

Turn-out may change the electoral p:!rfo.r:mance of 

different parties. It is seen for different turn-out 
5 

rate, perc:~ntage shares of vote for a party are different, 

Qn.~, Dasgunta, B. and !-~orris-Jones, W.H., 
197 51 p • 3 Q 1 8 • 

4. oo.Cit~, Dikqhit, R.n. and Sharma, J.c., 1983, pp.18-29. ---
s. ~-
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So, a party which is dominant in an area may loos~ 

the seat if voting turn-out goes down or another party 

may gain fron1 this situation. 

In electoral analysis the turn-out data is widely 

used, but it has a certain percentage of error. The 

register can never be up-to-date. On the other harrl, 

there are often dupli.cation and omission of names. Howevar, 

the accuracy of Indian electoral register is reasonably 

high., but it varies consid~rably between different 

regions and localities 1
5 

A small proportion of electorates who exercised their 

eight to vote fail to record a valid vote, usually by 

7 
inadvertence but occasionally deliberately, Their votes 

are o:ms.ilt"H'e:i as invalid votes. Though the percentage 

of invalid vote is very small, ·still it attract the 

interests of elect.t . .::ral geographers, political, sociologists, 

psephologists and ot.l-ter social scientists. Invalid votes 

1epict the lack of t:'.Clitical conciousness or apathy of 

the electorates. The percentage of invalid votes goes 

down f.vhen level of development is high. one might think 

Butler, o., Lahiri, A. an::1 Roy, P., India :)ecides: 
~l~ctions 1952-1?01, Living Media India Ltd., New Delhi, 
1991, p.S 

Ibid. -



that higher the turn-out, higher will be the lass infonned, 

less competent or less !notivated people who will added 

t.l'le number of invalia votes. rut turn-out will increase 

in those areas where level of ::l3Velop&1\ent is increasing. 

' 
so, in a developed area the pOlitical concious ,,.JOuld be 

high which will reduce the percentage of invalid votes. 

For this the relationship between turn-out and imraJ.id 

votes ought to be negative. Again the relationship bet

ween turn-,out and invalid vote may be positive as the 

incranent of turn-out takes place in the less developed 

areas where initially that rate was low. So, ~~e electo-

rates of l~ss developed areas may increase the percentage 

8 
of ipvalid votes, 

3.1 Comparative Trends of Voter Turn-out in Parlianentary 
~Ieet1ons, ~etween xnata ana E!h~t (1952-91). 

a. 

Table III.1 shows that with passing of time the rate 

of turn-out is incl.·easing ::oth for Irrlia arrl Bihar. Howevor, 

the trend is highly fluctuating for the t\-.'0 cases. In the 

trend line Bihar is :tlways below all Irrlia average turn-out, 

except 1977, when the earlier crossed the later. It was 

so because of the al!.ti-pathy of the common people of Bihar 

2.E,.Cit • .~ Dasgupta, B. and Horris Jones, W.H., 1975, 
p. 3ii1'7 
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-.gainst INC r~gion during the emergency period. For t.'1is 

tha electorates of Bihar turned up in large scale to defeat 

INC Government in Centre. It may be remembered that Bihar 

was affected severely dUring emergency period an.d ta""ley 

reacted accordingly in practicing their franchise to bring 

a debacle for INC. 

The average voter turn-out for Indian elections is 

56.6 per cent, which varies from the lowest 45.7 per cent 

9 
in 1952 to the highest turn-out of 64.1 per cent in 1984. 

In case of Bihar it varies from the lm~eet 40.5 per ~ant 

in 1952 to the highest 67.63 per cent in 1991. The average 

·voter turn-out for Bihar is 53.02 per cent. Till 1967 

all India turn-out fi~re showed a steady increase. After 

19671 t."le all India trend became highly fluctuating. Bihar 

follows exactly the all Indian trend till 1971 1 after 

which Bihar is behaving in a somewhat different way. 

During 1984-89 period, while India was showing downward 

trend. Bihar showed an up·.,...ard trend. Comparative study 

between thi! two is not possible for 1989-91, because of 

unavailability of data. From 1984, general election of 

Bihar is maintaining a steady increasing trend wnidl 

9. Turn-out figure for India is not available for the 
year 1991. 



touched its highest peak (67 ,63) in the year 1991. This 

increasing trend in turn-out for Bihar may be interpreted 

as the impact of development wt simultaneously there is 

high cases of booth capturing and fake voting, so, the 

last two factors hinder us to make a clear comment on the 

relationship between turn-out and level of development 

in Bihar. I 

'I' able III,l 

India & Bihars Voter Turn-out in Parlictnentary 
Elections, 1952-91.(in percentage to 

total Electorates), 

Election Year 

All In::1ia 

Bihar 

1952 

45.7 

40,5 

1957 

42.9 

1962 

55,4 

47 .o 

Election Year 1980 1984 1989 1991 

All India 57,0 64,1 62,0 N~ 

Bihar 51,9 58,8 60.2 67,63 

1967 1971 1977 

61,3 55.3 60.5 

51,5 48,96 61,59 

average overtime 

N.B. 1. N.A, stands for data not available 

Sources 1) ~.Cit.., Plltler, D,, et,al,, 1991, 'I'able 2,1 
and 2) Infonnation and Public Relation Department, 

Bihar, Press Release, dated 17 June, 1991. 
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3.2 Spatia1 Pattern of Voter Turn-out 

3.2.1 Spatial Pattern of Voter Turn-OUt, 1971s 

Table III. 2 shows for this time 9 constituencies 

were showing very high rate of turn-out. M\ong those the 

highest value (67.32 per cent) and lowest value (61.17 

per cent) were shown by Sitamami and Barh respectively. 

The other constituencies falling into this category were 

t-1uzaffarpur, Monghyr, Sheohar, Jahanabad, Haj ipur, Nawada 

and Nalanda according to the descending order of percentage 

turn-out figure. All those constituencies are situated 

in Bihar plain and constitute a L shape in a 03ntiguous 

fonr.. 

High percentage of turn-out wa9 shown by 22 constitu-

encies. lenong the highest figure (60.49 per cent) and the 

lowest figure (48. 67 per cent) were shown by Arrah and 

Buner respectively. Except Khunti ( in Bihar plateau of 

south) all of those are situated in Bihar plain and separa-

ted in tw ble cs by the constituencies with very high 

percentage turn-out. Among the western bloc. the consti-

tuencies are Gopalganj, Patna, sasaram, Arrah, etc. .Among 

the eastern bloc the constituencies are Madhubani, Samasti

pur, Bank~ Katihar etc. 

The low percentage of turn-out was shown by 12 consti

tuencies. Among those the highest figure (47.04 per cent) 



and the lowest figure (36.80 ner cent ) were shown by 

Gay a and Bag aha constituencies respectively. The other 

oonstituencies of this category were Motihari, Rosera. 

Vaishali, Dhanbad, Kishanganj, Lohardaga. Arari~ PUrnea, 

Jcrnui and Bettiah acoording to the descending order of 

percentage turn-out. Those oonstituencies are showing 

highly fragnented pattern and distributed dispersely on 

whole Bihar. 

The very low turn-out rate was shown by 1 0 cons ti

tuencies ~ng those the highest (35. 93 per cent} and lowest 

( 16.57 per cent} turn-out were shown by Godda and s inghbhum 

constituencies respectively. All the constituencies are 

contiguous and situated in Tribal Bihar plateau. The 

other constituencies falling into this categocy were 

Ranchi, Giridih, Durttka, Hazaribagh, Palctnau1 J ctnshedpur, 

Olatra and Rajmahal are accx:>rding to the descending order 

of percentage turn-out. (See appendix I) 

Table III.2 

Bihars Distribution of the Constituencies by 
Per cent votes Polled, 1971. 

Percent votes palled 

above 60.52 

60.52 to 48.36 

48.36 to 36.20 

below 36.20 

Number of constituencies 

9 

22 

12 

10 

57 
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3.2.2 Soatial Pattern of Voter Turn-Out,1977s 

The table III. 3 shows this time out of 54 constituen

cies, where electioP- was held 9 constituencies were of high 

percentage turn-out. M\ong those, Haj ipur showed the 

highest turn-out (77 .07 per cent) and Madhepura showed the 

lowest turn-out (71.58 per cent). Other constituencies 

falling into this category were J ahanabad, Gopalganj, 

Saharsa, Iviadhepura, Nawada, Nalanda and Barb. rhey were 

seen in a fragmented cirmlar fotrn in Bihar plain. 

High turn-out Has shown by 23 -constituencies. llnong 

those the highest (70.69 per cent) and the lowest (60.17 

per cent) were show~ by Sama.stipur arrl Katihar constitt4e:1-

cies respectively. c·ther consci-cuencies falling into t.~is 

category .,.,er~ :Jawada, Sit3Tlat:1i, Ja'1anaba~ Khagaria., 

3ikranganj. etc. All of those are situated in the nor-l.hern 

nalf o£ Bihar in t.~e plain region around the constituencies 

of very high percentage of turn-out. 

I.ovJ turn-out was shown by 9 constituencies. Among 

those the highest (59.92 per cent) and the lowest (48.91 

per cent) v1ere shown by Balia and Kisha11ganj constituencies 

respectively. Another constituencies falling into this 

category we r~ Purnea, Arari~ 3odda, !-'~otihari, Bank a, 
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Bettiah anJ. Gicidih. All of those were seen dispersely 

in a highly fragmented foDn. 

This time 13 ronstituencies showed very lmo~ turn-out. 

(33.93 per cent ) \.Jere shown by Olatra and Khunti ronsti-

tuencies respectively. Anot.her constituencies falling 

into this category were Ranchi, '!-Iazaribagh, Ja.~hedpur, 

Bagaha, Palamau, Lohardaga, Dhanbad, Rajmahal, l<odenna, 

Du.rr.ka and Singht:ilum according to the descending order of 

~~rcentage turn-out. All of the constituencies are 

situated in tribal dominated Bihar plateau. They are con

tiguous an1 fotrned a clust~r there. {see app~ndix I ) • 

Table III,3 

Bihar; Distribution of the Q:mstitu.encies by Per Cent 
Vot~s Polled, 1977. 

Per cent Votes Pol:ed Number of Constituencies 

above 71.30 9 

71.30 to 60.08 23 

60.08 to 48.87 9 

below 48.87 13 
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3.2.3 Sp51tial Pattern of Voter Turn-out, 1991s 

Table III.4 shows that this time there were 9 cx:>nsti

tuencies in very high percentage turn-out category. .%!long 

those the highest {76.44 per cent) and the lowest {68.58 

per cent) percentage of turn-out were shown by Haj ipur and 

Jhanjharpur respectively. Another oonstituencies falling 

into this catago:cy were Jahanabad, G:>palganj, S aharsa, 

f-1adhepura, Nawada, Nalanda and Ba.rh according to the d~sce."'ld

ing order of percentage turn-out. Among those, 9 consti

tuencies 5 were clust~red in central Bihar and 3 were in 

north 3ihar and rest one was situated on north-west 

.dl)undary of aihar. 

The n~~er of constituencies falling into high percen

tage turn-out category were 17. Among those the highest 

{67 .06 per c-:!nt ) and the lowest (60.02 per cent) were 

shown by Begusarai and Sheohar respectively. 'l'he other 

oonstituencies falling into this categox:y were Dar.::>hanga, 

t-1onghyr, 01apra, s crnastipur, Vaishali, Hadhubani, Gaya, 

s itanarhi, Nuzaffarpur, siwan, Rosera, Arrah, r-·iaharaj ganj, 

Hotihari and .~aria, acoording to the descending order of 

percentage turn-out. The constituencies fooned a fragmen

ted crescentic shaoe around the constituencies of high 

nercentage turr1-out. 
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This t.irne 18 constituencies. were in low percentage 

turn-out category. Jlnong those the highest (49 .86 per cent) 

and the lowest (33.28 per cent) were shown respectively by 

Hazaribagh and Pal ~au constituencies. Other constituencies 

falling into this category were Sasaran, Cllatra, Khunti, 

Lohardaga, Bagaha, ani s ingh:Chum accntding to the descending 

order of percentage turn-out. All those oonstituencies 

. were situated on the south-Y.7t~tern plateau part of tribal 

dominated Bihar ( see Appendix I ) 

Table III&! 

Bihars Distribution of the Constituencies by Per cent 
Votes Polled, 1991 

Per cent Votes Polled Number of Constitaencies 

77.43 to 68.37 9 

68.37 to 59.31 17 

59.31 to 50.24 18 

below 50.24 8 

So, it is seen from the above intetpretation, that 

constituencies of tra:litionally high mrn-out showed the high 

turn-out in all the three elections, such as Haj ipur, Nalanda 

and Bam were in very high percentage turn-out category 

for thrice. OUt of these three constituencies Haj ipur 
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showed twice the highest percentage of turn-out in Bihar. 

On the other hand, there are some constituencies in Bihar 

which showed al·ways the lower percentage of turn-out. 

( ' ')l) 

These oonstituencies are mainly situatej, ~n the tribal 

dominated plateau of south Bihar where education level is 

low and exposure to the mass-media is very poor. Some of 

the oonstituencies of this area, such as Palanau, Singhl::h\.Ul\ 

etc. showed very low turn-out rate for thrice. 

3.3 Voter Turn-Out, Spatio-Tf!!_np.O,ral Trendss_ 

01ange in turn-out shows the awareness or apathy of 

the voters to practise their franchise. If the change is 

pOsitive it implies an improvement in turn-out while negative 

change implies a drop in turn-out, or the voter• s apathy 

which refrain from them to cast their votes. Greater 

positive change in percentage turn-out takes place both 

in developed areas, where level of socio-economic develop-

ment is high and also in less developed areas where the 

t f . . 1 1 10 turn-ou ~gures were prev~ous y ow • The reasons behind 

the negative change in turn-out figures may be the harsh 

climatic condition or the })Olitical anardly, for which the 

electorates could not come out to cast their vote easily. 

10. Op.Cit., :)asgupta, B. and 1-l.orris-Jones, W.H., 1975, p.301. 



The table III.S shows the percentage points change in 

voting turn-out for the period of 1971-77. For this period 

8 constituencies were showing very high percentage points 

change in voting turn-out. Among those the highest (33. 6 

per-centage points ) and the lowest (19.73 percentage 

points) change were shown by Vaishali and Jhanjharpur 

respectively. Other Constituencies falling into this cate

gory were Rosera Gaya, Olapta, Godda, pUrnea and Giridih 

according to the descending order of percentage points 

change. 

For this tirne 17 constituencies showed high percentage 

points dlange in voting turn-out. lcnong those the highest 

(18.52 percentage peints) and the lowest (12.36 percentage 

points) change \>1ere shown by Olatra arrl Sasarcrn resn:"?ctively. 

Another cor~tituencies falling into this category were, 

s inghl::hUI;"', Hadhepura, Rajrnahal, PalC~T~au., Buxar, s ahars a, 

etc. Those constituencies wer~ seen in a fragmented fo:an 

in all over Bihar. 

Low percentage peints change for this period were 

shown by 18 constituencies. Among those the highest ( 10 .as 
percentage points) and the lowest (5.95 percentage points) 

were shown by Barh and Banka constituencies resoectively. 

Other constituencies falling into this category were Patn~ 



lllagalpur, Dumka, ~agaha, Nalanda, Katihar, Muzaffarpur, 

l'longhyr, 1-iadhubani, Khagaria, Gopalganj, Kishanganj, Nawada, 

Bikramganj, Begusarai and lohardaga according to the descend

ing order of percentage points dlange 9 The!3e constituencies 

are dispersely distributed except in the central Bihar where 

few of those constituencies clustered in a contiguous line. 

Very low percentage points of change were shown by 9 

constituencies among those, the highest (4. 62 percentage 

pOints ) ~lY.l the lowest (-2. 69 percentage points ) change 

were shown by Darl:hanga and Sheohar respectively. ether 

constituencies falling into t.~is category were Arari~ 

Arrah, Dhanbad, Siteltial:hi, Auz-angabad, Jahanabad and Khunti 

according to the descending order of percentage points 

d1 ange {see App~r..dix II). 

Table III,S 

3ihar: Percentage Points change in Turn-out,1971-77, 

Percentage ooints dlange in 
Voter Turn-out 

above 19.12 

19,12 to 11.93 

11.93 to 4,73 

below 4. 73 

Number of constituencies 

8 

17 

18 

9 



·rhe table III.6 shows the percentage points change 

in voting turn-out for the period of 1977-91. For this 

oeriod 10 constituencies were showing very high percentage 

points chang~ in voting turn-out. Jfnong those, th~ highest 

(12.76 percentage peints) and the lowest {6.11 percentage 

ooints) change were shown by Rajmahal and Bettiah Cbnsti-

tuencies resoectively. The other constitutJncies falling 

into this category were I<hunti, Gopalganj, Singh~um, 

Dumka, Jahanabad, Kode.cna, Jam~hedpur and Kishanganj 

according to the descending order of percentage points 

change in voting turn-out. Most of those constituencies 

are peripheral constituencies in a fragmented pattern. 

Fo= this time 13 constituencies showed high percentage 

points change in voting turn-out. .Among those the highest 

(5.15 p~rcentage points)and the lowest {-0.3 percentage 

points ) were shown by Dhanbad and Hadhepura constituencies 

respectively. Another constituencies falling into this 

category were Hotihari, Saharsa, Begusarai, Randli, Hazari

bagh, Darl::hanga, Araria, Nawad.a, Giridih, Lohardaga and 

Nalanda according to the descending order of percentage 

points change in turn-out. They were arranged in a frag

mented oattern, except some constituencies of this category 

which were contiguous from central Bihar and extended to 

the South Bihar. 



In low percentage point change category there were 

22 constituencies. Jinong those the highest (-0. 63 percen

tage points change) arrl the lowest (-7 .co percentage points 

change) were shown by Haj ipur and .Honghyr OJP...stituenci~ 

respectively. Another OJnstituencies falling into this 

category were Bag aha, Cllatra, Arrah, S iwan, s anastipur, 

aunar, Bal ia etc. 

This time in low categor.f there were 7 constituencies. 

llnong those, the highest (-7. 21 perc~ntage points change) 

and the lowest (-15.77 perc~ntage noints change) were shown 

r 
by Olapra and s as arcsn respectively. Another constituencies 

falling into this cat~gory ·.ver<'! Palamau, Bikramga."1j, Vaishali, 

.Utra.11gabad and Huzaffarpur according to the descending order 

of oercentage points change. (see anpendix II ) 

Tabl~ III,6 

Bihan Percentage P8ints Olange in Turn-out, 1977-91. 

Percentage points change in 
Voter Turn-out 

above 5,92 

5.92 to -0.61 

-0.61 to -7.14 

Number of constituencies 

10 

13 

22 

7 
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So, it is st"!en that spatial pattern of percentag~ 

points change in turn-out is highly fragmented. The change 

in turn-out is higher in those constituencies where the 

turn-out of previous election was lower. In the case of 

Bihar, the oonstituencies where voter turn-out went hi<;jler 

are mainly bacJ<ao~ard areas in tenns of level of socio-eOJnomic 

develor:rnent and tribal dominated. Such as Khunti, s inghl:hum 

etc. 

The IUQact of Voting Turn-Out On the Percentage Sha;-e of 
Votes for the Different Parties. 

It is mentioned at the beginning of this dlapter 

that for a particular rate of voting turn-out the ~l~ctoral 

perfor:mance of 1iff.erent parties are :lifferent. 

The table III. 7 shoHs the correlation of coefficient 

for voting turn-out with oercentage shar~ of votes for 

differ~nt parties. However, the correlation coefficients, 

showed high variation over time. For INC CJnong the three 

general elections voting turn-out showed significant correla

tion in 1991 general election only. This time the oorrelation 

showed positive significant value at .001 level which indi-

cates with increase of turn-out the percentage share of INC 

votes also will be increased. However, in earlier. two 
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elections INC's correlations with turn-out were insignificant 

and positive it impli~s in those two periods turn-out had 

no impact on INC's popularity. B.L.D.showed positive 

significant oorr~lation (at .001 level) in 1977. That 

time common electorates were in search of an alternative 

for INC in the centre. In 1977, general election turn-out 

was also high which tells not only the committed party 

members but also the common voters also voted for BLD. 

Another party showed significant (at .001 level) and 

positive correlation was JD in 1991 election. Just before 

1991 election JD' s supports for .t-1andal <bmmission Re<X>mmen

dations for the upliftment of the other backward classes: 

JD' s cornmitrnent to protect the minorities evoked sympathy 

for a large nurr;ber Gf electorates in Bihar which is seen 

through this oositive significant correlation. 

The parties which shO\·.ted insignificant-positive corre

lations \vere CPI for 1971, 1977 and 1991, CPM, BJS, INa:>, 

PSP and SSP for 1971 general elections. This phenomenon 

indicates that for those particular years those parties 

popularity among non-member voters r,.o~ere less. 

The JKD in 1971 and BJP in 1991 showed insignificant

negative correlations or whid1 means to an insignifica.l"lt 



extent the attitude of the a:>rnmon voters for this two 

particular years wer~ against the two parties. 

So, from the above analysis we see with particular 

reference of t~e INC, B.L.o. and JO pulled significant 

support from the higher turn-out. Whereas including INC 

~'-'2 I ... 

and other parties for different election could not benefitted 

mud1 from ~'le turn-out rate. So, for those years from tl:e 

insignificant correlations it can be inferred for those 

years for those parties the electoral atmosphere was not 

favourable. 

Bihars 
Table III, 7 

COrrelation Coefficients for 'loting Turn-out with 
Percentage Share of Votes for Different Parties 

Political Parties 

INC CPI CPN a:rs 
------------YEAR OF lliE ELECI'IONS------

Voting 
Turn-out 1971 1977 1991 1971 1977 1991 1971 1971 

02548 • 13 31 • 5212 ,0574 ,0829 .1676 .0515 .0983 

JKD INa:> PSP SSP BLO BJP JO 
Voting 1971 1971 1971 
Turn-out 

1971 1977 1991 1991 

-. 2958 .2044 ,0973 ,3343 .6600** -.1339 ,4141** 

~.B. •• indicates significant at .001 le,lel. 



3. 5 spatial i'attem of Invalid Votes 

3. 5.1 Spatial Pattern of Inva1id Vot:!S, 127..1!. 

It is seen from th~ table III.8 that out of 53, e 

constituencies showed very high percentage of invalid votes • 

.3rnong those constituencies Singhl:hum showed the highest 

{4.46 per cent) and Rajmahal showed the lov-1est (3.15 per 

cent) invalid votes. Another constituencies falling into 

this category were BankCL C&]a~ Saharsa, Kishanganj, Palamau, 

Araria, Olatra, BhagalpUr, Hazaribagh, Bunar, Godda and 

Urlanbad according to the ascending order of invalid votes 

in percentage figures. All those constituenqies are situated 

~ither on extreme east or south and mainly either Muslim a 

tribal dominated area. 

This time =:igh percentage of invalid votes were shown 

by 14 constituencies. Jtnong those the highest (3.07 per 

cent) and the lowest (2.24 per cent ) were shown by Giridih 

and Arrah constituencies respectively. Another constituen

cies falling in this category were Dhanbad, Godda., Blnar, 

Hazaribagh, Bhagalpur, Olatra, Araria, PalCJI\au, Kishang~j 

5aharsa, Gaya and Banka according to the descer:d.ing order 

of invalid votes. 

Contd •• 
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This time 21 constituencies showed low percentage of 

invalid votes. ~ong those, the highest (2,08 per cent ) 

and the lowest (1.19 per cent ) were shown by Bikramganj 

and Jhanjharpur constituencies respectively. Another con-· 

stituencies falling in this category were Balia, Vaishali 

Aurangabad, Chapra, GopaJ.ganj etc. 

The very low percentage of invalid votes were shown 

by 10 constituencies. Jcnong those, the highest (1.10 per 

cent) and the lowest (0.38 per cent) were shown by Hadhu

bani and Nawada constituencies respectivelY'. Another consti-. .. 
tuencies falling in this category were Darbhanga, Sitanarld 

Maharaj ganj, Muzaffarpur, Sheohar, Haj ipur, 5 amastipur and 

Nawada according to descending order of invalid votes 

See .~nendix III). 

Table III,8 

Bihars Invalid Votes,1971 (Percentage to the total 
vote polled}. 

Invalid Votes 

above 4.99 

4.99 to 3. 58 

3, 58 to 2.17 

below 2.17 

t--.Umber of constituencies 

1 

2 

18 

33 
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3.5.2 ~atial Pattern of Invalid Votes,1977a 

Table III ~9 shows for 1977 election only one consti-

. tuency, i.e.Rajmahal was showing the very high invalid 

votes (10.70 per cent). This figure is even highest among 

the three general elections. 

High percentage of invalid votes were shown by singh

bhum (4.50 per cent) and .Kode.cna (3.81 per cent) cxmsti

tuencies. 

This time low percentage of invalid votes were shown 

by 18 constituencies. ~ong those the highest (3.49 per 

cent) and the lowest (2.24 per cent) invalid votes were 

shown by Lohardaga and Banka constituencies respectively. 

Oth~r constituencies falling into this category were 

Khunti, Ranchi, Giridih, Janshedpur, Durnka, Hazaribagh, 

Bagaha etc. 

The maximum number of constituencies (33) showed very 

low percentage of invalid votes. Among those the highest 

(2.12 p~r cent) and the lowest (0.70 per cent) we~e shown 

by Jhanjharpur and Vaishali constituencies respectively. 

The another constituencies falling into this category were 

Aurangabad, Kishanganj, Motihari,s as aram, Gay a, Rosera etc. 

(see Appendix II.). 



Table III,9 

Bihars Invalid Votes, 1977 

Invalid votes 

above 4,99 

4,99 to 3,58 

3,58 to 2,17 

below 2,17 

(Percentage to the total vote 
Polled) 

t-.1lmber of constituencies 

1 

2 

18 

33 

3,5,3 5oatial Pattern of Invalid Votes, 19911 

In this general el~ction out of 52 constituencies 

7£) 

only two constituencies i.e. Nadhe:oura (6,98 p~r ~nt) and 

Jahanabad (4,42 per cent) showed very high percentage of 

invalid votes. In high percentage of invalid votes category 

ther~ were also two constituencies, Gaya (2,90 per cent) 

and Lohar1aga (2,64 ~er cent), 

This time there were 19 constituencies which showed 

low percentage of invalid votes. .Among those the highest 

(2,57 ~er cent) and thelowest {1,63 per cent) were shown 
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by s inghbhwn and Kishanganj respectively. The other consti-

tuenci~ falling into this category were, h~unti, Hazar!-

bagh, Giridih, Motihar, Bettiah, Randli, Dumka, Dhanbad, 

·fue very low percentage of invalid votes wer.e shown 

by 29 constituencies. Among those the highest (1.60 oer 

cent ) and the lo"•est (0.62 per cent) were shown by . .\uranga-

bad and Siwan respectively. Other constituencies falling 

into this categoey were Hadhubani, Mahara.jganj, Ehagalpur, 

Samastipur, Nalanda, Begusarai, Bikramganj, Barh, Hajipur, 

Sitcrna.rhi etc. {see .~pendix II). 

Table ~II 1 10 

Bihars Invalid votes,1991 

Invalid Votes 

aoove 3. 59 

35.9 to 2.61 

26. 1 to 1. 63 

below 1.63 

(Percentage to the total 
vote polled) 

Nur:lber of o:>nstituencies 

2 

2 

19 

29 
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From the above discussion it is clear lD:e other 

factors of electoral analysis invalid vote also showed a 

fra911ented pattern with few exceptions. In 1971 arxl 1977 

general elections the constituencies showing very low per-

cent age of invalid votes folJ'I\ed contiguous clusters. In 

both the cases the oonstituencies fonned regions in the 

Bihar plain, It is seen that percentage of invalid votes 

are higher in the tribal dominated south-Bihar plateau area. 

With passing of time mean percentage of invalid vote for 

Bihar was showing a fluctuating trend (see table 11). 

Year 

1971 

1977 

1991 

Table III,11 

3ihara Nean Percentage of Invalid v·ote, 1971,1977 and 
1991, 

(As shown p~rcentages to the total vote polled) 

Mean Percentage of invalid vote 

2.11 

2.17 

1. 63 

3, 6 Relatio!J§ .. hip between Turn-out and Invalid Votes 

From the table III,12, it is seen that the correlation 

coefficients fbr voting turn-out with invalid votes were 



negative for 1971 and 1977 and positive for 1991 general 

election. So, for the first two cases it may be stated 

that with increase in turn-out percentages of invalid 

votes will be decline. For 1971 the relation between 

the two were negative but not significant at .01 level. 

But in 1977 the correlation !:>etween the two were signifi-

cant at .01 level. From the appendix II it is seen that 

1uring the first period perce,ntage paints change in turn

out were mainly taken place in north Bihar Plain which 

is from the socio-~oonomic point of view is developed than 

the tribal south Bihar. so, higher info.aned, higher 

competent or higher motivated electorates of this period 

reduce down the invalid vote. However, during second 

p~riod the percentage points turn-out were mainly increased 

in South Bihar where electorates are less infonned, less 

competent and less clearly motivated which ultimately raise 

the invalid votes. 

BiharJ 
Table_III.12 

Cbrrelation Cbefficients for Voting 'I'urn-out with Invalid 
Votes, 1971,1977,1991. 

Year 1971 

-. 2695 

1977 

• -. 367 6 

* significant at 0.01 level 

1991 

.2977 
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3. 7 Summary of the Findings 

From all the analyses of this chapter, it is clear 

that electoral participations anong the electorates of 

'Bihar is increasing with passing of time. However, the 

tribal dominated areas of south Bihar always showed a lack 

of interest in electoral participatian for their particular 

socio-eoonomic conditions. For 1971-77 period the electo

rates of plain area of Bihar showed an increment in voting 

turn-out but for ·the 1977-~1 period the electorates of the 

tribal areas of south Bihar showed the increment in voting 

turn-out. Rlectorates of earlier area were always in. 

higher level than the later in education and po~itical 

conciousness. So, the correlations between voting turn-out 

and invalid votes were negative in the 1971 and 1977 

general elections but the politically less una\o~are, less 

informed, less competent voters of south Bihar increased 

the turn-out for 1991 which simultaneously increased the 

invalid votes as \vell. Though electorates of south Bihar 

· always showed high percentage of invalid votes blt it is 

1eclining with passing of time for their growing education 

and more pOlitical conciousness. · The percentage shares of 

votes for BLD in 1977 and INC and JD in 1991 showed positive 

significant correlations.with voting turn-out which indicates 

their popularity 5Tl0ng the common electorates fer these 

particular periods. 



Oil\Pl' ER IV 

ELSCI'ORAL BEHAVIOUR 1\l'ID PARTIES 

4.0 Int50ductio~ 

In layman•s ():)ncept party dominance means how many 

seats a party 'WOn. BUt an Electoral Geographer won• t stop 

there. He will search out how a party won the seats what 

other factors bring a party to that situation of gain. In 

other words~ it may bc:s stated that in order to win t.'le 

seats is the ultimate stage. Before caning to this point 

a party has to mini.roiza the number of dominant parties in 

the electOral fray for the seats~ This phenomenon will 
' 

make a considerable number of parties united in favour of 

that party by fo.z:ming a front against a dominant partt. 

In order to register a win a puty has to solicit support 

from people in their favour. This may play a pOsitive role 

by causing of votes in favour of that party and against 

its opponent party or parties. 

A. party can win a seat easily with very low percentage 

of votes when the split in OppOsition votss takes place. In 

other words in a multi-party or multi-candidate contests, 

the winning candidate may not obtain high share of total 

valid votes poll9d. However, all those factors are inter-

related to each other and sometimes one factor can dominate 
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over the other. In 1977 election swing of votes away from 

INC for the unfavourable attitude of the electorates towards 

it was more responsible for its debacle than the ever high

est United Opposition or the negative splittinq of opposition 

votes. This chapter will deal with all those factors and 

attempt to obtain as to how they influ.ence the electoral 

behaviour of Bihar for 1971,1977 and 1991. parlianentary 

elections. 

4.1 Share of Votes PolL3d by the Winner and .RullJ!ers-UP Parties 

Share of votes polled by different parties are mainly 

dependent on the number of parties in the a:>ntest. When 

thi5 number is small the share of votes to each contesting 

party is theoretically expected to be high. rut the sharg 

of votes for the parties or independent will be small if 

the nwnber of strong parties goes high. How the share of 

votes goes up and down can be understand t:Jy examining the 

overall polling results of Bihar for the three different 

el action years. 

4.1. 1 Share of vot*!§ for Different Parties, 1971: 

The national parties, viz, BJS, CPI, INC, INCD and 

SSP and the strong regional party JI<P was in the electoral 

fray of Bihar. This type of electoral situation obviously 
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indicates that each strong party will attract a considerable 

percentage of vote which will ulttmately reduce down the 

total share of each party's vote. This time out of total 

14759802 valid votes polled INC secured the highest per

centage share (40.42 per cent). INC followed by BJS with 

12.12 per cent valid votes, INCO with 11.60 per cent valid 

votes, SSP with 9.36 per cent valid votes, CPI with 8.48 

per cent valid votes and JKD with 0.92 per cent valid 

votes. (See Table IV.1). 

Bihars perce.nttB!t ~hagt of Votes ;or th§ parties, 19'1 

Parties Percentage Share of Votes 

INC 40.42 

BJS 12.12 

INCO 11.60 

SSP 9.36 

CPI 8.48 

JI<D 0.92 

Others 17.10 
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4.1.2 Share of votes for Different Parties 1 1977s 

In sixth general electicn the most daninant national 

party was BLD or what later .cane to be known as the Janata 

Party. The two other strong national parties contested 

B5 

the election were INC and CPI. Besides there was one strong 

regional party J .l<.P. However, in most of tl-te constituen

cies the fight was in between BLD and INC. Out of total 

21050770 valid votes polled, BLD secured 64.43 per cent 

followed cy INC with 22.71 per cent valid votes, CPI with 

s.ss per cent valid votes and JKP with 0.41 per cent valid 

votes ~See Table IV. 2) 

Parties 

BLD 

INC 

CPI 

Jl<P 

Others 

Table IV, 2 

Sihan Percentage share of votes for parties, 1977 

Percentage share of votes 

64.43 

22.71 

s.ss 

0.41 

6.97 
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4 .1.3 Share of Votes for Different Parties, 1991s 

This time Bihar showed a triangular contest between 

INC, BJp, and Left Front and National Front allies. Besides 

there was JP (this Jp is not the JP of 1977). Out of total 

29606300 votes palled the National Front and Left Front 

allies secured the highest percentage (28. 5 per cent}. Its 

party wise break-up is as following, J.D. secured 20.06 

per cent vote or the highest,· followed by CPI with 4.43 

per eent vote, CPM with 1.41 per cent and JMM 2.60 per 

eent. This timeOINC was the single party which polled the 

highest valid vote ( 24.16 per cent). Another important 

parties B.J .P. secured 9. 36 per cent valid votes and Jp 

secured 3.48 per cent valid votes (See table IV.3) 

1'$lble IV.~ 

Bihan Percentage share of votes for Parties, 1991 

Parties Percentage Share of Votes 

INC 24.16 

JD 20.06 

BJp 9,36 

CPI 4,43 

Jp 3.48 

JMM 2.60 

CPM 1.41 

Others 34.5 

·--
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so, snong the three general elections it is seen 

that the lowest number of contesting parties were in 1977 

general el&etion. So, the ever highest percentage share 

of votes (64.43 per cent ) was polled by a single political, 

party (B.L.D.) in this year. The next hi9hest percentage 

share of vote (40.42 per cent ) was secured by a single 

party INC in 1971. In 1991 election the oppositions were 

united wt not as much as 1977. This time election was 

trian9Ular in most of the constituencies. so, the Opposi

tions • perfomance was not as good as achieved k!f them 

during the 1977 general elections. 

4. 2 Intt}ex of Oppo§ition Unitt (IOU) 

Under the Indian multi narty system the swing does 

not ma>ce much influence in the winning of seats. Swing 

is backed qr splitting of non winning party's vote. There 

is a sirn!'le statistical method to calculate the splitting 

of votes anong the opposition parties. This method is 

known as Index of Opposition Unity (IOU). 

This statistical method isolates the split factor and 

shows the ratio of vote polled by the largest opposition 

party and the sum total of all opposition vote in percen-
2 

tage figure. 

2. :attter, o.,Ashok Lahiri and Prannoy Roy, India Decid.=s 
Elections, 1952-1991, Living Media. India Ltd., New Delhi, 
1991 « pp. 33-34. 



rhe IOU will be higher when there is the practises 

of the following - inter party understanding, agreements, 

seat adjustments or alliances. Bihar dUring 1977 election 

showed the electoral contests of the main four opposition 

parties under a corrroon symbol and in 1991 election showed 

seat adjustment between the Nation Front and Left Front 

parties, The National Front· is a alliance of Janata Dal; 

Telugu Desan Party of Andhra Pradesh ( not contested in 

Bihar election), Jharlc:hand Mukti Morcha, Con g. (S) (not 

oontested in Bihar election ) and HVP (not contested in 

Bihar election}. The Left Front is the alliance of cP.I, 

a:M, RSP and FBL, In .India IOU varies fz:om one constituen-

cy to the another and from one election year to the 

another. 

The Opposition Unity has a psychological effect on 

voter's perception. If the opposition seemed to the voter 

to be disunited, a certain proportion of the electorate 

may either not vote at all, or vote instead for a more 
3 

cohesive party. This phenanenon ~ill increase the per-

centage share of votes for the dominant party and makes a 

swing in favour of it. It is often said that when a party 

comes into pawer it is canpelled to implement unpopular 

3. Oo.Cit,,Eutler, n., et,al.,1991, p,37 
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measures and the accurnul ated grievances of the electorates 
' 4 

erodes the popularity of the party in pOwer. 

However, IOU should not be interpreted without taking 

into consideration other related issues. SuppOse in an 

area three narties X, Y and z are in the el~ction fray, 

where X is the ruling party and Y and Z are two strong 

opposition parties. so, here IOU will be low. A community 

a makes the non-Y votes. so, in this situation the non-Y 

votes would be divided anong X and z which ultimately may 

help Y to win the seat. 

4. 2.1 Spatial Pattern of Index of Opposition Unity in 1971 
General Elections 

This time 7 constituencies showed very hi<Jh IOU. 

llnong those the highest (98) and the lowest (85) were 

shown by Muzaffarpur and Sasaran constituency respectively. 

The other constituencies falling in this category were 

Aurangabad, Gopalganj, Sitanami, Siwan and Bagaha according 

to descending order of IOU values. All those constituencies 

showed a fragmented pattern. 

The hiQh IOU values were shown by 12 constituencies. 

Amon<;~ those the highest (77) and the lowest (61) were shown 

' 
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by Barh and Ranchi respectively. The other constituencies 

falling in this categoey were Gaya, Araria, Arrah, Sheohar, 

Madhepura, Madhubani, Olatra, Bettiah, Palam~ and Bikr~

ganj • Constituenc.i.es in this categoey were spreaded every

where in a fragmented fo~. 

The low IOU values were shown by 20 constituencies. 

Jrnong those the highest (58} and the lowest (39) were 

shown by Nalanda, Giridih ( for highest ) and Hazaribagh 

respectively. The other constituencies fallin9 in this 

cate<pxy were Haj ipur, Rajmahal, Nawada and Lohardaga. 

These constituencies showed a fra~ented line shape on 

eastern Bihar. 

Very low IOU were shown "r1f 8 constituencies. M\ong 

those the highest (39) and the lowest (25) IOU were shown 

by H azaribagh and P\lrnea constituencies respectively. The 

other constituencies falling into this category were,_ 

J anshedpur, Banka, Motihari, Darl::hanga and Khagaria (See 

tc:i!Dla IV.4 and appendix IV. 

Table IV,~ 

Bihars Index of Opposition Unity,1971 

Index of Opposition Unity 

al::ove 77 

77 to 58 

58 to 39 

39 tc 20 

Number of O::>nstituenci~ 

7 

12 

20 

8 
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4.2.2.Spatial Pattern of Index of Opposition Unity in 1977 
General Elections 

The very high IOU was shown by 4 constituencies. 

!tnong those the highest (100) IOU was shown by Phagalpur 

and 99 IOU was shown ty Gopalganj, Maharaj ganj and 

Vaishali. 

This time maximum number (24) constituencies showed 

high IOU. Jmong those constituencies, Haj ipur, Arariai 

Sasarcrn and Gaya showed the highest (98) IOU and Jahanabad 

showed the lowest (75) IOU. In this cate<;pry the consti

tuencies were seen every where in a fra~ented form except 

in the extreme south Bihar. 

Low IOU were shown by 16 constituencies for this 

time. lcnong those the highest (85) and the lowest (75) 

were shown by s inghthum and J ahanabad respect! vely. Other 

constituencies falling into this category were Madhapura, 

Kishanganj, Giridih, Patna, Bettiah, Lohardaga, Sitsnarlli, 

Purnea, Buaar, Begahr, Bikranganj, Dhanbad and Hazar!-

bagh. 

Very low IOU were shown by 10 constituencieS. Maong 

those the highest (72) and the lowest (51) were shown by 

l<hagaria and Balia reSpectively. Other constituencies 

falling into this categocy were Begusarai, Jcrnshedpur, 
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:::>umkw Randli, Nalanda, Motihari, Khunti and Madhubani 

constituencies according to the descending order of IOU 

values. 

This year all the constituencies of Bihar showed a 

highly fragmented pattern ( See table IV. 5 and a-ppendix 

IV ) 
• 

Table IV,S 

Bihar• Ind-ex vf Cp;:-osition Unity, 1977 

Index of Opposition Unity 

above 98 

98 to 85 

85 to 7 3 

below 73 

Number of O::>nstituencies 

~------------~-

4 

24 

16 

10 

----~..----------~·-------------~-------

4. 2.3 Soatial Pattern of Index of Opposition Unity in 1991 
~er§l flea!§ns 

For this election very high IOU values were shown 

l:Jy 12 constituencies. Among those the highest (93) IOU 

were shown by Sitanami and the lowest IOU (81) were shown 

"t::tf Bali a and Jhanjha.q,ur. Another constituencies of this 

category were :Vluzaffarpur, Earh, Vaishali, .t-1adhubani, Gaya, 
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5aharsha, Nawada, 5anastipur, Eegusarai and Jhanjhall'ur. 

All the constituencies are situatoo in cantral nort:l1 Bihar 

in a contiguous shape blt to some extent in a fra9llented 

fox:m. 

High IOU values were shown q, 12 constituencies. Among 

those the highest IOU (77 )' and the lowest IOU ( 65) were 

shown by Rosera and Khagaria respectively. The other ron

stituencias falling into this categori were Gopalganj, Haji

pur, Sasaran, Darooar1ga, Madhepura, Naland~ J3.1Janbad., 

Banka, Bhagalpur and Araria respectively. A fragmented 

pattern were shown by the constituencies in north Bihar. 

This time low IOU values were shown by 17 constituen

cies. Among those the highest IOU (64) and the lowest IOU 

(SO) were shown cy Dumka and Katihar respectively. The 

other constituencies falling into this category were 

Aurangabad, 5heohar, Bettiah, ·~iridih, Rajrnahal, Nonghyr 

etc. ·rhose c:. .... nstituencies showed a fragnented pattern 

in whole Bihar. 

·fue very low l.OU values were shown by 11 constituen

cies <:Jnon;; those th•.:: highest Iuu (49) was shown by bot."'l 

::)hanbad and Ja-:-;.:;hed:;-:-ur an:J. tha lowest IOU (36) was shown 

by Lohardaga. Other constituencies falling into this 



categorf were Jamshedpur, Olatra, Singhooum, Khunti, 

l<odeona, Pal :J"nau, Arrah and Hazaribagh. All of these 

constituencies were seen in south Bihar {see Table IV.6 

and appendix IV ) 

Table IV.6 

Bihars Index of Opposition Unity,1991 

Index of Opposition Unity 

95-80 

80-64 

64-49 

49-34 

Number of constituencies 

12 

12 

17 

11 

-------------- --------~--------------------------------

In table IV. 7 it is seen that t.'le mean IOU values 

for whola Bihar was lowest (58) in 1971, it ascended a peak 

in 1~77 with the ever highest IOU value, i.e.,85 again it 

went down to 64 in 1991 9lection. At the outset, it is 

stated that IOU values are mainly dependent on the number 

of contesting candidates. Generally, higher the number 

of candidates the lower will be the IOU value. 

In 1971 general election besides INC the other four 

strong opposition, national pdrties were 3J~, CPI, INCO 

and SSP in t.""1e electoral fray. In some constituencies 
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independent candidates <vere also verj strong. For this 
; 

in this particular general election rou was low. 

The 1977 election was very close to two party syst~ 

of west. Opposition parties were almost completely united 

against INC in evei:ywhere Bihar. So, this time IOU of 

Bihar touched its highest ever mean (85). This time Bhagal-

pur oonstituency wit.'l two candidates showed the ever 

highest (100) IOU value of Bihar. 

The latest general election of 1991 was three oornered 

fight between INC, BJp and National Front and Left Front 

alliance. So, there was a 21 point slump in IOU value 

of Bihar. 

Table IV, 7 

Bihar: :-:ea.--: Index of 0-rn:osition Unity for 1971, 
1977 and 1991 General Electior~. 

Year Index of Opposition Unity 
---~-- -.::·--· .... ___ .__ ... ___ -~-

1971 58 

1977 85 

1991 64 

----------~ 

~he coefficient of variation of IOU values for whole 

Bihar are given i:-t Table rv.s. Fro."U t.'ie ta::Jle it is seen 
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t.~at 101• value in 1977 was more oonsistent than the other 

t'WO years. .IU'lother interesting tt.ing is wit.~ higher mean 

IuU the consi3tency is also higher. For 1977 the mean 

IOU was' the highest and coe££ici~nt o:: ~.rarit:;tion was the 

lot,..,est or the 1977 showec ~h~ :nost consistency • .For the 

o~posite r~ason 1971 was showing ~~e most inconsistant 

IOU value. 

Year 

Table IV~~ 

Bihar& Coefficient of Variation of Index of 
Opposition Unity for 1971,1977 and1991 

c.v.o£ Index of OflpQsition 
:inity 

-"------~---·------------ .,. -~- ~ .. ~ .. ---------
1971 32.76 

1:J77 15.29 

1091 23.44 

Swing is a statistical method t8 measure a :oarty's 

nooularity between 8ne election and t.~e next in ~anr~ of 

average of change in percentage margin. It shows the 

Contd ••• 
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5 
relationship bet\'Jeen votes and seats. This measurement 

holds good in two party systsn and not give correct results 

in the country's where multi-party system is existing. 

:-iowever, it may be used in India but there \Jill be· some 

p:::!rcentage o:E error. In I:1dian situation the problem is 

"'olv~~ to some e·~el.., .... ._ t'"'\--·''-':::: ~ .. , ...... '"" a ~o"''"'::1,...,t - . ...,,+·~ ~ -:..~ • .~. ..... ~,. • , U' .... • J ..... ,~ = ~ "'-'-·•c.>• !:" '-..-- -·· • 

:J~ .• 1ing s:-.ows t!'l~"'! net .i..rr•oact of political issU-3S1 social and 

caste trends and underlying economic realities. The 

3win-g factor is to a -Jreater extent: influence~ i:.J:J attitude 

of the elector~~cs ~o t~e parties. Till now there is not 

much st,.J.c.l'~ in India on the attitude of the electorates 

·..:::'...l.t:. r.·:ar:y s~t:d~- on 2lectorat·2's attitude have done i:1 
7 

6ri~ai~ Jurin; 1933 ~l~ctio:1. In :nd~a ~~othec preble~ 

parties which makes -:.11~ swing less '.mifor:rn over the space. 

s. Suppose a party -~ \-.;o:-l a seat 'r:tf a margin of 40 per cent 
vote ar:d next time by 30 per cent vote t..'len in t.'lis case 
swing will be (40-30)/2 = 5 per cent. This 5 per cent 
s~ving lvill be exactly equal to the decline in percentage 
votes for X and t~is vote r.·?ill be gained tf:l the ot.'1er 
contesting party or parties. 

6. :),::ts ;u~t e., 3. and ~'1.~ .:.;orris-Co ~es, P at~er.r.s ar.d :' !:"2!1ds 
~n I:1:-1iar. I'nlitic··; -~ ..:ca2.c;lcu1 Analysis of Aggr~gate 
'Jata on ~ociety a.'1d E;lections, Allie::! P"u:::;2. ishers, Pvt. Ltri., 
Ne'" :).~}hi, 197 5, 1;~- • 115-116. 

7. ~ot-2d. in Johnstone, et,al., 1988 pp •• 
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When swing i3 positive it will favour the party whose 

p~rcentage share of votes have considered in the analysis 

t:ut when it is negative it won• t b8 favourable to that 

party. However, positive swing does not imply tha domi

nant party will be winner. sometimes when the percentage 

share of vote for the base year is very low in o:>mparison 

to the year for which calculation is done, the swing will 

be positive. Anothar oonfusion arises in the multi-party 

system positive swing comes for a party at the oost of 

' 
many other parties' wte. In this situation another party 

m~f be favoured by higher positive swinq. So, it is very 

difficult to say who will be the winner. 

4. 3.1 Spatial Pattern of Swing during 19"J~7.7J.. 

Table IV.9 is showing the distrirotion of swing 

factor. For thi5 period only one constituency showed very 

high swing. That constituency is BegUsarai with 33.94 

swing factor. Five constituencies were showing high swing 

factor. .~n;1 those Jhanjharpur showed 7.63 or the highest 

swing factor, followed "'rYJ PUrnea, Khagaria, Janshedpur 

and the lowest -4.28 shown 'af Katihar. .-nang the five 

constituencies four are situated in nort.h-eastem Bihar 

and Janshed:pur is in the south-eastsrn Bihar. The pattern 

is· fragnented. Low swing was shown "i:JJ 18 constitusndes. 

Jmong those highest was :-;hown by Aurangabad with -6.51 and 
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lowest by Hajipur -33.91. ~ng those the northern frag

mented constituencies are s itanaz:hi, Sheohar, Dar'!:>hanga 

and s aharsha in north Bihar and Bunar and Aurangabad in 

West. Rest of the constituencies starting from lilagalpur 

to Lohardaga a continuous crescentic pattern was shown. 

This 22 constituencies showed very low split factor anong 

those Chatra showed the hi~est value (-34.73) and Muzaffar

pur showed the lowest value (-95.38). These very low 

values were seen from Begahar in extreme north-west to 

Kishanganj in extreme north-east to chatra and Palsnau 

in extrane south. .\11 these constituencies though showed 

a fra<pented pattern rut they are all most in a continuous 

line shape along central Bihar from north to south ( see 

anpendix VI) • 

Table IV,9 

Bihars swing Factor, 1971-77 

Swing Number of constituencies 

above 20.99 1 

20.99 to -6.21 5 

-6.21 to -33.40 1B 

below -34.40 22 
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4.3.2 Snatial Pattern of Swing dUring 1977-91~ 

Table IV.10 shows the distriwtion of swing for 1977-

91.. According to this table two constituencies were show

ing very high swing. Those are Muzaffarpur with highest 

swing factor {57. 38) and :t\aw~da with 51.34 swing factor. 

One of theTt is in central Bihar while the other in north 

Bihar. High swing factor was shown ";yf 7 constituencies. 

Among those Vaishali showed the highest (47 .06) arxi Begu

sarai showed the lowest (25.96) swin9 factor. Other con

stitu'encies falling in this catego.ry are Jahanabad, Gaya, 

Sasaran, Nalanda and Bam. }Wong those 7, 5 constituencies 

are clustered in centnu Bihar, while other two are in 

western ar:rl northern Bihar. ww swing factor was shown 

by 14 ronstituencies. Jrnong those $amastipur showed the 

highest (24.77) and Bunar showed the lowest (3.40) swing 

factor. Another OJnstituencies falling in this category 

are Balia, Madhubani, Saharsha etc. in north, Singhbhurn 

and l<hunti in south. These category is showing highly 

fra<:Jnented pattern. This tiJr.e 29 constituencies were 

showing very low swing factor. knong those the highest 

value (-0.65) was shown by Aurangabad and the lowest 

value (-51. 78) by Sheohar. Another constituencies falling 

in this category are, Bagha, Betti~, Kishanganj, Palamau, 

Lohardaga and J arnshedpur (see appendix VI.). 



Table IV.LJC 

Bihan Swing Factor, 1977-91 

Swing t-\lmte r of Constituencies 

above 50.16 

50.16 to 24.90 

24.~6 to -0.35 

below- o. 35 

2 

7 

14 

29 
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From the table IV.9 and IV.10 it is seen there is a 

great temporal variation between 1971-77 and 1977-91. The 

mean swing value during the first period was -33.40 rut 

during second period it was only -0.35. This great varia

tions are arising rut of high and low percentage of votes 

for INC (See appendix VIII) for the preceeding year and 

the year for which swing value has calculated. For 1971, 

1977 and 1991 INc• s total share of vote in the state were 

40.42 per cent, 22.71 per cent and 24.16 per cent res

pectively. For this reason during the first period 4 3 

observations showed negative swing and during seo:>nd phase 

29 observations showed negative swing against INC. This 

predominantly negative swing values helped the oppOsition 

to capture majority of the parlianentary seats. D.lring the 
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first period the impact of swing (mean value for state 

was -33.40) was much more than split factor ( mean value 

was -21.46) in deteDninin~ the winner candidates. (see 

appendix V & VI) • 

4.4 Split Factor 

Split is a statistical method to measure the fra~en

tation of the opposition parties• or independent candidates 

share of votes in the electoral result. In the muH:.i-party 

system of India with swing the split factor or splitting 

of the opposition share of votes olays an important .role in 

deciding the winner. It is possible for a party with a 

very small margin of vote to win a seat if the split factor 
8 

in the opposition votes becomes dominant thing. 

4.4.1 ~atial P§ttern of S~lit durin9 197l-77s 

Table IV. 11 shows that this time 9 constituencies 

showed very high splits. /cllong those the highest value 

(9.07) and lowest value (-5.07) were shown by Madhubani 

and Nalanda respectively. Another constituencies falling 

into the very high split category are Sitanami, Muzaffar

pur, Bag aha, Aurangabad, Rand'd, s i~an and Q:)palganj. 

The above mentioned oonstituenc:ies showed a frac;Jnented 

a. QI2,.£!S., Butler, o., et.;I.,1991, p.32 & 37. 
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fonn in all over Bihar. High split factors were shown 

by 13 constituencies. Jcnong those the highest and lowest 

values (-10.38 and -20.69) were shown by Sasaran and Moti

hari respectively. ·:nte constituencies of high split fac

tors are distributed in all over Bihar in a dispersed 

fonn. In north-western part the constituencies are Bettiah, 

Motihari and Sheohar1 in north eastern part the constituen

cies are Md'lepura and Araria; in central arxl western part 

the constituencies arf9 Begusarai, Balia. A.rrah, Bikranganj 

s asarcrn and Gay a and in eastern part the two o:mstituencies 

are rumka and Giridih. The low split factors are shown 

by 16 constituencies which are distributed mainly in north

eastern and south western Bihar. ~ng those the highest 

and lowest values (-22. 25 and -35.91 respectively) were 

shown by J crnshedpur and Ehagalpur respectively. The con

stituencies in north-east Bihar are Kishanganj, Saharsha, 

Jhanjharpur, Rosera, Silltastipur, l<hagaria, !hagalpUr and 

Rajmahal. In south-western Bihar Olatra, Palamau, Lohar

daga, Khunti J anshedpur and Hazaribagh. OUtside these two 

clusters the low constituency is Bunar which also showed low 

split. Very low splits were shown by 8 constituencies. 

~n9 those the highest (-37. 78) and lowest splits were 

shown by I:ila.nbad and Darbhanga constituencies respectively. 

These cx:>nstituencies ar& seen in a fra<.;Jnented pattern in 

whole Bihar except in extreme south. The other constituen-
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Fig. I~ 8 



cies falling in this category are <l:>dd~ P\lrnea, 0\apr~ 

HajipUr Banka and Nawada ( see appendix V). 

Table IV,11 

Bihara Split Factor# 1971-77 

:iplit Nurnber of constituencies 

0.09 ::o -6.19 9 

-6.19 to -21.46 13 

- 2i • .; 6 to -35.74 16 

- J ~ • 7 -~ t.c· -"'I 1""\.A 

---. ',_ i 

-----------------------~~--------------------

showerl very high splits. ;tnong those the highest value 

(50.35) and the lowest value (33.30) were shown by Arrah 

and Hazaribagh respectively. These constituencies are 
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seen in two clusters ene in north-western Bihar with Siwan, 

Maharajganj, Olapra and Mra.~ an1 ar.other in south Bihar 

with Hazariba9h, Olatra, Palarnau and whardaga. High 

splits were shown by 17 oonsti tu~ncies which showed a dis

persed pattern in all ovar Bihar. ~eng those the highest 

(32.01) and lowest (18.96) splits were shown by natihar and 



Haj ipur respectively. The other oonstituencies falling 

in this cate9:>ry are Monghyr, sin<J}'lli'lum Sheohar, Kodenna. 

Godda. Kishang~j, Rajmahal, Dhanbed, Arari~ Ihag~pur, 

Giridih, Bunar, Bettiah,- Bagaha and AUrangabad, Low swin~ 

were shown by 21 constituencies. ~ong those the hi<Jhest 

(17 .39) and lowest (2,45) values were shown by Banlca and 

J8hanabad respectively. These constituencies are distri

ruted in all over Bihar in a dispersed pattern, such as 

r·lotihari, Gopalganj etc. were in north-western Bihar; 

Saha.rsa, Madepura etc. in north-aastr Nawada Gaya in 

central Bihar; Sasaran etc, in west; Ranchi, Janshedpur, 

l<hunti etc. in south Bihar. Very low splits were shown 

by 6 constituencies. Jcnong those the highest (0) and 

lowest (-19,86) were shown by Muzaffarpur and Balia 

respectively. ~: they were seen in north Bihar in t~~ 

clusters. Anong those in one cluster were l'1uzaffarpur, 

Sita-narhi and Hadhubani. In another cluster the constituen

cies are 3ali~ Begusarai and Nalanda. (sea aooendix V.) 

T@le VI,]2 

Bihar: Split Factor, 1977-91 

Split Index 

al::love 3 2. 71 

32.71 to 17.26 

17.26 to 1.80 

below 1.80 

Number of o:mstituencles 

e 

17 

21 

6 
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to 1 . 80 

1 . so 
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·The mean split value for 1971-77 and 1977-91 for 

Bihar were -21.46 and 17.26 respectively. In the first 

period 41 constituencies showed negative split. This 

irr.plies that the opposition was united. In ·the sec:xnid 

period 46 constituencies showed positive split which means 

the situation was more favourable for INC. From the 

foDnUla of ~plit, i.e. (It-1 - It) (100-xt) it is seen 

it's value is depende.r1t on the IOU of the prsvious year 

and INC's vote. IOU of 1977 was more than the IOU of 

1971 and during 1971-77 IHC's vote declined so most of 

the splits during first period was neqativa. During 

s eoond period there was a decline in :ou and increment 

in INC'~ vote, so most of the splits during this period 

wera positive which indicates the splitting of opposition 

vote. (See appendix V.) • 

4.5 MggLl of Victo;y 

The main attention of election studies is on the 

mar·~ion of victory. In electoral analysis D.ldl emphasis 

is not given on who. won or lost l:::Ut it finds the difference 

between winner and :runners up parties in share ot votes 

and the ca.t ses lying behind it. This margin of victory 

is dependent on many factors - such as number of candidates 

in the electoral fray, seat adjustment or understanding , 

party alliance etc. 



11H 
4.5.1 fat!;ern of Ma.w;in of Vigt,orz in 1971s 

• 
¥rom Table IV.13,8 constituencies showed high margin 

of victory. kaong those the highest (56.8 per cent) and 

the lowest (33.6 per cent) values were shown by Motihari 

and Nalanda respectively. Ariother constituencies falling 

in this category are Bettia and Motihari in the north-west 

corner; Araria and Kishanganj in the north-eastern Bihar; 

Sasaran in West and Loh.amaga in south. These constitu.encies 

:~are showing highly fragmented spatial pattern. High mar

gin of victory was shown by 15 oon..~tituencieS. ~ng 

those Dhanbai showed the highest (30. 7 per cent) ·and 

Bhagalpur showed the lowest(19 .s per cent}. AnOther 

constituencies falling in this catefory are Biharanganj, 

Gopalganj, Palcsnau, Sheohar Hadhubani, etc. Those con

stituencies show~ .:a. dispersed pattern in all over Bihar. 

Low margin of victory was shown by 22 constituencies anong 

those constitu:mcies Singh'bhurn (15.2 per cent) showed the 

highest and Banka(4.1 p~r cent}· showed the lowest margin:: 

of victory. There a:mstituencies, such as Buxar4 . Barh, 

Rajmahal,-Singhbhmn, Sitamarhi etc1 •.vere seen all over 

,Bihar with· no particular spatial concentration. For this 

8 constituencies showed vary low margin of victory. knong 

those highest (2.9 p:.;r cant) and lowest '0.1 par ce:1t 

s::-1owed by Gay a and Jamsh·::dpur respectiveiy. Another 

constituencies falling in this category are Giridih, Naji-

pur, Khunti, B3gus arai, Ma,h: araj ganj and Khagaria. Those 

are distributed in a 1ispressed pattern (See appen·1ix VII). 
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l'atle IV,l3 

Bihan Margin of Victory, 1971 

M argir1 of Victory Number of constituencies 

above 31.19 

31.19 to 17. 27 

17.27 to 3,36 

below 3.36 

4.5.2 Pattern of M~rqin of Victory, 1977s 

a 

15 

22 

8 

Table IV,14 shows for 1977 election 9 oor~tituencies 

showed very high margin of victory. Among those the 

highest ( 80.8 per cent) and lo\.,est (59. 1 per cent) were 

shown by Hajipur and Singhbhum constituencies respectively. 

~ng the other constituencies of this catego.cy the 6 

constituencies, Olapr~ Haj ipur, Vaishali, Muzaffarpur, 

s an~ti-our and Patna clustered in round shaped in northern 

Bihar. Rest three Nawada., P&lanaJ and. singhbhum showed 

a dispersed p•ttern. 

The high ma.rgir: of victory was shown by 21 constituen

cies. M\ong thcs e the highest (58. 3 per cent) ~ the 

lowest (41,4 rer cent) were shown f:Jj 5 asaran and Sah.arsa 

respectively. Another constituencies ·like Siwan, Darbhanga, 



Katihar, Hazaribagh, s uaran etc. fonr~ a crescentic shape. 

The low margin of victory was shown by 14 constituencies. 

Among those the highest (41.2 per cent ) and lo.west (24.4 

per cent ) were shown by Gopalganj and J ansh89.pur respective

ly. The other o:mstituencies, like Bettiah, Jhanjhanpur, 

Kishanganj, Giridih, Jill\shedpur, Aurangabad etc. are not 

showing any contiguous pattern. The very low margin of 

victory were shown by 10 constituencies. Among those 

Ranchi showed the highest marg-in of victoz:y ( 23.5 per 

cent) whereas Begusarai showed the lowest margin of 

victory (8. 5 'Oer cent). The other constituencies of very 

low margin of victory, Dumka, Motihari, Khunti, Sitana.r:hi 

Sheohar, Bag aha, Eettiah and Madhubani are randomly situated 

over space. (See appendix VII}. 

'l' able IV. 14 

Bihar• Margin of Victory, 1977 

.t'1argin of Victory Constituencies 

aoove 59.00 9 

59 .oo to 41.38 21 

41.38 to 23.77 14 

23.77 to 6.15 10 
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4.5.3 Soatial Pattern of Margin of Victory,1991J 

·r able IV. 15 shows, 8 constituencies -v1it:1 ver-:1 high 

rnar·;;ir: o£ Ji::::t,ory. Among those Hajipur showed the highest 

lowest margin of victory (29 .94 per cent). Except Dumka 

all other constituencies are situated in north Bihar. 

Those are Bikranganj, Hajipur. S51\astipur, Roser~ Sitarnar

hi, Madhepura and Araria. However, those were not making 

any ex>ntiguous patt'!!rn. High margin of victoey was shown 

by .13 coDstituencies. Jtnong those the highest {28.01 par 

cent) and lowest (19.15'per cent) were shown by Ehagalpur 

and O'lapra cxmstituencies respectively. Another oonsti-

r.:l~~.~ f"1r.: '"""""q.~ 
r~· .· ; ~~. ~ -, \: 
. ' 
":.-. ·'!.. ~· 

~ -.. 
- < 
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are situated dispersely in all over Bihar. Those consti-

tuencies ara Hazariba<jh, 5~aram, Katihar, Jahanabad, 

Maharajganj and rbanbad ( See Appendix VII). 

Table IV,15 

Bihar~ Hargin of Victory, 1991 

Margin of Victory 

aoove 28.!4 

28.!4 to 17.,1 

17 ·'1 to 6. 97 

below 6 • 97 

Number of Constituencies 

a 

13 

23 

8 

The trend of the mean margin of victory for Bihar 

showa.i a sudden upward jump from 17.27 in 1971 to a peak 

of 41.38 in 1977 and then again a downward fall at 17.!1 

in 1991 general el~ctiom. At the outset it is already 

been mentioned that marqin of victory is dependent on some 

electoral understandings. This situation of understanding 

.,.;u moat favourable in 1'77, when the contest was direct 

in between INC &nd BLO. The electoral understanding was 

backed by anti-INC swing. So, these factors rused the 
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margin of victocy. Wheret~S in 1971 yeneral election the 

oontest was in between INC and a oouple of strong oppoai

tion parties. This situation splitted the opposition vote 

and ultimately brought down the margin of victory. In 

1991 election, the coDtest was in between INC, BJP and 

National Front and Left Fmnt allies. Besides, some 

regional parties, also at traced certain fraction of vote. 

This time the average number of candidates per constituen

cy ( 24) was the highest ;rnong the three general el~ctions. 

so, all those factors lead to lower margin of victory. 

Year 

1971 

1977 

1991 

' 

Table !V.t~ 

Bihars Mean Margin of Victory., 1971, 1977 and 1991 

Margin of victo.cy 

17.27 

41.38 

17.,1 

4.6 SeatS11«>n by Different Parties: 

The winning of a seat is not a result of one factor, 

like swing, or IOU or Split. In fact, it is a result of 

all the three factors besides others. But in Indian 

multi-party situation another thing should be taken into 

cOnsideration, i.e., percentage share of vot~ of the 



different parties. Sometimes swing may favour a party, 

out at the sametirne another party may be favoured by much 

more positive swing. 

4.6.1 S~atial Ptttern of Winners in 1971 General Slections 

From table IV.17 it is seen, out of total 53 seats, 

39 seats were wen 'rYf INC, INC followed "tY/, CPI wit.~ 5 seats, 

INOO with 3 seats, aJS and SSP 2 seats each., and JKD with 

1 seat. This time one independent candidate Mr.Niral &lam 

Hoxo won reserved (ST) p~rlianentary oonstituency with 

30.53 per cent vote. Ha is politically renowned in his 

oonstituency for his contribution to Jharkhand Mov001ent 

for a long period. Afterwards he contested from the sane 

seat as a JKD candidate. T"ne reason behind INC's winning 

39 seats was very low IOU in all of the constituenci~ of 

3ihar. This time the me an IOU for Bihar was orily 58 

(Table IV17 ) • 

~able IV.17 

Bihar: Parlian'3nta.ry Seats won by Different 
Parties, 1971. 

P&rties/independent !1"<.1mber of seats 

INC 39 
cPI 5 
INOO 3 
BJS 2 

SSP 2 

JKD 1 

IND 1 
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In 1971 election the almost wholt!t Bihar was won by 

INC, bUt th~re are few pockets which were won ~ opposition. 

CPI won Jhanjha.q,ur, Vaishttli, Patna, Jahanabad and Jamui 

constituency { this constituency cannot bG fit in the if1iilp 

shown, which is existing after 1976). INOJ won Haj ipur, 

Begus arai and Aurangabad constituencies. aJS won Katihar 

and Gaya constituencies. SSP won the Khagaria and Maharaj

ganj constituencies. JKD won Singhl::hum and one independent 

won Khunti ex>nstituency. Res~ of ~he :onstituencies were 

won by INC. so, a dominance of the opposition parties 

were shown in central Bih&r. These constituencies are 

close to Patna. It may be the people of those ex>nsti

tuencies were adversely affected by the Government•s policy. 

The two other opposition constituencies are Khunti and 

Singht:hum. In these two constituencies the demand for 

separate JharkhVld state is long been existing whidl 

created an anti-INC feeling in the minds of electorates 
"" 

here. (See Appendix IX ) 

4.6.2 Pattern of Winner in 1977 General Elections 

From table IV18 it is seen that BLD out of 54, won 

52 seats. Rest out of two one was won by JKP with which 

BLD had a seat adjustment an:l another one won by an 

independent cand.idate. 

Contd •• 
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Table IV,18 

Bihars Parlisr.entary Seats won by Different Parties, 1977 

Parties/Independent 

BLD 

JKP 

IND 

Number of seats 

52 

1 

1 

This tirne only the Singhl:tlum and ttlanbad constituen

cies were won by non-BLD party .or independent, 

This tiree high IOU W.ean 85) highly negative swing 

and split ( mean--33,40 and -21,46 respectively) helped 

BLD to be winner in most of the a:>nstituencies. This time 

the effect of negative swing was more effective than · 

negative split. (See Appendix IX ) · 

4,6.3 Pattern of Winner in 1991 a,peral Elections 

Table IV.19 shows this time out of 52 parliamentary 

constituencies, 43 were won by National Front &nd Left 

Front allies. The maximum number of seats were won by Jp 

(31) whidl wu followed by CPI with 8 seats, JMM, 6 seats, 

a:TP 5 se4lts ani CPI (M) and INC one seat eadl, 

Contd •• 
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Tib1eV.19 

Bihars Parli«nentacy seats w::>n t¥ different Parties, 1991 

Parties Number of seats 

JO 31 

CPI 8 

Jlo'.M 6 

BJP 5 

CPI (M) 1 

INC 1 

This time the mean v&lues of IOU, swing and split 

for Bihar were 64, -o. 35 and 17.26 respectively. still INC 

was winner in one seat because in 1977 election their 

percentage of vote was lower &nd positive split factor 

CDuld not helped them m':lch (See appendix V & IX } 

JD won Bagaha_. Sasaran, Clla.tra. ianka. Kishanyanj, 

Haj ipur etc. Those constituencies are situated in a ring 

shape around the a.reas of other party dominance. CPI 

won Motihari, Madhubani, I:Unar, Jahanabad, Nalanda, Balia., 

Monghyr and Hazaribagh. CPM won Nawada constituency and 

INC won Begusarai. The south eastern and southern consti

tuencies were won by BJP and .Jl'lM• JMM won R&jmahal, Dumlca 

Godda, Giridih, Jarnshedpur and Singhl:hwn constituencies 
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while BJP won Dhanbad, Randli, Khunti, Lohardaga and 

Palanau. The oonstituencies won by JMM and :eJP are 

situated in a 1 in e. (see appendix IX ) • 

4. 7 S.unwary of the Fifldin9§.!_-

From the three general elections it is seen that 

1977 general election was an extreme case when IOU and 

negative swing against INC were highest and splitting 

of the Opposition votes was the lowest. INC for this 

great debacle was ceased to exist for the next five years 

in Bihar. Whereas Opposition got the 100 per cent seats 

for this time. Another two elections can be stated as 

nonnal. BUt over time and space constituencies of Bihar 

showed high variation for the electoral phenomena. Still 

Olotanagpur Plateau area of Bihar always maintained its 

personality. It showed always the dominance of regional 

parties which are involved in Jharkhand Movement. BUt 

in 1991 election PJP showed a oonsiderable dominance in 

that particular area. The south Bihar for most of the 

electoral matter showed opposite result to its• northern 

oountexpart, such as in case of IOU, percentage share of 

votes for the parties etc. 

Over the three periods three different parties showed 

their dominance in Bihar, such as in 1971 was INC, 1977 



was BLD and in 1991 was JD and alliance. So, the electora

tes of this state showed a highly responsive nature in prac

tising their franchise. The overall electoral behaviour 

showed a highly inconsistent and fragmented pattern of 

spatio-temporal distribution. 

• • • • • 



aiAPrER-V 

SLEcrORAL BEHAVIOUR IN BIHARa SOlvlE 
roRRt:LxrG 

s. Introductio~ 

Electoral responses are nothing but the reactions 

of th~ socio-'ea:>nornic factors in voters' mind. So to know 

the electoral behaviour of an particular area one should 

know also how the socio-ea:>nomic factors influence the 

electoral behaviour. This chapter is an attempt to 

discuss all those factors through oorrelation coeffici~nts. 

Through correlation coefficient values one can judge 

the interr~lationship between the socio-economic indicators 

with the perfonnances of the parties. However, correlation 

coefficient does not give the total picture. The ecological 

correlations significant at one level may not be significant 

for another level. In the ecological study of electoral 

behaviour aggregate data is taken into consideration, but 

it is the individual voter who slip his ballot paper into t.~e 

ballot box. So, in a ssnple of 100 population 55 may 

behave in a parti01lar manner and another 45 may behave in 

another manner. It is not possible for the correlation 

coefficient to judge this particular situation. 



Oorrelation coefficient for the electoral studies are 

very inoonsistant in nature. such as the percentage share 

of votes for a particular party in a developed unit area 

may ·give pOsitive significant oorrelation for one period 

but for another period it will show negative significant 

correlation. 

To carry out aa eoological study of electoral behaviour 

one should first dloose some variables. But there are so 

many factor• s which is redated to electioa blt not takea 

into consideration. 

Election is the mental understanding between politicians 

and common voters. BUt nothing can track the psychology of 

the voters. So, the oorrelations of electoral variables 

\"ith develoomental, agricultural and social pluralism . . 

variables give quite different results over space am time 

~o~hich is not always possible to interpret. 

5.1 Relationship of Voter turn-out with the Indicators 

1 
·r able V. 1 shows the impact of the indicators on 

voter turn-out {G1). knong the developmental indicators 

1. All indicators are given in detail in the O'lapter I, in 
methodology part. 
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turn-out showed high and all positive correlations. Only 

with percentage of literate population (G9) to the total 

population. The correlation was statistically significant 

at .001 level in the year 1971 bUt over time the correlation 

showed a declining trend. In 1977 it was significant at 

.01 level and positive. In 1991 the correlation became 

insignificant ani posttive. so, the literate voters of 

Bihar was enthusiastic in the 1971 general election to cast 

their votes 1::Ut gradually they b:c~e apathic in practising 

their franchise. It may be inferred that overtime the 

literate electorates became fade up with the perfOrmance 

of their representatives in the centre. 

With n~rcentage of urban oooulation (GS) to the 

total copulation the correlation coefficient was positive 

and. very low ,.;hio.'-1 .,..as insignificant but over time it 

showed an downward negative insignificant trend. It is so 

because the government is not so careful about the states• 

urbanisation for which Bihar is predominantly a rural 

state. 

Overtime the unemployment problem aJTIOng the urban 

educated youth made them apathetic. So, accordingly the 

u.r:ban nopulation showed their apathy in giving votes. 
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With non-priinary main male .. vorkforce(G1o) the correla

tion coefficient showed a fluctuating trend. In 1971, it 

was insignificaat and positive. For other two years it was 

ir~ignific~,t and negative. The value was higher in 1977 

than 1991 g~neral election. It showed th~ fact that with 

passing of time and change of State Government in Bihar 

the policy of Government towards this particular workforce 

also dlanged. so, accordingly, they showed their interest 

in practising ~~eir franchise. 

With all the agricultural indicators (G11 and G12> 

the correlation was significant at .001 level aDd positive 

for all the periods. Those variables showed an increasi:ag 

trend. However, for 1991 the indicators were not possible 

to calculate because of the unavailability of data. These 

correlations ar~ quite natural for Bihar which is a pre

dominantly rural state. For a rural state voter turn-out 

·.-1ill be hi9her Hit.h t.i1e higher facilities in the agricultural 

sector. 

From the available Social pluralism indicators for 

1971 a..'1d 1977 it was seen that depending on the indicator 

the correlation coefficient was of different values and with 

:iifferent trend. With percentage of scheduled caste 



population to the total population (G13) the relation was 

pOsitive and significant for 1971 and 1977. The value wa9 

higher in the later case. It showed that with increasing 

sdledul!Kl caste papulation the percentage voter turn-out 

also increased. It w~ higher for the seoond case for 
I 

another reason, because for 1977 general election the 

strongest party BLD1 s policy was favourable towards the 

scheduled castes. 

For sch~uled Tribes (G14> the oorrelation w~ always 

negative with a steady downward trend. For 1971 tho correla

tion with percentage sdleduled tribe population was signi-

ficant at .01 and for ,1977 the correlation was significant 

at .001 level. So, over time the scheduled tribe o:>mpenent 

of Bihar loosing their interest in the existing democratic 

pattern. In the earlier chapter it has alrea:iy been dis

cussed that they felt a sens~ of diso:>ntent for .the Govern-

ment' s policy in discriminating them. 

Bihar' is numerically ·a HindU dominant state. In all 

the Government and all decision making sectors they are also. 

numerically stronger. Any decision makes by Government will 

affect them more. so, they are always enthusiastic in 

terrr~ of voter turn-out. The correlation coefficient with 



percentage of Hindu population to the total pepulation(G15 ) 

was higher in 1977 than 1971. It was pOsitive and both the 

cas~ significant at .001 level, So, higher the Hindu 

population, higher will be voter turn-out, 
0 

The perce~ttage of Nuslirn population to the total 

population (G16) for 1971 and 1977 showed insignificant and 

~sitive correlation which is declining in trend, It 

means with the existing political system the interest of 

the r-:uslim community is also redUcing., In turn they are 

showing their iooifference in taken part into the electiion. 

Table V,1 

Bihars Correlation coefficient with Voter turn-out 
and the Indicators,1971,1977 and 1991. 

Year Indicators G8 G 9 

1971 
1977 

1991 

•• •• •• 
.0068 .4878 • 2328 .4203 ,5961 

-.1433 .3389• -.1591 .4725*• ,6983** 

-.1849 .1452 -.1165 N.+ N.A. 

Year Indicatoz:s G13 

1971 GI ,4158*• -.4031•• • 6963•• .1807 
/ 

1977 G1 -5031•• -. 5317•• • 7407•• ,0664 

1991 G1 N.A. N.A, 
' 

N.B. • Indicates significant at .01 level *• Indicates si9nificant at ,001 level 
N.A. Stands for clFJta not available, 
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s. 2 Relationship of Invalid Votes with the Irrlica~ 

From table V. 2 it is seen that for all developmental 

indicators the correlation coefficient with invalid votes 

(G2) always was significant and positive in 1971 general ~ 

election. Whereas for the other cases the relationship 

was insignificant. With percentage of utban population to 

the total populatioD (Gg). The correlation was significant 

at .001 level and it was positive in 1971, insignificant 

and pOsitive in 1977 election a~. negative insignificant 

in 1991 general election. So, over the time the percentage 

of urban population is showing decliaiag trend in invalid 

-rot~s. It may be inferred that earlier the invalid votes 

we~ for protest vote but over time the electorates whidl 

are included in t.his particular section of population are 

not turning up for practising their frand'lise. So, this 

tyDe of protest invalid votes are reducing in number. 

With ry~centage of literate population to the total 

population(_G9 ) the correlation ooefficient was significant 

(at .01 level ) and positive. Afterwards it became insigni

ficant but was positive. This indicator was showing declining 

relationship •·lith invalid votes. It is also as the earlier 

case for the protest vote it was high earlier but the 

literate vot~r is not turning up now to cast their. vote. 
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so, it is reducing. 

For the percentage of non-primary main male workforce 

to the total workforce (G10) the percentage invalid vote 

showed pOsitive significamt correlatiom at .001 level. 

However, for the later two periods, it becane insignificant 

and with of declining trend. However, for the later two 

cases the relation was posit_ive. It may be inferred that 

in 1971 this particular eo:rnomic group was not favoured 

by the Govenrnent., how~r, afterwards it may be favoured •• 

so, for the first case the high positive correlaticl:l was 

because a protest vote but later oa it was declined. Another 

case may be their particular ecoJlOmic group is not turRimg 

up at all to cast their votes. Because for the last two 

cases the correlations were negative for this particular 

eronomic group -..oJith turn-out. 

All the agricultural indicators showed negative 

correlation with iavalid votes. The percentage of net 

irrigated area to the total geograohical area (G11) showed 

insignificant but negative rorrelation. The percentage of 

gross cropped area to ~e total geographical area {G12> 

showed significant (at .01 lev-el) and negative correlation. 

However, for the later case the correlation though was 

negative but insignificant. So, it was seen that the agri-
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cultural indicators also iRfluence the voters• to reduce 

the invalid vote, but it is now showing lesser relatioA 

because there may be some protest vote whidl is increasing. 

Among the social pluralism indicators the percentage 

of scheduled caste population to t.lll:e total population(G13> 
the correlation was significant (at .01 level) and negative 

for 1971 election for 1977, the oorrelatioA was negative 

but insignificant. So, it may be ooncluded, that the 

declining negative relation may be for the protest vote. 

1-lith percentage of scheduled tribe population to the 

total population(G14 ) the invalid votes showed positive 

and significant corr~lation ( at .001 level). But the 

relationship is declining. It indicates the fact the \·dth 

wi~~ increasing education level and more political awareness 

of the tribal they help to reduce the invalid votes. 

rilth percentage o£ Hindu population to the total 

population.(G15 > the percentage of invalid vote showed 

insignificant oorrelationship for 1971 and 1977. But for 

the earlier case the correlation coefficient was positive 

v1hile for the seoond case it was negative. The declining 

trend was for the ·:;;rowing education level and much political 

awareness. 



For 1971 3.nd 1971 election the percentage of Muslim 

population to the total population(G16) showec all insigni

ficant but posi·tive relation. However, the trend is dec li

ning. So, it may be also the growing education and much 

political awareness. 

Table ,V.-4, 
" Bihar: Correl-3.tion Coefficient with invalid vote and 

the Indicators, 1971,1977 and 1991. 

-Year Invalid Gg Gg GlO Gll 
Votes 

1971 G2 ,4232** • 3603* ,4525** -,1654 

1977 G2 ,1607 • 0937 ,2708 -.3029 

12.21 G2 - .. Ql~6 .Q~15 • 0012 N.~ • 

Conte •• 

Y~ar 

1971 

1977 

1991 

Invalid 013 0 14 G1s 0 16 
\Cates 

G2 -.3581** ,6691** ,1637 .1377 

G2 -.2349 .5693** ,0694 -1:)08 

G2 N,A. N,A, N.~. N.~. 

~.B. • indicates significant at ,01 level. 
** indicates significant at .001 level. 

N,A,stands for data not available. 

G12 

-. 3425* 

-.2572 

Na!\, 



. 
5.3 P~rcentage Share of VQtes for the Different Parties end 

S ocio- Sconomic Correlates • 

For this discussion, the table V.3 is followed. 

Percentaga Share uf INC1 s vote and the Socio-Economic 
Correlates s-

With all the developmental indicators the I'ercentage 

share of votes for INC showed insignificant correlatioa. for 

percentage of urban population to the total population(G8 ) 

and percentage of non-primary li•ain ll1aie workforce to the 

total workforce the correlation for the three general 

elections were negative and insignificant. So, higher the 

values of those two indicators lo\\ler would be the INC's 

share of vote. But that relation affect n~c· s share of vote 

insignificantly. :'lith nercentage of literate wpulation 

to thl"! total pOpulation (~) the correlations '.Jere insigni-

ficant for the thr~e g~neral elections but it· wa> only 

n~gative for 1977 election. This matter indicates the fact 

for that particular election hi;her the p~rcentage of 

literate DOnulation lower vJas the INC's share of vote. 

For that time th.e lit·erate electorates of Bihar voted against 

n;c \-lhose perforrnance was very bad during the earlier tenure. 

i'lit.~ all the agricultural indicators INC's share of 

vote showed insignificant correlation for all times. rlith 
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p~rcentage of net irrigated area (G11l it showeq negative 

correlation. Rest of the correlations with this indifator 

was positive for all times. It indicates that these two 

indicators influence indir~ctly t~e percer:t. age share of 

INC's vote.may it be INC's policy with net irrigated area 

and gross cropped area which does not favour the electorates 

of Bihar. 

Jtnong social pluralism iadicators INC's perceRtage 

share of vote showed significa!'lt rorrelatioa only with 

.tvluslim and Hindu populatioa. Rest of the indicate:-;:: showed 

insignificant correlations. ~-Ji'tl'-1. percentage of sdleduled 

caste population {G1 3 ) it showed positiv~ correlatiom for 

1971 and negativ~ ~rr-~lation for 1977. Which indicates 

declining popularity of INC C~nong the scheduled castes. 

'(lit.11 percentage of scheduled i:cibe nopulation (G14) it 

showed negative correlation for 1971 and posith'e O)r:-~la

ti.on t"or 1977 election. With 't)ercert:. age of Hin::lu population 

the corr'":!lation was significant (at .01 level) ani positive 

for .1971 ~lection, but it .showed insignificant ?Ositive 

correlation for 1977. So, it may be inferred that for the 

first perio1 INC was popular arnong Hindu voter, but its 

policy during ~ergency period affected the HindU most 

adversely which in turn reduce th~ z.iindu vot~ for INC. · 



For both the period Huslim population showed positive 

ron.·.~lation with INC's share of vote, but it was significant 

( at .01 level) in 1977 general election. It may be so 

becaus~ for t.his time the reduction of liindu vote affected 

INC which anong INC's total vote the share of Huslirn vote 

5.3.1 Percentage Share of cPI'S vote arrl the Socio-Economic 
Correlates 1-

Like INC, cPI also contested in the election for 

1971, 1977 and 1991. Its all correlations with the socio-

economic indicators showed insignificant correlations • 

. ¥tong the developmental indicators it showed all positive 

correlations with literate population {G9 } in all the years 

wbich indicates to an insignificant extent literate popula-

tion increase the p-ercentage share of vote for CPI. With 

percentage of urban population {G8 ) and percentage of 

non-primary main male v.orkforce (G1oJ it showed ne.:;~ative 

correlations only in 1991 ;:Jeneral election. So, for this 

oarticular election those two indicators were insignificant 

1Y.lt negatively affected the percentage share of vote for 

CPI. For other elections it affected the sarne in a il:asigai-

ficant and positive manner. 

\-lith agricultural indicators it showed all positive 

corr~latiotlS. It indicates those two indicators <a11 and 



G12> to aa insignificant positive extent affect the percentage 

shar~ of vote for CPI. 

JWT\o:Dg the social pluralism i~dicators it show~d 

positive c:x>rrelatiom with scheduled caste population {G13 ) 

for all the periods aDd with the perceatage of schedUled 

tribe populatiora {G14> negative oorrelatioDS for all the 

periods. So, scheduled caste population affect the CPI' s 

share of vote i» aa insigP.:tficaat positive maDDer while 

sdl~led tribe p0pulatioa for the same behave in an 

opposite manner. 

The correlation ooefficiellt of percentage share of 

voters with Hindu papulation {~) showed positive oorrelatioD 

in 1971 aM negative correlatio:t in 1977. It means for the 

first time this imdicator to all ins;gnificant extemt 

influence c:pr• s share of vote while for the next time the 

behaviour was opposite. For Muslim populatiora (G16) the 

corr~lation_ !las Regative for 1971 and positive for 1977. 

So, for the _ fi.rst time Muslim populatiom was insignificantly 
\ 

unfavourable for CPM. For the next time, the Muslim 

population was insignificantly favourable for CPM 
• 

5.3.2 Percentage share of CPM's vote aRd the Socio-B:oonomic 
Correlatess-

For this ~al1---s is percentage share of vote for CPM 

in the year: 1971 has ool'lSidered. Because after 1971 CPH'S 



existelilce in Bihar is mot so important. It only showed 

significaat correlation at (.001 level) with percentage 

of url:>an populatioa (Gg). This rorrelatiom was positive 

or the pe·rce:ntage share of cPM' s vote will be increa"le with 

urban populatioa. It may be with particular urban criteria, 

such as literates aad BOD-prima.J:Y workforce its oorrelatioA 

may be mot significallt buii- with the overall urball populatioD 

its oorrelatioa is positively siqRificant. It is so 

because the CPM support base is lyiag on factory workers, 

school, C!X>lleges and other uman areas. 

With all other iDdicaton CPM showed insigliificant 

rorrelatioas. Its correlatio:as with perceRtage of literate 

population (G9 ), perceRtage of .noR-primary workers (G1o), 

percentage of sdleduled caste populatio.m (G13), percenta~e 

of Hindu Populatioa (G1S) and percentage of Muslim popula

tion {G16) were insignificamt and positive. This shows 

that all the al:ove socio-ecooomic correlates insignificant 

but positively influence the percemtage share of votes for 
· .. 

CPM. 

on the other hand percentage share of vote for CPM 

showed insignificant amd negative oorrelatiom with net 

irrigated area, (G-f 1) Gross cropped area (G12) and percel'i;. age 

of scheduled tribe!":population. This indicates that these 



three socio-economic indicators influenced insignificaRtly 

and to a llegative direction with cPM'S popularity. It may 

be stated as aM is maialy oonfined im the uman areas and 

their attentioB in the .rural areas are not sufficieat. 

s. 3. 3 P~rcentage Share of votes for SJS and the Socio-Eoonornic 
O:>rrelates s 

For this study only the electoral perfonnaAce for B.JS 

in the year 1971 election has takeR into consideration, 

because after that B1S was ceased to exist. knong the all 

insignificaat rorrelatioas with the indicators BJ.S showed 

negative rorrelatioa only with percentage of urbaa 

populatioR (G8 ) a00 noR-primary main male workforce (~o). 

So, these two indicators reduced the perce11tage share of 

3JS vote. It may be stated as BJS is not so attentive iR 

the urban areas. For all other socio-eoomomic correlates 

3JS showed positive correlatio~ or those have an insignificaRt 

positive impact on BJS percentage vote share. 

s. 3. 4 Percentage share of votes for JKD amd the Socio-&a:>I:lC>rnic 
0::> rrel ates s 

For this study only the electoral perfonnance of JKD 

for the electiom of 1971 has taken into consideration 

because after 1971 its' electoral perfoonance is not so 

notable. 
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It showed significant (at .001 level) correlation 

with percentage of utban papulation (Ga), percentage of 

scheduled tribe population (G14) and perce~tage of scheduled 

cast~ populatiom (G1 3>. For the fir;t two socio-economic 

factors the relation is positive aftd for the last social 

factor the relatioa is negative. It is so because JKD is 

a tribal organisation whid'l is oonfiRed omly in the tribal 

area of South Bihar. This party's movemeRt is on the demaad 

for separate Jharkhand state lt.'hidl will be numerically tribal 

dominated. So, the tribal populatioa showed positive 

correlatiom with JKD or their proportion also iacrease the 

proportion of JKD' s vote. On the other ham, ul:ban centres 

of South Bihar also show numerically st.roag tribal population 

So, it is also positively correlated with JKD' s vote. On 

the other hamd, percentage of scheduled caste population is 

less in the tribal areas of Chotaaagpur,. which reduced 

down the percentage share of votes for JKD. 

With,·rest of the indicators the percentage share of 

JKD' s vote showed insignificant correlatioDs. With the 

literates population it showed positive correlations whereas 

with percentage of net irrigated area (G-J1), percemt:.age of 

Gross Cropped .Area (G12), percentage of Mu~lUn Populatioa 

(G16) aRd perceDtage of Hilldu population (G1s) the oorrela

tioRs were negative. This mea»1s all those iDdicators have 



1 ~ss s i;;nific3nt in JKD1 s percentage share of votes. 

5.3.5 Percentage 3hare of Votes for INa:> and the Socio-Eco~omic 
Co rrel at es: 

,. 

For this study INa:>' s electoral n~rfonnance in 1971 

general election has been considered b~cause after that 
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INCO was c~ased to exist. Its• correlations with nercentage 

of urbaEt no?ulation (G8) 1 percentage of literate populatioa 

(G9) 1 perc~nt~ge of non-primary-mal_e maia workforce(G1Q) 

percentage of net irrigated area (a11 >1 Percentage of 

scheduled tribe papulatioa (G14} were Aegatlve. So, those 

iadicators imfluenced the percentage share of INOO's vote 

im a negative but i.asigaificant mamaer. Whereas IN(l)'S 

p~rc~ntage s!'"lare of votes with ~ercentage o£ gross cropped 

area (G12) 1 percentage of scheduled caste population(G13), 

percentage o£ Hindu population (G15 ) and percentage of 

~·~uslim Population (G16) it showed positive correlatioRS. 

l'his indicates all those socio-economic correlates have 

positive ~pact but ia an insigRifical!lt manner on INro• S 

share 0£ vutes. :{owever, the overall situation makes it 

clear that Isro failed to attract o:munon electorates 

supT:>ort. 

5. 3. 6 Percentage Share of votes for PSP and t.l-le .Socio-~conomic 
Correlates s-

Only the Political performaace of P.3.F. for the year 
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1971 was considered for this analysis, because after 1971 

oarli~entary electio:rlS P.S.P. was ceased to exist. It 
- p 

showed only one significaRt (at .01 level)positive correla-

tion w}th percentage of Muslim population (G16). It was so 

because the Nuslirns with INC's policies were fade up with 

them arrl as an alternative to INC ths .Huslims voted £or 

P.S.P. 

With all the rest, but olle P.S .P. showed ne1;1ative 

insignificant correlations. With Hindu nopulation (G15} 

it showed oositive insignificant oorrelations. So, P.S.P.'s 

suppOrt base is lyiag among the Muslims who nositively 

influence the percentage share of votes for P.S.P. 

5.3.7 Perc~ntage Shar~ of Votes for SSP and the Socio-Economic 
Correlates s-

For this analysis only SSP's electoral p::rfonnance in 

1971 general election has considered. P.S.P.'.i percentage 

share of votes does not influenced significantly by the 

taken socio..-eo:>nomic imdicators. It showed all insignificant 

correl atioas with all the socio-eo:>nomic indicators. It 

showed all megative rorrelations with all the developmental 

indicators, (G8, G9 and G10)~ negative correlations with 

perc~ntage net irrigated ar~a (J11) and positive corr~lations 

with nercentage gross crooped area (G12). Among the socio-



~conomic correlat~s it showed n~gative correlations only 

with percentage of scheduled tribe population (G14), but 

for rest of the socio-ecoraomic iadf:cators (G13, G15 and 

G16} it showed the !)Ositive correlatiollS. So, it may be 

cottcluded, perhaps SSP 1 S support base is iaflueDced by 

a:oother socio-ecoDOmic factors or their suppOrt amoag the 

common electorates is very less. 

5.3.8 Percentage Share of Votes for BLD aad the Socio-Ecx>110mic 
Q) rrel ates s 

For this analysis the electoral performaRce of BLD 

for 1977 geaeral electiom is consider. Because BLD (which 

afterwards comim.g to power was recognised as Janata Party 

by the Election Commission) was a merger of four national 

parties which afterwards splitted and lost its' importance 

in the political scene of Bihar and as well as in India. 

Its• percentage share of votes showed significant 

correlations with 0ercentage of gross cropped area (G12}, 

percentage-of Hindu populatioa (G15) and perc~ntage of 

sch~uled caste pO>;)UlatioR (G13) at .001 level. The same 

is significant at .01 level with percentage of aet irrigated 

area (G11). IR a predominantly rural state like :Sihar the 

signi~icant pesitive correlation with all agricultural 



indicators means B.L.o. was successful to achieve the 

oooularity amoa.g the masses the scheduled c~tes alld Hiadu 

oopulation showed the positive oorrelatioD because they 

coastitute the major portioa of the oopulation of B~ihar. 

These two social groups were adversely affected by the 

emergency period of INC Government ia the Ceatre. So, their 

anti INC attitude gave a massive mandate to BLD. 

All the developmental iDdicators showed insignificant 

correlation with BL01 s vote which indicates t.J.~at those 

becane less importa.Rt for this time. The scheduled tribe 

populatiol::t showed insignifica;at negative aDd Muslim popula

tioR showed oositive iRSignificant correlations. This is 

so b~cause these two social groups not so conscious about 

~lection. 

5.3.9 P~rcentage Share of Votes for BJP and the Socio-Economic 
Correlates s 

knong these three particular elections B.Jp was centes ted 

only in 1991 general election. So, the electoral perfo~aace 

for BJP in 1991 election has only considered. For this 

particular general election only developmental indicators 

were available. 

Arnong the develo~ental indicators SJP showed signifi

cant (at .01 l~vel) yositive correlation with percentage of 

non primary main male workforce. Or with the increase of 
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this class BJP' s T-'ercentage share of votes also be incr~ased. 

It is so b~cause 3JP's stronghold is in south Bihar where 

most of the iRdustrial urbaR centres of the Stcate is 

situated. The tribals are engaged .i;n those urban centers 

iR the non-primary sectors with the other <.levelopmental 

indicators its' correlations were positive but insignificant. 

5.3.10Percentage Share of Votes for JD aad the Socio-ScoROmic 
Correlates• 

linoDg t.~e three electioas JD was ia j:he electoral fray 

oaly in 1991 electioa. Its• p~rc~ntage share of votes with 

the available developmental imdicators' showed all ~egative 

oorrelatiom.s. t~nong t~1ose it's correlations with percentage 

of urban population (G8) and percentage of non-primary maia 

male workforce! ( 810) ".fJer"'! significant at • 01 level, i.e. 

\vi~h their increas:! perc~ntage share of votes for JD will 

b-e decr~ased • It is exactly true b~caus e after their 

support to Handal Commission ~erornmendatio~:S JD 1 est their 

po-rularity among the high caste urball educated people of the 

uroam areas '"hg, were engaged in the non-primary workforce. 

For this its corr~lation, though insignificant in negative, 

with the literate population. However, for 1991 election 

JD was the single stron-J<'.!St party in te.rms of number of seats. 

The another socio-~conomic correlates are Rot available for 

1991. So, it is diffiC'.Ilt to mak~ o.n JD' s overall electoral 

perfo.on~"'lce., 
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: ... BLE V ,3 

Bih<ars Cor~latiat~t Q:)~ffi.~i~nt' for Percentage Share of Votes for i)iffer"!nt Parties 
nd .iocio-Eoonomic Indic3tors, 1971J~j~9~7~7~a~n~d~1~9~9~1 ________________________ __ 

INC CFI .. CP. )>1 ros INCO PSP BLO JD 

YEAR •)F 'i'HE E:L3CriO!-S 
--------------------------------------------~~1 ------------

INDICATORS 1971 1977 1991 1971 1971 1991 19 71 1971 1971 1971 1971 1971 1977 1991 1991 

GS -.1296 -.1061 -.1153 .1773 .0249 -.0770 -.44 20•• -.0553 '·.d. 'i 66•• -.!644 -.1123 - ,, 2363 ""'. 2 ~57 .3099 -.3186* 

G9 .1 026 -.1298 .0440 .1337 .0173 .0217 .0575 .2477 -.0895 -.1395 -.0230 .1664 .1815 -.1447 

G10 -0091 -.1251 -.1100 .1753 .0601 -.0617 -.0395 .4070• -.1935 -.1455 -.1 '} 87 -. :.!!>8~ • 37 35• -.3~25~ 

G11 .1410 -.0886 N • .A. • 0834 .0679 N.A • -.09 08 .0676 -.2545 -.2013 -.1332 -.0318 .3666* N.A. N.A. 

G12 • 2989 • 1195 N.A • .0520 .1585 N.A. -.10 2" ::;; .0975 -. 29 22 .047 6 .1233 • 2439 • 505.J*• ~]. ·'· N.A • . 
G13 .1703 -.0891 N.A. .0054 .0200 N.A. • •)1 ~~~~ .0548 -.4450** .G817 -.0051 .1630 • 4673** N.A. N.A. 

\l 

G14 -.1562 .0409 N.A. -.0653 -.1313 N.A. -.0 _ .. , ' .. .1954 • 6251** -. 15 24 -.1352 -.2'?33 -. 2995 N • .A. N.A. 

G15 .3642• .1354 N.A. .1525 -.1421 n.A. . ·~169 .0646 -. 2085 • (,. 638 • 0676 • 19 29 .5504** N.A. N.A. 

G16 • 2477 • 4037• N.A. -.0949 .oooe N.A. • 0'1;67 .1647 -. 3001 .0695 .3585* • 09 24 .0923 N.A. N.A. 

87 
-~ 

N.B. • Indicates s igni fie ant at .01 level 
r---

•• In~icates· significant at .001 level 
N.A. Stands fo-:: data not availabl~. 



5.4 3urnmarv of the Findings 

It is seen anong the socio-economic indicators percentage 

of literate nopulatio.n, percentage of gross cropped area, 

percentage ~of net irrigated area, nercert: age of schedUled 

caste pooulation and nercentage of Hindu population have 

nositive significant influence on turn-out while the percen

tage of sd1eduled tribe pop'-llation has significamt Aegative 

influence on turn-out. 

gxcept percentag::!l of scheduled tribe papulation, which 

showed pesit·ive significant correlation with invalid votes 

for 1971 and 1977, there are no other, socio-economic 

indicators which showed consistent relationship with invalid 

vot:~s overtime. However, for 1971, percentage of urban 

po~.ul atiom, perc·~ntage literates, percentage 0f non-primary 

r:1ain male \•Jorkforc~ showed positive significant correlatioas 

while percentage of net irrigated area and percentage f 

gross cropped area showed neg.l.tive significaltt correlations. 

So, from the above discussion, it is seen crnong the 

developmental indicators percentage of literate population 

{G12) had no influence on any party's share of votes. 

Percent.age of urban !)Opulatioa (G11) influence showed 

significant (at .001 level) and positive correlatiom with 

percentage share of votes for cPM and JKD in 1971 electioR. 
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Perceatage of non-:primary main male workforce to the total 

workforce {G13) itaflueace in a significaat ( at .01 level) 

aa:l a positive way to th~ perceRtage share of votes for 

JKD in 1971 election and BJP in 1991 electioa. Both of them 

had considerable influeace in the indUstrial utbaa ceDtres 

of South Bihi'\r. 

Amomg the agricultural iadicators the percentage of 

met irrigated area (G~3) s~owed significaat (at .01 level) 

aad positive i:mfluemce on the perceRtage share of votes for 

BLO in 1977 electioR. The perce:atage of gross cropped area 

(G15) showed its influeace ia a sigRificamt (at .001 level) 

and pOsitive way to the per-centage share of votes for BL0 

in 1977 electioa. 

Among the social pluralism indicators, the percentage 

of scheduled caste population (G16) showed significant (at 

• 001 level ) 1:::oth negative aDd positive correlatioms with 

JKD in 1971_ election and with BLD in 1977 election respecti

vely. The percentage of sdleduled tribe population (G17) :; 

showed a significant (at .n01 level} aJad positive a::>rrelatioll 

with pred.omiaa:atly a tribal party. JKD. 

The percentage of Hiam populatioa (G18) showed a 

significant aRd positive CGrrelation with INC in 1971 



election at .01 level and with BLO in 1977 electioa at 

.001 level. The perceatage of Nuslim population (G19) in 

1971 electioa showed a sigaificaat ( at .01 level) and 

positave correlation with INC and PSP. 

So1 the socio-ecollOmic indicators with time inflUOftCHt 

the political parties' share of votes in a different ways. 

From the socio-economic correlates it is seen some particular 

party• s support base is provided by some particular socio

eroDOmic groups in some particular time. The· support base 

dlang~ with time d~e:nding oa the political pe=-fonna.sce of 

the party. The discussed socio-ea::>Ioc>mic correlates gave us 

a hint that some parties "''ere fail~ to get the support of 

the masses because their socio-~conomic correlates \·dth all 

the indicators were i~sigRificaut • 

........... 



OIAPT!m-VI 

S UHMARY OF <X>NCLUS IONi 

The main objective of the t>resent, study was to measure 

the spatio-temporal impact of sociG-eoonomic factors on 

electoral behaviour by taking the case of parlianentary 

elections in Bihar for the years of 1971, 1977 and 1991. 

Those three points of time have been taken into considera

tion in order to obtain the ale~--oral trend in this state. 

The study was carried out in three stages. Firstly, an 

attempt has been made to observe as to how the electorate 

respond to certain socio-economic and political issues 

through elections. Secondly, how the political parties 

and independents organise themselves in order to oome 

victorious, -and lastly, how some socio-economic factors 

affect the electorate responses. 

The need cf the present study sterns from the fact 

that electoral behaviour varies Gver space as well as in 

time. 'l'hese variations are a result of oombination Gf 

fact.Grs, envirennental and socio-political. The envi~n

mental factors of north Bihar p.x:ovides f<tr an economic 

base which draws its' sustenance mQstly from agriculture. 

An agriOllture based society has specific socio-pelitical 
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characteristic and traditiens.whiCh is generally different 

from an industrial society. 

The fertile plain of Bihar is able to predUce a surplus 

Qf agricultural production which caters to maintain this 

area the traditienal model of caste hier-.rdly. There the 

have nots like sdleduled castes arxl other backward classes 

dependent socially and economically Qn the dominant castes. 

On the contrary, the Olotanagpur plate au does not provide 

the local tribal people the oonditiGns favourable for su.t'

plus production. The people in .the predominantly tribal 

region of Olotanagpur plateau have tG work hard for their 

livelihood. The historical socio-economic situatie>n did 
-

not allow fer a hierarchical society to emerge in this 

region hence a political structure which was devoid of 

any clear pOlitical dominance. 

In order to assess the electoral behaviour in Bihar 

sixteen indicators were chosen representing aspects of 

political agricultur-.1 and social devele:pment. Mean and 

standard deviation have been used to categorise the para

meters of electoral behaviour Index ef OppQsition Unity 

has been worked out to see the Unity of the OppOsitions 

agains-t INC in the elections. Simple COefficient of varia

tion was used to exanine the temporal variati.en of Opposition 
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Unity. l'he swing factOr was employed to see the change in 

nopularity of INC or the total Oppesition parties. On the 

other hand, split fac~r was used tc> see the stability 0f 

opposition share ofo votes. The following paints emerged 

from the studys-

· <il Over the periGd voting turn-0ut showed an increasing 

trends. The north Bihar plain remain traditionally 

high vot~ng turn-out area whereas south Bihar plateau 

area remain traditionally lQw vwting cum-out area. 

This indicates the people of south Bihar are apathetic 

or ignerant abeut the existing democr.atic system of 

electiens. Percentage points change in voting turn

out for 1971-77 was high in north Bihar plain rot 

dUring 1977-91 the sane stood higher in sGuth Bihar. 

Overtime the percentage of invalid votes has been 

quite fluctuating but has had a declining trend. For 

1971 and 1977 general elections the pattern tt>f invalid 

. votes· were spatially very dispersed. rut for 1991 the 

constituencies having predominantly tribal papulati€m 

showed the high percentage of invalid votes. For 

1971 and 1977 the _relationship between voting turn-aut 

and invalid votes was negative whereas fer 1991 the 

relationship was positive. Among the three time points 

the relationship in 1977 general election for VGting 
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turn-out and invalid votes was significantly negative. 

so,Jfhe hypothesis that higher the voting turn-out 

lower will be the percentage of invalid votes can be 

accepted partially/ The eXplanation whidl remains 

behind 1991 election is that this time the voting turn-

out was higher in the tribal area. so, the relationship 

was positive. On the ether hand, it may be said that 

the political mobilisatiQn for this period was only 

aneng th~ less aware electorates. 

(ii)/necteral perfonnances of the parties show very close 

association with fact.rs such as seat adjustment party 

alliance, understanding and agreement./ Fer 1971 
I 

election the ODntest was between a couple of national 

narties. They brought d$wn the index of Oppositi4n 

Unity and margin of victory. This time there was high 

splitting in the opposition votes which ultimately 

helped INC to secure maximum number of seats. In 1977 

the situation was totally changed. The four major 

national parties, INro, BLO, B1S and the socialists 

came under the one single banner - the BLD. So, it 

raised the Index of Opposition Unity to the highest 

levels. However, the most important factor in 1977 

was a massive swing against INC. Swing was again 

backed by considerable negative split factor. The net 
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outcome wa.s massive win for BLD with a large margin 

of votes and a histerical debacle for INC. 

The 1991 election showed another kind of political 

situation when in most of the constituencies the con-

tests were triangular, between the BJP, INC and the 

Kational Front and Left Front allies. The National 

Front and Left Front contested on the basis of seat 

adjustments among themselves. This types of triangular 

CGntest helped INC to some extent in terms ef percen-

tage share of votes rut not in terms of· seats, However, 
... 

for this triangular contest the Index of Opposition 

Unity reduced down ta a greater extent than 1977 general 

election. This time the split factor worked against 

t."'le oovosition a.nd the margin of victory reduced dewn 

th.o 1977 general election. 

se,j.e hypothesis higher the number of natien;ol 

parties in the electoral fray lewer will ~ the Index 

of OppOsition Unity a.."ld higl;_ler the number of national 

parties in the electoral fra.y the lower will be the 

margin of victery has t:een established true;/ 

(iii)The socio-ecenomic factors behave in a different ways 

in th~ ~lections according to time as well as space. 
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Among t&"le devel()pmental indicaters, viz, percentage 

of urban populati~n, percentage ef literate populatiCDn 

and percent•ge of non-primary workforce, 0nly the 

percentage ~f literate pepulati~n sh~wed significant 

oorrelatiQn with voting turn-Gut, for 1971 and 1977. 

On the other hand, fer 1991 it was insignific4lllt but 

positive. SCi>,~e hy~thesis that there exists a 

pesitive correlation between percentage ctf literate 

population and voting turn-out can be partially accep

ted/In case of other two develepment indicators the 

relatianship has net been obServed to be pesittve. 

Thus, they stand null and void. 

Percentage gf net irrigated area and percentage ef 

gross cropped area however, sho ... ,ed the significant (at .001 

level) and nositive o:;~rrelation with voting turn-e~ut. So, 

the hypotheses, there exist positive relationship between 

percentage of net irrigated area and voting turn-eut, and 

there exists a pesitive cerrelatittn between percentage ef 
gross cropped area and voting turn-eut hol1 true. 

Among the sGcial pluralism indicators, viz percentage 

of sdleduled caste and scneduled tribe and Hindu pepulatien 

shGwed significant corr~lation wit.~ turn-Qut. The scheduled 

caste and Hindu pGpulation showed pesitive c:orrelatisn while 

the scheduled tribe shewed negative e&rrelation. So, while 
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the scheduled tribes responded n~gatively with the electoral 

activities the ether two sGcial greups responded pesitiv~ly. 

The Muslim populatiGn showed insignificant ~sitive correla

tion with turn-out for 1971 and 1977 • 

.Wf:)ng the devel@pnental indicaters, viz, the percentage 

of urban populatien, percentage of literate population and 

percentage of main male nGn-primary workfarce. Only the 

first Qne shQwed positive significant oorrelati•n with 

invcilid wtes in 1971. It may be because sf mass bGeth 

c~turing ani massive fiil<e vetes which had done in a random 

manner. Fer other periods, the sane indicators shewed insig

nificant correlat~ns. 

A-nong the agricultural indicaters, viz, percentage ef 

n~t irrigated area, percentage of g.ress crepped area enly 

the later showed negative significant correlatien with 

invalid vetes. Hewever, fer the other periods, these t"WCt 

indicatQJ:S shGwed negative cerrelatiens whidl were insigni

ficant • 

.%neng the social pluralism indicat&rs only sdleduled 

caste pGpulation shewed negative significv.nt cerrelatic!m 

with invalid votes in 1971 while the percentage of sCheduled 

tribe populatiQn for 1971 and 1977 shewed significant 

\at .001 level) and positive correlation. This indicates 
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higher t.he percent«ge of scheduled tribe population higher 

will be the invalid wtes. Rest of the secial pluralism 

indicate.rs showed insignificant correlatans. 

The correlation between the percentage share of votes 

for the parties and the indicators varies over time. So, 

nG clear relati@nship is established f•r this. 

Thus, it may be observed that the spatio tempsru 

variatiiJ .. 'l in electoral behaviour arrl the elec-~Aral perfer

ma.nces of the parties are highly associated with a number 

of politiccl and secie-ecenomic fact.rs. The variatiens 

ebserved in space and time bear testimony of the fact that 

elect.Gral behavi0ur and performance C)£ parties in different 

elect~ns, under oonnc.l. circumstances would gener-.lly be 

guided or influenced by contemperary and lee«! consideration 

or perception of issues. 
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APPENDIX - I 

RANK OF THE cnNSTI'rUENCIBS IN TERl-1$ OF TUROOUT • 1971, 19771 1991 e 

1971 1'77 19g1 
s 1. Cons ti·tuencies Rank Percentage Rarik Percentage Rarik . 

Percentage 
no. turnout to turnout to turnout to 

total total total 
electorates electorates electorates 

1. Bagaha(SC) 43 36.80 46 46.51 so 45.39 

2. Betti a 42 37.19 39 50.38 31 56.49 

3. Motihari 33 43.15 37 55.63 24 60.00 

4. Gopalganj 16 55.83 28 63.11 3 74.88 

s. siwan 27 50.57 18 67.34 20 63.82 

6. Maharajganj 30 48.89 23 65.70 23 62.05 

7. <llapra 28 49.79 6 73.89 13 66.68 

8. Haj ipur{SC) 6 64.51 1 77.07 1 76.44 

9. Vaishali 35 42.44 2 76.10 15 66.07 

1 o. Muzaffarpur 2 67.17 3 75.!)5 19 64.88 

11. s itamarhi 1 67.32 12 69.81 18 64.93 

12. Sheohar 4 64.87 29 62.18 26 60.02 

13. Madhubani 11 60.13 15 68.40 16 65.43 

14. Jhanjharpur 19 54.98 4 74.71 9 68.58 



1971 1977 1991 
Sl. Constituencies RariK 1Sercentage rt'arik ~ercentage · !tank ··f>ercentage 
no. turnout to turnout to turnout to 

total total total 
electorates electorates · electorates 

15. Darbhanga 14 57.15 22 66.42 11 67.04 

16. Rosera(SC) 34 42.57 14 69.07 21 63.68 

17. s ;ynastipur 16 55.24 10 70.69 14 66.06 

16. Barh 9 61.17 7 72.02 a 68.71 

1 g •. Bali a • • 33 59.92 37 53.10 

20. s ahasha 22 54.24 16 69.07 4 72.73 

21. Madhepura 23 53.73 9 71.58 5 71.28 

22. Araria(SC) 39 39.21 35 58.86 25 60.08 

23. Kishanganj 37 41.90 41 48.91 34 55.43 

24. PUrnea 40 38.79 34 59.73 c.M. 

25. . Katihar 26 50.90 32 60.17 28 58.02 

26. Rajmahal (ST) 52 26.30 so 43.51 32 56.27 

27. Dumka(ST) . 47 31.60 52 41.42 38 52.15 

28. Godda 44 35.93 36 57.91 33 55.62· 

29. Bank a 29 49.19 38 55.14 43 50.43 

30. lhagalpur 24 53.11 24 63.65 29 57 .sa 



AJ2nen(l~?S..- I ~C.ntQ. ~ 

1971 1977 1991 
s 1. Constituencies Rank Percentage Rank Percentage Rank ·---.---Percentage 
no. turnout tc> turnout to turnout to 

total total total 
electorates electorates electorat~eo 

31. Khagaria 17 55.60 27 63.14 27 59.28 

32. 1-"~onghyr 3 65.30 5 74.00 12 67 .oo 

33. Begusarai 15 56.87 26 63.22 10 67.06 

34. Nalanda 8 62.04 8 71.63 7 72.07 

35. Patna 13 57.26 17 68.02 c.M. 

36. Arrah 10 60.49 19 65.00 22 63.55 

37. Buxar 31 48.67 25 63.38 30 56.67 

38. s as aran (S C). 25 52.62 20 64.98 46 49.21 

3~. Bikranganj 21 54.84 31 61.39 36 53.14 

40. Aurangabad 12 59.25 30 61.44 41 50.57 

41. Jahanabad 5 64.75 21 66.44 2 75.12 

42. Nawada(SC) 7 63.11 11 69.87 6 70.48 

43. Gaya(SC) 32 47.04 13 69.29 17 64.94 

44. Chatra 51 29.25 42 47.97 47 46.59 

45. Kode.tma • • 51 43.38 39 51.42 



Appendix- I {Centd.) 

1971 
,~.,, ,99, 

Sl. C".ons ti tuencies Rank Percentage Rank Percentage Rank Percentage 
no. turnout to turnout to turnout to 

total total total 
electorates electorates electorates 

46. Giridih 46 34.03 40 50.03 40 50.96 

47. Dhanbad 36 41.82 49 45.39 42 50.54 

48. Hazaribagh 48 30.99 44 47.33 45 49.86 

49. Ran chi 45 34.70 43 47.84 44 50.39 

so. J ctnahad.pur so 29.98 45 46.85 35 53.87 

51. singhtnum(ST) 53 16.57 53 34.66 51 15.25 

52. Khunti(ST) 20 54.93 54 33.93 48 46.51 

53. Lohardaga(sTl 38 39.48 48 45.74 49 46.36 

54. P a1 (In au (s c) 49 30.88 47 45.79 52 38.28 

ss. J (!~[lUi 41 38.28 •• • • •• •• 

N.B. • Constituency was not existing that \:.ime 

•• C..nstituency n1Jt existing after 1971 

0'1 Electien Count"!crnanded. 



APPENDIX - II 

RANK OF THE <DNiTITUENCiliS IN TERHS OF 
PERCENI'AGE POINT CliANGE IN TURNOUT, 

1971-77,1977-91. 

Sl. Constituencies Rank 1971-77 Rank 1977-91 
No. Percen-· Percentage 

tage point change 
point in turnout 
change 
in turn-
out 

1 • Bagaha (SC) 30 !.71 25 - 1.12 

2. Bettiah 21 13.19 10 6.11 

3. Motihari 24 12.48 12 4.97 

4. Gopalganj 37 7.28 3 11.77 

s. siwan 15 16.77 33 - 3.52 

6. Maharaj ganj 14 16.81 34 - 3.65 

7. Olapra • 24.1 46 - 7.21 

s. Hajipur (SC) 23 12.56 24 - 0.63 

'· Vaishali 1 33.6 49 - 9.88 

1 o. Muzaffarpur 33 8.78 51 -11.07 . \ 

11. Sit~arhi 48 2.57 39 - 4.96 

12. Sheohar 52 -2.6' 29 - 2.16 

13. M.adhubani 35 s.v 31 - 2.~7 

14. Jhanjharpur a ~19.73 42 - 6.13 

1 s. Darbhanga 44.5 4.62 17.5 1.22 

16. Rosera (sc) 2 26.5 40 - 5.3! 

17. Samastipur 17 15.45 37 - 4.61 

18. Bam 26 10.85 32 - 3.31 



t\.'"lpendix-II (CQntd.) 

Sl. O:>nstituencies Rank 1~71-77 Rank 1977-'1 
No. Percen- Percentage 

tage point change 
point in turnout 
change 
in turn-
out 

19. Bali a • • 44 - 6.82 

20. Saharsa 20 13.84 13 4.65 

21. Madhubani 11 17.85 23 - 0.3 

22. Aral!'ia (S C) 44.5 4.62 17.5 1.22 

23. Kishanganj 38 7.11 9 6.52 

24. P\lrnea 6 20.94 C.l<. C.l'1. 

25. Katihar 32 9.37 28 - 2.15 

26. Rajmahal (ST) 12 17.21 1 12.76 

27. oumka (ST) 29 9.82 5 10.73 

28. Godda 5 21.~8 30 - 2.29 

29. Bank a 43 5.95 38 - 4e71 

30. Bhagalpur 28 10.54 41 - 5.V 

31. Khabazia 36 7.54 35 - 3.86 

32. Monghyr 34 8.70 45 - 7.00 

33. Begusarai 41 6.35 14 3.84 

34. Nalanda 31 9.59 22 0.44 

35. Patna 27 10.76 C.N. c •. H. 

36. Arrah 46 4.51 27 - 1.45 

37. Buxar 19 14.71 43 - 6. 71 

38. s as ar5n (s C) 25 12.36 52 -15.77 



Apoendix-II (Contd.) 

Sl. Constituencies Rank 1971-77 Rank 1977-'1 
No. Percen- Percentage 

tage point dlange 
point in tumout 
change 
in turn-
out 

39. Bikranganj 40 6.55 48 - 8.25 

40. Aurangabad 4! 2.19 50 -10.87 

41. Jahanabad 50 1.69 6 8.66 

42. Nawada (SC) 39 6.76 19 0.97 

43. Gaya (SC) 3 22.25 36 - 4.35 

44. Olatra 9 18.52 26 - 1.38 

45. Kodet:ma •• •• 7 8.04 

46. Giridih 7 20.00 20 0.93 

47. Dhanbad 46 4.51 11 5.15 

48. Godda 16 16.34 
, 

16 2.53 

49. Ranohi 22 13.14 15 2.55 

so. JCPShedpur 13 16.87 8 7.02 

51. s inghbhum (sT) 10 17.89 4 10.79 

52. Khunti (.iT) 51 - 1.00 2 12.58 

53. Lohardaga(ST) 42 6.26 21 0.62 

54. Pal an au (SC) 18 14.'1 47 - 7.51 .. 

N.B. • Oanstituency was net existing that time 

•• CSnstituency not existing «fter,1971 

C.M.Electien Ce>unt~rmand~. 



APP E:NOIX - III 

RANK OF THE OONST ITU ENCI$ IN '1' ER-lS OF 
INVALID VOTES, 1 97 1 , 1 97 7 , 1 9 91 • 

1971 '1 '977 ]99l 
Sl. O:>nstituencies RanK Percentage of RanK Percentage of RanK Percentage of 
No. invalid votes invalid votes invalid votes 

to the total to the total to the total 
votes polled votes polled votes polled 

1 • Bagaha(SC) 29 1. 76 1, 2.60 36 1.20 

2. Betti a 27 1.89 34 1.74 10 1.84 

3. Motihari 31 1.61 24.5 2.01 ~ 1.,4 

4. Gopal Ganj 43 1.20 43 1.33 17 1.76 

s. siwan 42 1.24 42 1.34 52 0.62 

6. Maharaj ganj 47 0.96 51 1.12 26 1.50 

7. C'lapra 41 1.30 53 0.74 28 1.44 

s. Haj ipur{sc) 51 0.83 52 o.ao 50 0.77 

9. Vaishali 35.5 1.57 54 0.70 48 o.sa 
10. Mueat~a.rpux: 49 o.9o 50 ·t.1 5 33.5 1. 25 

11. SitC~Uami 47 1.04 43 1.33 51 0.76 

12. Sheohar 50 o.a~ 39 1.47 42.5 o.,6 

13. Madhubani 45 1.10 37 1.54 25 1.52 

14. Jhanjharpur 44 1.19 22 2.12 45 0.92 



.i\pTJendix- III ( Contd.) 

1971 1977 
Rarilt 

19~1 
s l. <l:>nstituencies ~a:nR: 9~rcentage ~r Rarik \5ercentage or Percentage of 
no. invalid votes invalid votes invalid "VOtes 

to the total to the total to the total 
votes polled votes polled votes polled 

···--· ··-·· --
15. Daz;bhanga 46 1.07 47 1.23 47 0.91 

16. Rosera(SC) 39 1.35 48 1. 21 18.5 1. 69 

17. samastipur 52 0.81 49 1. 20 38 1.11 

18. Bam 40 1.34 36 1.58 49 0.84 

19. Bali a • • 15 2.43 16 1. 78 

20. Saharsha 28 1.86. 33 1.78 30.5 1. 30. 

21. Madhepura 38 1.39 26 2.00 ., 6.98 

22. Araria(SC) 17 2.57 17 2.36 35 1. 21 

23. Kishanganj 1' 2.45 24.5 2.01 22 1.63 

24. PUrnea 4 3.87 12 2.59 C.l't. c.M. 

25. Katihar 3 3.,5 13 2.50 31 1.1, 

26 .. Rajmahal (ST) ' 3.15 1 10.70 13,.5 1.80 

27. rA.unk a {S T) 8 3.30 ~ 2.71 11 .5 1.83 

28. Godda 12 2. !)8 27 1.96 30.5 1.30 

2CJ. Bank a 22 2.38 20.5 2.24 22 1.63 

30. Ehagalpur 15 2.68 1' 2.25 27 1.45 



A•npendix- II I (C.ntd.) 

sl. Constituencies Ra:tiR 
j971 

p-ercentage of RariR 
1977 
Percentage of Rank 

1991 
Percentage o:t 

no. invalid votes invalid votes invalid votes 
to the total to the total to the total 
votes polled votes polled votes polled 

··-·-----
31. Khagaria 30 1.62 18 2.26 4'1 1.00 

32. l'1onghyr. 37 1. 44 41 1. 39 33.5 1. 25 

33. Begusara.i 26 1.94 20.5 2.24 40 1.03 

34. Nalanda 32 1. 60 29.5 1.88 39 1.06 

35. Patna 34 1 .58 38 1.48 C.H. C.l'i. 

3 6. Arrah 23 2.24 35 1.69 4'-' _, 0.92 

37. Bux.ar 13 2.92 40 1.45 82 1. 27 

38. s as a ram {S C) 20 2.44 31 1.82 2S 1.35 

39. Bikranganj 24 2.08 29.5 1.88 42.5 0.96 

40. Aurangabad 25 2.02 23 2.01 24 1.60 
' 

41. Jahanabad 35.5 1. 57 32 1,.80 2 4.42 

42. Nawada(SC) 53 0.38 46 1.24 45 0.92 

43. Gaya(SC) 21 2.43 44 1.25 3 2.90 

44. O'latra 16 2.65 16 2.,38 18.5 1. 69 

45. KodeiJna .. * 3 3.81 15 1.7! 



Appen,_1.ix-III { Oi>ntd.) 

Sl. Constituencies Rank Percentage of Rank Percentage of Rank Percentage of 
no. invalid votes invalid votes invalid votes 

to the total to the total to the total 
votes polled votes polled votes polled 

46. Giridih 10 3.07 7 3.27 8 1.~7 

47. Dhanbad 11 3.05 14 2.49 13.5 1.80 

48. Hazaribagh 14 2.86 10 2.62 7 1.98 

4~. Ran chi 6 3.50 6 3.34 11.5 1.83 

so. Jamshedpur 1 3.36 8 2.,!0 20 1.64 

51. singhbhum(sT) 1 4.46 2 4.50 5 2.57 

52. Khunti(ST) 5 3.70 5 3.37 6 2.28 

53. l.A:>h ard ag a (S T) 2 4.31 4 3.49 4 2.64 

54. Pal am au (s C) 18 2.48 28 1.92 22 1.63 

55. Jamui 33 1.59 •• •• •• •• 

N. B. • O:ilnstitu~ncy was n~t existing that time 

•• ~nstituency not ~xisting after 1971 



APPENDIX - IV 

RANK Oi'"' l'HZ: OJNSTITU &"lClES IN 'J.' ~.S Oi I.o.u. 
I 

1971#1977,1991. 
1971 1977 1991 

Sl. Cl:>ns tituencies Rank IOU Rank IOU Rank IOU 
no. 

1. Bagaha(SC) 6.5 85 40.5 78 37 .s 54 

2. Bettiah 16 64 35.5 82 29.5 59 

3. Motihari 43 35 51 63 33.5 57 

4. Gopalganj 3.5 93 3 99 14.5 76 

5. Siwan 5 91 14 96 37 .s 54 

6. Maharaj ganj t t 3 ~9 49 43 

7. Olapra 29 51 20.5 94 132 58 

a. Haj ipur(SC) 23.5 54 _6.5 98 14.5 76 

9. Vaishali .... t 3 99 4 87 -
10. Muzaffarpur 1 98 28 89 2.5 89 

11 .. sitanaz:hi 3.5 93 38 80 1 93 

12. Sheohar 12 71 17.5 95 27 61 

13. Madhubani 14 69 53 57 5.5 86 

14. Jhanjharpur 33.5 47 10 
~ 

97 11.5 81 

15. Darl::tlanga 44 29 17.5 95 17 73 

16. Rosera(sc) 27 52 14 96 13 77 

17. s crnastipur 26 53 25.5 91 9.5 84 

18. Barh 8.5 77 14 96 2.5 89 

19. Bali a * • 54 51 11.5 81 

20. Sabarsa 31 49 25.5 91 7.5 85 



Ar-:n ~njix- IV (Co ntd. ) 

----- -· -·- ---------
1971 1977 1991 

Sl. Co nsti tu encies Rank IOU Ra."lk IOU Rank IOU 
no. 

----------- -----
21. Madhepura 13 70 32 34 18 72 

22. Araria(SC) 10 76 6.5 98 23 67 

23. Kishanganj 32 48 32 84 39.5 52 

24. PUrnea 47 25 38 80 C.L. c.M. 

25. Katihar 30 50 14 96 41 50 

26. Rajmahal (ST) 23.5 54 23 ~~ 35.5 55 

27. Dumka(Sl') 35 45 48 67 25 64 

28. Godda 37 43 20.5 94 29.5 59 

29. Ban.'< a 42 37 20.5 94 21 70 

30. Bhagalpur 28 52 1 100 22 69 

31. Khagaria 46 27 45 72 24 65 

32. Monghyr 23.5 54 1c 97 35.5 55 

33. Begusarai 36 44 46 70 9.5 84 

34. Nalanda 20.5 58 50 64 19.5 71 

35. Patna t t 34 83 

36. Arrah 11 75 20.5 94 50 42 

37. Buxar 33.5 47 38 80 39.5 52 

38. S as ar3U (S C) 6.5 85 6.5 98 16 44 

39. Dikranganj 18 62 40.5 78 29.5 59 

40. Aurangaba:i 2 95 25.5 91 26 63 



sl.no. 

41. 

42. 

43. 

44. 

45. 

46. 

47. 

48. 

49. 

so. 

51. 

52. 

53. 

54. 

55. 

Appendix- IV ( Centd.) 

OJnstituencies 

Jahanabad 

Nawada(SC) 

Gaya(SC) 

O'latra 

Kodenna 

Biridih 

Dhanba1 

Hazaribagh 

Randli 

J G~nshedpur 

Singhbhum{ST) 

Khunti(ST) 

Lohardaga(ST) 

Palanau(SC) 

Janui 

1971 
Ranlt IOU 

38 41 

a.s 77 

15 65 

.. ~ 

20.5 58 

45 29 

40 39 

19 61 

41 38 

t t 

t t 

39 41 

17 63 

23.5 54 

1977 
Rank IOU 

44 75 

10 97 

6.5 98 

14 96 

29.5 85 

32 84 

42.5 77 

42.5 77 

49 66 

47 68 

29.5 as 
52 60 

35.5 82 

25.5 91 ... •• 

1991 
Rank 

19.5 

7.5 

s.s 
44 

47 

33.5 

42.5 

51 

29.5 

42.5 

45.5 

45.5 

52 

48 

• 

N.B. • Censtituency was net existing that time 

•• Censtituency is net ~xisting after,1971 

t Calculation net p•ssible 

IOU 

71 

85 

86 

48 

45 

57 

4~ 

39 

59 

49 

46 

46 

36 

44 

• 



.~P ?;lJ:>IX - V -·-·-..... -...· ... 
RANK OF THE a>NSTITU&NCIBS IN TER-15 OF SPLIT FACl'OR,. 

1971-77,1977-91. 

Sl. O>nsti tuencies Rank 1971-77 Rank 1977-91 
No. Split split 

factor factor 

1 • Bag aha (s c) 4 4.51 23 20.47 

2. Betti a 13 -12.89 22 21.67 

3. Motihari 22 -20.69 42 4.96 

4. Gopalganj 8 - 4.27 31 15.14 

5. Siwan 7 - 3.92 4 40.26 

6. Maharaj ganj t t 2 49.69 

7. Chapra 42 -39.30 7 33.66 

a. Hajipur (SC) 43 -40.27 25 18.96 

9. Vaishali t t 36 7.52 

10. Muzaffarpur 3 7.89 47 o.oo 

11. sitanarhi 2 8.53 so -9.11 

12. sheohar 14 -14.23 12 30.24 

13. Madhubani 1 9.07 51 -17.60 

14. Jhanjharpur 36 -33.,3 35 9.99 

1 s. Darbhanga 46 -50.99 29 15.63 

16. Rosera(SC) 83 -32.33 30 15.48 

17. Samastipur 34 -32.49 41 5.08 

18. Bam 17 -15.05 43 4.62 

19. Bali a t t 52 -19.86 

20. Saharsa 31 -31.10 44 4.09 



!SJpendix- 'J { Centq_. 

s 1. Constituencies R~"lk 1971-77 Rank 1977-91 
No. split split 

factor factor 

21. Madhepura 11 -10.!5 34 11 .01 

22. Araria {sc) 16 -14.66 18 24.78 

23. Kishanganj 26 -24.!6 15 27.12 

24. Ptlrnea 41 -38.42 t t 

25. Katihar 35 -33.34 9 32.01 

26. Rajmahal (ST) 28 -28.21 16 25.48 

27. Dumka (ST) 18 -16.14 45 2.72 

28. Godda 40 -37.93 14 29.25 

29. Bank a 44 -43.65 26 17 .3g 

30. Ehagalpur 37 -34.44 19 23.45 

31. Khagaria 38 -35.91 39 5.87 

32. Monghyr 30 -29.18 10 31.68 

33. Begusarai 20 -16.63 49 - 6.82 

34. Nalanda 9 - 5.07 48 - 4.56 

35. Patna t t ... t ... 

36. Arrah 15 -14.31 1 50.35 

37. Buxar 27 -26.80 21 22.21 

38. Sasarctn 10 -10.38 32 14.46 

39. Bikrcrnganj 12 -12.29 v 16.03 

40. AUrangabad 5 2. 71 24 19.10 

41, Jahanabad t t 46 2.45 

42. Nawada (SC) 45 -48.66 37 7.30 



s 1. Constituencies Rank 1971-77 Rank 1977-91 
no. split split 

factor factor 

43. Gaya (SC) 19 -16.57 38 7.01 

44. Chatra 25 -24.12 5 38.40 

45. Kodenna t t 13 29.60 

46. Giridih 21 -18.06 20 22.65 

47. Ohanbad 39 -37.78 17 25.28 

48. Hazaribagh 32 -32.06 8 33.30 

49. Ranclli 6 - 3. 72 • 40 5. 79 

so. J anshedpur 23 -22.25 28 15.73 

51. s inghbhum (ST) t t 11 30.29 

52. Khunti (ST) t t 33 11.06 

53. Lohardaga (sT) 29 -28.30 6 35.51 

54. Pal an au (SC) 24 -23.80 3 40.59 

55. Jcrnui t t t t 

-----

t\.B. t Calculati•n net pcssible. 



sl. 
No. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

s. 
6. 

7. 

a. 

'· 
10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

16. 

17. 

18. 

1'. 

M'PENDIX - VI 

RANK OF THE CDNSTITUENCIE; IN TER-lS OF 
SWING FACXO~ 1971-77,1977-91. 

a:msti tuencies Rank 1971-77 Rank 1977-!1 
swing Swing Factor 
Factor 

Bagaha(SC) 42 -65.45 48 -37.20 

Bettiah 44 -72.65 50 -41.19 

Motihari 37 -56.61 33 -14.3! 

Gopalganj 41 -63.11 18 10.51 

siwan 39 -58.41 49 -34.28 

Mahar aj g an j t t 41 -19.70 

Olapra 32 -50.54 26 - 4.09 

Hajipur(SC) 28 -39.41 17 10.61 

Vaishali t t 3 47.06 

MuzaffaJ:pur 46 -95.38 1 57.38 

Sitanarhi 24 -33.31 31 - s.o1 

Sheohar 13 -22.73 52 -51.78 

Madhubani 35 -52.64 11 23.39 

Jhajh~ur 2 7.63 16 10.68 

Oarbhanga 12 -14.96 14 12.13 

Rosera (SC) 14 -24.53 39 -15.70 

s snastipur 36 -53.00 10 24.77 

Bartl 31 -48.32 8 25.85 

Bali a t t 12 16.49 



Ar-nendix-VI ( Centd.} 

SL Constituencies Rank 1971-77 Rank 1977-91 
No. Swing Swing 

Factor Factor 

20. s aharsa 23 -33.26 15 11.23 

21. Madhepura 30 -41.48 43 -24. !1 

22. Araria (sc) 38 -58.40 44 -26.33 

23. Kishanganj 29 -41.23 46 -28.35 

24. Purnea 3 3.98 t t 

25. Katihar 6 - 4. 28 22 5.66 

26. Rajmahal (ST) 18 -29.28 32 -10.31 

27. Durnka (ST) 11 -12.73 47 -29.14 

28. Godda 21 -31.49 40 -17.85 

29. Bank a 8 - 8.74 20 '·'~ 
30. Bhagalpur 15 -28.33 30 - 7.80 

31. Khagaria 4 - 1.14 29 - 7.02 

32. Monghy.r 9 -11.30 38 -14.91 

33. Begusarai 1 33.!4 9 25.96 

34. Nalanda 43 -66.94 7 31.60 

35. Patna t t t t 

36. Arrah 33 -51.92 51 -41.67 

37. Buxar 19 .:.30.22 23 3.40 

38. sasaran (SC) 45 -86.54 6 38.77 

39. Bikranganj 34 -52.47 34 -13.46 

40. Aurangabad 7 - 6.51 24 - 0.65 

a:mtd •• 



s 1. Constituencies Rank 1971-77 Rank 1977-91 
No. Swing Swing 

Factor Factor 

t .... 
41. Jahanabad '- 4 44.08 

42. Nawada (sc) 26 -36.12 2 51.34 

43. Gaya (SC) 27 -36.99 5 40.61 

44. Chatra 25 -34.7 3 27 - 4.27 

45. Kodenna t t 19 8.86 

46. Giridih 10 -12.26 45 -26.51 

47. Dhanbad 22 -32.42 42 -20.48 

48. Hazaribagh 17 -23.!1 28 - 5. 77 

49. Rancni 16 -28.63 35 -13.70 

so. Janshedpur 5 - 2.35 36 -14.50 

51. Singh Bhwn (ST) t t 13 15.10 

52. Khunti (ST) t t 21 7.09 

53. Lohardaga (ST) 20 32.15 37 -14.87 

54. Palamau (sc) 40 -59.10 25 - 2.60 



.1\PP ::;t::llX - VII ~_,___,_ ____ 
R~"'K OF THE CONSTITU~NCIES IN TERMS OF 

MARGIN OF VIC£0RY,1971,1977,1991. 

s 1. 1971 1977 1991 
Constituencies ItariK Margin of Rank Margin ot ~arik Margin or -

no. victory in victory in victory in 
percentage percentage percentage 
to total to total to total 
valid votes valid votes valid votes 

1 • Begaha(SC) 3 46.7 51 14.8 33 12.4 

2. ·gettiah 2 ss.o 37 80.3 20 19.3 

3. Motihari 1 56.8 47 20.6 22 17.6 

4. Gopalganj 11 26.0 31 41.2 26 16.1 

s. siwan 34.5 8.9 14 53.3 15 24.4 

6. Haharajganj 51 0.4 11 56.8 50 3.9 

7. Olapra 29 12.8 2 77.4 21 19.2 

s. Hajipur(SC) 48.5 1. 7 1 eo.8 1 49.4 

4J. Vaishali 19 20.7 3 71.3 23 17.4 

10. Muzaffarpur 17 21. Cj 5 6S.t} 43 8.2 

11. Sitamarhi 38 6.9 49 18.1 4 35.0 

1 2. Sheohar 18 20.9 50 15.6 10 27 ·' 

13. t-l adhub ani 14 24.9 53 12.2 31.5 12.6 

14. Jhanjharpur 33 9.0 35 33.9 3.0 13.1 



Appendix-VII(COntd.) 

1971 1977 1991 
Sl. Constituencies Rank Margin of Rank Margin of Rank Margin of 
no. victory in victory in victory in 

percentage percentage percentage 
to total to total to total 
valid votes valid votes valid votes 

15. oarbhanga 25.5 15.0 17 so.s 17 22.7 

16. Rosera(SC) 28 13.1 25 44.2 2 44.3 

17. samastipur 16 22.3 7 63.7 6 33.2 

18. Barh 37 8.2 13 55.1 14 24.5 

19. Bali a • • 52 12.7 19 19.6 

20. Saharsa 15 23.8 30 41.4 12 25.97 

21. Madhepura 36 8.8 26 43.6 3 43.3 

22. Araria(sc) 4 41.3 36 32.0 7 31.3 

23. Kishanganj 6 38.6 40 27 .s 27 15.2 

24. Purnea 32 9.8 42 26.0 Ql Q1 

25. Katihar 44 4.7 29 41.~ 48 4.7 

26. Rajmahal (ST) 25.5 15.0 28 42.4 44 7.1 

27. Dumka (ST} 41.5 6.3 46 22.9 8 29.-9 

28. Godda 13 25.0 24 44.4 18 19.7 

29. Bank a 45 4.1 19 47.7 16 23.1 



1971 1971 1991 
s 1. Constituencies Rarik Margin of R:ank 1·iargin of rt'arik Margin of 
no. victory in victory in victory in 

percentage percentage percentage 
to total to total to total 
valid votes valid votes valid votes 

30. Bhagalpur 23 19.5 27 43.0 9 28.0 

31. Khagaria 52 0.2 32 37 .o 11 27 ·' 

32. t-longhyr 39 6.7 34 34.0 24 16.4 

33. Begusarai 50 1.6 54 a.5 40 10.2 

34. Nalanda 8 33.6 41 26.8 35.5 11.7 

35. Patna 21 20.5 6 64.7 c.M. c .1-i. 

36. Arrah 22 20.1 22 46.0 42 8.5 

37. Buxar 31 10.5 21 46.2 35.5 11.7 

38. s as a ran (s c) 5 38.8 10 58.3 47 4.8 

39. Bikranganj 10 28.0 33 36.4 5 33.9 

40. Aurangabad 12 25.7 38 29.7 38 10.9 

41. Jahanabad 43 5.a 16 51.2 49 4.6 

42. Nawada(SC) 27 13.5 4 70., 34 12.2 

43. Gaya (SC) 46 2.9 12 56.5 41 a.e 

44. Olatra 40 6.4 15 52.8 3' 10.3 



Appendix- VII ( O<>ntd.) 

-----~ .. -------------
1971 1977 1991 

Sl. Constituencies Rafik -·,1 ar~:m: 0 f .. Rarik Msrg:rtt of RanK: Maflgrn or 
No. victory in victory in victory ln 

percentage percentage percentage 
to total to t41:>tal to total 
valid vot~s valid votes val.id votes 

---------·- --· .. 
45. Kodenna 23 45.6 52 2.9 

46. Giridih 47 2.4 39 27 ,.9 25 16.3 

47. Dhanbad 9 30.7 20 47.4 51 3. 74 

48. :I azaribagh 41.5 6.3 18 49,.1 46 5.0 

49. Ranchi 34.5 8.') 45 23.5 13 25.~ 

so. Jamshedpur 53 0.1 44 24.4 37 11.0 

51. singhooum(sT) 24 15.2 ' 5,.1 28.5 13.8 

52. Khunti (ST) 48.5 1. 7 48 14}.0 31.5 12.6 

53. lohardagh (ST) 7 34.9 43 25.9 29.5 13.8 

54. Palamav(SC) 20 20e,6 8 62.6 45 5.9 

ss. Jamui 30 12.3 .. • *· • 
----· 

•• CAnstituency rot existing after,1971 

C.M. :.a~cti~tn Counterrr.::lnd~d. 



Sl 
no. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

s. 

6. 

7. 

a. 
9. 

1 o. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

16. 

17. 

18. 

19. 

A?PENOIX- VIII 

WNSTITtJENCIES BY' PERC&Nl'AGE OF V.U,ID 
W'l' ES pOLLED BY INc;, 1971, 1977 

AND 1991. 

OJns ti tuencies 1971 1977 

Bagaha (SC) 70.99 35.61 

Bettiah 72.70 28.40 

Motihari 68.04 26.11 

Gopalganj 61.61 28.91 

siwan 52.22 21.64 

Maharaj ganj t 21.17 

Chapra 42.08 8.61 

Hajipur (SC) 34.06 8.47 

Vaishali t 13.71 

Muzaffarpur 60.49 12.32 

s itt:ltlarhi 51.65 34.39 

sheohar 53.98 40.69 

Madhubani 55.56 24.41 

Jhanjharpur 25.96 32.15 

Darbhanga 34.34 22.74 

Rosera(SC) 42.66 26.52 

s anastipur 49.14 14. so 

Bam 48.10 20.80 

Bali a • 22.87 

14.71 

5.77 

17.28 

34.1~ 

4.15 

11.27 

6.50 

13.83 

37.36 

42.68 

29.94 

. 11.06 

39.31 

37.57 

28.96 

18.51 

27.47 

33.99 

33.79 



Sl. 
No. 

20. 

21. 

22. 

23. 

24. 

25. 

26. 

27. 

28. 

2!. 

30. 

31. 

32. 

33. 

34. 

35. 

36. 

37. 

38. 

39. 

40. 

Constituencies 

Saharsa 

Madhepura 

Araria (SC) 

Kishanganj 

Purnea 

Katihai 

Rajmahal (ST) 

Dumka (ST) 

Q)dda 

Bank a 

Bhagalpur 

Khagaria 

Mon9hyr 

Begusarai 

Nalanda 

Patna 

Arrah 

Buxar 

sasaram (SC) 

Bikramganj 

Aurangabad 

1971 1977 1991 

48.72 25.~5 31.83 

46.21 21.81 a. 27 

66.56 33.38 20.08 

58.53 30.67 15.26 

27.76 30.14 c.t-:. 

30.37 27.52 30.41 

44.77 25.76 31.13 

35.41 26.63 9.18 

47.64 25.62 16.42 

29.80 23.42 27.54 

46.90 28.26 24.36 

21.09 20.19 16.11 

3,.49 32.15 24.58 

12.46 36.03 51.30 

57.93 15.56 34.83 

t 8.25 c.H. 

54.33 24.66 3.13 

19.34 18.78 20.67 

66.,3 20.15 39.73 

55.60 23.21 15.65 

35.48 32.14 31.90 



-----------------------------------------------------------
sl. 
No. 

41. 

42. 

43. 

44. 

45. 

46. 

47. 

48. 

49. 

so. 
51. 

52. 

53. 

54. 

55. 

Constituencies 1971 1977 1991 

Jahanabad '- 13.66 38.85 

Nawada (SC) 38.73 13.11 39.17 

Gaya (SC) 41.99 21.09 41.60 

Chatra 43.24 22.19 20.01 

Kodenna • 21.21 26.00 

Giridih 38.28 30.52 16.11 

Dhanbad 46.42 21.29 '. 72 

Hazaribagh 32.82 15.62 12.36 

Ranchi 43.32 25.54 17. 2~ 

Jamshedpur 27.53 25.83 17.20 

s inghbhum (ST) .... 14.19 22.34 ..... 

I<hunti (S'l') t 16.58 21.01 

Lohardaga (ST) 53.77 30.97 22.80 

Pal an au (SC) 51.26 15.00 13.64 

Janui 10.67 . ~ . .. 
N. B. • Cer.:c:titu~ncy ;.;as net existing t.h a.t tim~ 

•• ()pnstituency not existing aft~r, 1971 

C.M. E:lectien Count '!Dnanded 



Ar·pt;~7:)IX- IX 

C)}JSTITUENCI.tS BY Wil\NZR AND RUNNERS-UP PARTIES 
IN THREE .:;.:.;:;~::u:._ .:;LEGriOL'Q 

1971 1977 1991 
s 1. Constituencies Winner Runn- winner Rllnn- Winner Runners-
no. ers- ers- un 

Up up 

1. Bagaha(SC) INC BJS BLD INC JD BJP 

2. Bettiah INC IND BLD INC JD BJP 

3. Motihari INC BJS BLD INC CPI BJP 

4. Gopalganj INC SSP BLD INC J:J INC 

s. Siwan INC BJS BLD INC JD Jp 

6. Maharajganj SSP CPI BLD INC JD Jp 

7. O"lapra INC BKD BLD INC JD JP 

e. H aj ipur(s C) INCO INC BLD INC JD JP 

9. Vaishali cPI INCO BLD INC JD INC 

10. Z.tuzaffaz:pur INC INa:> BLD INC JD INC 

11. sitanartli INC S5P BLD INC JD INC 

12. Sheohar INC PJS BLD INC JD Jp 

13. Madhubani INC SSP BLD CPI CPI INC 

14. Jhanjharpur . cPI IMC BLD INC JD INC 

15. Darbhanga INC BJS BLD INC JD INC 

16. Rosera(SC) INC SSP BLD INC JD INC 

17. Samastipur INC ros BLD INC JD INC 

18. Barh INC IN (X) BLD INC JD INC 

19. Bali a * • BLD CPI CPI INC 

20. Saharsa INC SSP BLD INC JD INC 



1971 1977 1991 
Sl. Constituencies Winner Runn~ Winner Runn- Winner Runners-
no. ers- ers- Up 

Up Up 

21. Madhepura INC SHD BLD INC JD JP 

22. Araria(sc) INC INCD BLD INC JD BJP 

23. Kishanqanj INC BJS BLD INC JD PJP 

24. PUrnea INC CPI BLD INC c.t1 •• C.l' .• 

25. Katihar BJS INC BLD INC JD INC 

26. Rajmahal (ST) INC PHJ BLD INC Jl-'.1!·~ INC 

27. Dumka (ST) INC CPI BLD INC Jl'lH BJP 

28. Godda INC INCO BLD INC J}fr1 BJP 

2,. Bank a INC CPI BLD INC JD INC 

30. Bhagalpur INC CPI BLD INC JD INC 

31. Khagaria SSP IliC BLD INC JD BJP 

32. t-1onghyr INC SSP BLD INC CPI JP 

33. Begusarai INa:> CPI BLD INC INC JD 

34. Nalanda INC BJS BLD CPI CPI INC 

35. Patna CPI BJS BLD cPI C.!-1. c.:-~. 

36. Arrah INC I NO) BLD INC JD Jp 

37. BUxar INC INQ) BLD INC CPI BJP 

38. Bas ar sn (s C) INC INCD BLD INC JD INC 

39. Eikranganj INC BJS BLD INC JD INC 

40. Aurangabad INa:> INC BLD INC JD INC 

41. Jahanabad CPI BJS BLD INC CPI INC 



k:r:~ndix-IX{Centd.) 

1'71 1977 1991 -
sl. Constituencies Winner .Runn- Winfler Runn- Winner Runners· 
no. ers- ers- Up 

Up Up 

42. Nawada(SC) INC IND BLD INC CPH INC 

43. Gaya (SC) BJS INC BLD INC JD INC 

44. O'latra INC JAP BLD INC JD BJP 

45. Koderma • • BLD INC JD BJP 

46. Giridih INC INa:> BLD INC J1<1N BJP 

47. Dhanbad INC CPH IND INC BJP JMH 

48~ Hazaribagh INC JAP BLD INC CPI BJP 

49. Randli INC BJS BLD INC BJP JD 

so. Jamshedpur INC CPI BLD INC J1"il"l BJP 

51. s inghbhwn (ST) JKD IND JKP INC J}'it-1 INC 

52. Khunti (ST) IND BJS BLD JKD BJP Jp 

53. Loharo aga (s·J.·) It\C BJS BLD INC BJP INC 

54. Palanau(SC) INC BJS BLD INC SJP JD 

ss. Janui CPI INCD • • •• •• 

N.P. • Censtituency not existing that time 

•• C$nstituency is n~t e~isti~g a£t~r 1971 



.rt.AXK 01-" THE CONS'rirU .:.:NCI$ I!~ r~JS OF NUHBZR 
OF CAN'JIDJU' tS 

---~-

1971 1977 1991 
sl. Constituencies Ranlt No.of Rank No .. of Rank No.of 
no. Candi- Candi- C~"'ldi-

dates dates dates 
-~ ... ------

1 • Bagaha(SC) 46.5 5 so 3 49 13 

2. Bettiah so.s 4 23.5 6 31 21 

3. Moti.>tari 46.5 5 32.5 5 52 11 

4. Gopal9anj 39 6 so 3 49 13 

s. siwan 39 6 23.5 6 35 18 

6." tv:aharaj ganj 39 
,.. so 3 35 13 0 

7. Olapra s.s 1 2 23.5 6 22 24 

8. H aj i~ur(s C) 25 8 13.5 8 46 14 

9. Vaishali 53 3 32.5 s· 7.5 37 

1() Nuzaffar'-'u.r 50.5 4 10 9 3.5 46 . -·. 
11. Sitamarhi so.s 4 32.5 5 26 23 

12. Sheohar 12.5 10 32.5 5 13 27 

13. Madhubani 25 8 23.5 6 1 so 

14. Jhajharpur 17.5 9 32.5 5 26 23 

1 5. Darbhanga 12.5 10 13.5 8 1 ·J 30 

16. Rosera(SC) 17.5 9 42 4 39 17 

17. Sanastipur 25 8 42 4 19 25 

18. Barh 17.5 9 s.s 11 4 43 

19. Bali a * lr 17.5 7 43.5 15 

20. S a.'1arsa 39 6 23.5 6 26 23 



s 1. 
no. 

21. 

22. 

23. 

24. 

25. 

26. 

27. 

28. 

29. 

30. 

31. 

3 2. 

33. 

34. 

35. 

36. 

37. 

38. 

39. 

40. 

41. 

·-·----··- ·-·--------------
Constituencies 

Hadhepura 

Araria(sc) 

Kishanganj 

Pur en a 

Xatihar 

Rajmahal (ST) 

Dwnka(ST) 

Godda 

Bank a 

Bhagalpur 

Khagaria 

.Non~hyar 

Begusarai 

Nala.OOa 

Patna 

A.rrah 

Duxar 

Sasar5n 

Bikranganj 

Aurangabad 

Jahanabad 

1971 1977 1991 
Rank No.of Rank No.of Rank 

39 

31.5 

17.5 

9 

9 

25 

25 

39 

17.5 

46.5 

12.5 

39 

46.5 

25 

5.5 

39 

2.5 

25 

2.5 

39 

39 

Candi
dates 

6 42 

7 50 

9 23.5 

11 13.5 

11 42 

8 50 

8 23.5 

6 32.5 

9 42 

5 54 

10 17.5 

6 so 

5 42 

8 10 

12 7.5 

6 7.5 

13 23.5 

8 50 

13 3.5 

6 17.5 

6 5.5 

Candi
dates 

4 42 

3 43.5 

6 39 

8 c. :1. 

4 11 

3 46 

6 49 

5 29.5 

4 19 

"' 16 .:. 

7 29.5 

3 13 

4 39 

9 26 

10 C.H. 

10 6 

6 1! 

3 33 

12 13 

7 24 

11 9 

No. 
of 
Can
did
ates 

19 

15 

17 

C.M 

2~ 

14 

13 

22 

25 

26 

22 

27 

17 

23 

c. i-1. 

38 

25 

1! 

27 

22 

35 





RANK OF l'HE a:ms riTu £NCI:S IN T E~lS OF NUNBER OF 
O::Hn'"ESTING PARl'IFS 

' 

1971 1~77 1991 
Sl. O:mstituencies Rank No. of Rank No.of Rank No. of 
no. Centes- Conte- O:mtest 

ting sting ing 
Parties Par- Parties 

ti 

1. Bagaha(SC) 33 4 22 3 43.5 5 

2. Bettiah 51 2 22 3 24.5 7 

3. Hotihari 33 4 22 3 34 6 

4. Gopalganj 33 4 45 2 34 6 

5. siwan 44 3 45 2 24.5 7 

6. Maharaj ganj 44 3 45 2 24.5 7 

'· Olapra s.s 6 22 3 24.5 7 

a. H aj ipur{S C) a.s 6 45 2 43.5 5 

9. Vaishali 44 3 45 2 34 6 

10. Muzaffarpur 51 2 5.5 4 24.5 7 

11. sitcrnarhi 51 2 22 3 34 6 

12. Sheohar 19.5 5 45 2 24.5 7 

13. Madhubani 33 4 22 3 34 6 

14. Jhanjharpur 19.5 5 45 2 34 6 

15. Darbhanga 19.5 5 45 2 43.5 5 

16. Rosera (SC) 33 4 45 2 24.5 7 

17. Samastipur 33 4 22 3 18 8 

18. Barh a.s 6 45 2 14 9 

19. Bali a * * 22 3 43.5 5 

20. Saharsa 44 3 45 2 34 6 



Appe:H"ix-;CI (Conte. 

---------· ·- -----~ .. -·- ---
Constituencies 

1971 1977 1991 
sl. Rank No.of Rank No.of Rank No.of 
no. Conte- Conte- Q:)ntesti:l 

sting sting Parties 
Parties Parties 

___ _..,..,.,._"""=- ------

21. Ha:lhepura 33 4 22 3 51.5 3 

22. Araria(SC) 19.5 5 45 2 49 4 

23. Kishanganj 33 4 22 3 43.5 5 

24. Purnea s.s 6 s.s 4 I'"' ·.r. ._ ... 1. 
,... •.t, 
'- • I ie 

25. Katihar 2.5 9 45 2 34 6 

26. Rajmahal (ST) 19.5 5 22 3 51.5 3 

27. Dur:lka (sT) 19.5 5 s.s 4 34 6 

28. Godda 19.5 5 22 3 49 4 

29. Bank a 2.5 ~ 45 2 34 6 

30. Ehasalpur 33 4 45 2 14 9 

31. Khagaria 19.5 5 22 3 49 4 

32. Monghyr 44 3 45 2 34 6 

33. Begusarai 33 4 22 3 43.5 5 

34. Nalanda 19.5 5 1.5 50 14 9 

35. Patna s.s 6 s.s 4 :.M. c.~. 

36. Arrah 19.5 5 22 3 1 13 

37. EUxar 19.5 c: ...,..., 
3 2 12 

.. > L.L. 

38. s as aram (S C) 44 1 3 45 2 18 8 

39. Bikramgailj s.s 6 22 3 6 11 

40. Aurangabad 51 2 22 3 6 11 



Appencix-Xl(Contd. 

- --...--------·-
1'11 

Sl. O:ms ti tuencies Rank l:-<> .of 
1977 1991 

Rank No.of Rank No.of 
no. a:mte- Conte- O:>ntesti 

sting sting Parties 
Parties .Parties -------

41. Jahanabad 19.5 5 5.5 4 6 11 

42. Nawada(SC) 33 4 22 3 43.5 5 

43. Gaya(SC) 19.5 5 22 3 18 8 

44. 013tra 44 3 45 2 11 10 

45. Kodenna • * 22 3 6 11 

46. Giridih 33 4 22 3 11 10 

47. ttlanba1 2.5 9 22 3 6 11 

48. Hazaribagh a.5 6 22 3 11 lJ 

49. Rand'li '8.5 6 5.5 4 2.5 12 

so. Janshedpur 2.5 9 1.5 5 18 8 

51. s inghbhum (ST) 51 2 22 3 24.5 7 

52. Khunti(ST) 44 3 22 3 43.5 5 

53. Lohardaga(ST) 33 4 22 3 18 8 

54. Pal an au (s c) 19.5 5 45 2 6 11 

55. JelnUi 44 3 ·~ ** ** . ., 
--

~~ • B • * Constituency was not existing that time 
** Constituency was ceasec t~ exi~t after 1;71 
CM Llection Counte~ancec. 



A?PElWIX-J(I I 

~A.L'-.'K Of' £HE OON5T IrU :=:NCI~ IN TERV.S 0? t-.:"UMSER 
OF IN:)~ ZN!) ENT CMDIDATES 

1"9/1 1977 1991 
Sl. Constituencies Rank No.of Rank No.of ~ank No.of 
no. Inde- Inde- Inde-

pend- pend- pend-
ent ent ent 
Candi- Candi- Candi-
dates dates dates 

···---- --
1 • Bagaha(SC) 47 1 53 0 46.5 8 

2. Bettiah 38 2 26 3 28.5 14 

3. Hotihari 47 1 35.5 2 52 5 

4. Gopalganj 38 2 46 1 7 49 

j. siwan 29 3 5 8 38 11 

6. r:;aharaj ganj 29 3 46 1 38 11 

7. Olapra 6.5 6 26 3 20 17 

8. Haj ipur 38 2 10.5 6 44 9 

9. Vaishali 52.5 0 26 3 5 31 

1 o. Muzaffa.tt>Ur 38 2 14 5 2 39 

11 • Sitanarhi 38 2 35.5 2 20 i7 

12. Sheohar 13 5 26 3 13 20 

13. t-~adhubani 21 4 26 3 1 44 

14. Jhanjha.rpur 21 4 26 3 20 17 

15. Darbhanga 13 5 10.5 6 a.5 25 
... r Rosera{s C) 13 5 35.5 2 41.5 10 IUe 

17. Ssnastipur 21 4 46 1 20 17 

18. Bam 29 3 3 9 3.4 34 

19. Bali a * * 18.5 4 41.5 10 

20. Saharsa 29 3 18.5 4 20 17 



Appenoix-AII(Conc. 

1971 1977 1991 
Sl. Constituencies Rank No.of Rank No.of Rank No.of 
no. Inde- Inde- Inde-

pend- pend- pend-
ent ent ent 
Candi- Candi- Candi-
dates dates dates 

21. Na::lheoura 38 2 46 1 31 13 

22. Araria(SC) 47 1 46 1 38 11 

23. Kishanganj 13 5 26 3 34 12 

24. PUr en a 13 5 18.5 4 C.M. c. i4. 

25. Katihar 38 2 35.5 2 11 23 

26. Rajmahal (ST) 29 3 53 0 38 11 

27. Durnka(ST) 29 3 35.5 2 7 49 

28. Godda 47 1 35.5 2 15.5 16 

29. Bank. a 52.5 0 35.5 2 14 19 

30. Bhagalpur 47 1 53 0 20 17 

31. Khagaria 13 5 18.5 4 15.5 18 

32. Monghyr 29 3 46 1 •j2 21 

33. Begusarai 21 4 46 1 34 12 

34. Nalanda 29 3 18.5 4 28.5 14 

35. Patna 6.5 6 10.5 6 c.M. C.i1. 

36 •. Arrah 47 1 7 7 8.5 25 

3'"'' I • Buxar 1 8 26 3 31 13 

38. s as a ran (S C) 13 5 46 1 38 11 

39. Bikramganj 3 7 3 9 24.5 16 

40. Aurangabad 21 4 18.5 4 31 13 

41. Jahanabad 47 1 7 7 10 24 



sl. 
no. 

42. 

43. 

44. 

45. 

46. 

47. 

48. 

49. 

so. 

51. 

52. 

53. 

54. 

ss. 

1971 1977 19-91 
Constituencies Rank No.of Rank No.of Rank No.of 

Inde- Inde- Inde-
pen- pen- pen-
dent dent dent 
CQndi- Candi- Candi-
dates dates dates 

Nawada(SC) 3 7 14 5 34 12 

s aya(S C) 13 5 46 1 51 6 

Olatra 47 1 26 3 7 27 

* • Koderma 46 1 26.5 15 

Giridih 38 2 46 1 46.5 8 

Dhanbad 65 6 1 10 6 29 

Hazaribagh 47 1 35.5 2 24.5 16 

Ran chi 6.5 6 3.4 34 3 .5 34 

Janshedpur 29 3 7 7 26.5 16 

s inghbhum (ST) 3 7 10.5 6 20 17 

Khunt.:l(ST) 13 5 35.5 2 7 AO ... 
Loh ani aga (s T) 21 4 35.5 2 44 9 

Palanau(sc) 38 2 14 5 44 9 

Janui 21 4 ... ** ** ** 

N.B. * Constituency was not exi~ting th3t ti~ 

** constituency .._,as ceaf"ed to exist after 1971 

C.M. Election Counter~nced 



j 1. 
no. 

1 • 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

1 1 • 

1 2. 

1 3. 

14. 

1 5. 

Constituencies 

~> PE.:~DIX - XI I I 

1 CJ71 
P·?rcent.a.0e of 
U !:"0 an 00'.JU l a
t ion to the 
total nor.ul a
tion. 

1977 
Pc:!rcen·:.age of 
urban nopula
tion to the total 
ponulation 

··--------·---
eaga'l. a<:> C) s. 21 7.32 

::>ettie;h s. 21 7.32 

t-.otih<:iri 5.21 4.5 

Gonalg.::.,nj 4.2 4.~9 

~iwan 4.2 4.41 

r,: ahdraj ganj 4.2 8.13 

Olapra 4.2 8.13 

l-iaj ipur be) 5.25 6.48 

Vaishali 5.25 8.08 

Luzafiarpur 5.25 8.08 

~it am ar:h i 5.25 8,.08 

3heohar 5. 21 4.65 

1-~ adhubani 4.43 3 .. 11 

Jhanjharour 4.13 3.11 

:.>arU1anga 4.43 8,.78 

1991 
Percent: :~c)"~ of 
urban ~·onulation 
to th8 total 
pOt:·Ul atio n 

10.09 

5.68 

5. 67 

5.25 

9.14 

6.6~ 

5.58 

5,.68 

3.63 

3.63 

3.63 

8.7 



·.) l. 
1\:o. 

1 6. 

17"' 

18. 

19. 

20. 

21 • 

22. 

23. 

24. 

25. 

2 6. 

27. 

28. 

29. 

30 .. 

31. 

Q)nstituencies 

t{osera ( 3 C) 

:i Nn Olt& t..:\.f1\,l r: 

Barh 

Bali a 

s ahars a 

1-l adh epu r a 

A.raria 

Kishanganj 

Purnea 

Katlhar 

Rajrnah al (ST) 

Dumka Ln~) 

Godda 

:Janka 

Bhagalnur 

Kha9aria 

1971 
Percenl:age o£ 
urban DOnul ation 
to the. total 
nonulation 

4.43 

4.43 

22.54 

" 

4.53 

4.53 

4.53 

6.34 

6.34 

6.34 

5. 7 6 

s. 7 6 

5. 7 6 

10.61 

10.61 

10.61 

1977 
Fc~rcentage of 
urban nooul at ion 
to the· total 
population 

4.16 

4.16 

37.12 

10.58 

5.6 

5.9 

5.6 

8.3, 

8.3, 

9.42 

7.7 

s. 67 

12.58 

11.7 2 

11 .. 7 2 

11.7 2 

1991 
Percentage of 
urban population 
to the total 
})Onul ation 

4. '6 

4.,6 

37.96 

~.7~ 

6.82 

6.52 

6.82 

6.34 

c.M. 

9., 41 

7.3 

6.12 

13.63 

12~ 17 

12.17 

6 



:i 1 • 
~0. 

3 2. 

33. 

34. 

35. 

3 6. 

37. 

39. 

40. 

41 • 

42. 

43. 

44. 

45. 

46. 

Constituencies 

l-'longhyr 

Begusarai 

Nalanda 

Patna 

.:u-rah 

Buxar 

..i as ar arn Li C) 

Bikrcmganj 

Aurangabad 

J ananabad 

Nawada(SC) 

Gay a C:i C) 

Olatra 

Kodenna 

Giridih 

1971 
p·~ ccenLa'dO o L 
urban nonul ation 
to the. total 
uopul at ion 

11 .87 

11 .87 

22.54 

22.54 

8.22 

8.22 

8.22 

8.22 

7. 63 

7. 63 

7. 63 

7. 63 

7.63 

* 

12.87 

1~77 
percentage of 
urban population 
to the total 
nonulation 

16.59 

16. g 

13.6 

37 .12 

10.7 2 

10.7 2 

4.54 

6.65 

13.74 

13.7 4 

14.26 

14.26 

194j1 
Pe:rcenta(Je of 
urbai1 ponul ation 
to the total 
nopul ot ion 

16.6 

16.6 

14.77 

c.M. 

11.37 

11.37 

10.22 

10.22 

7. 67 

6.31 

6.95 

13.34 

13.34 

15.44 

15.44 



.;·}: ·.;:;_~ 
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. 

~ 
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-----·------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Sl. 
No. 

47. 

48. 

49. 

50. 

51 • 

52. 

53. 

54. 

5 s. 

-~-

Q)nstituencies 

Dhanbad 

Hazaribagh 

Ranchi 

Jamshedpur 

Singhbhum (sT:· 

Khunti tiT) 

Loh ardag a (S'l') 

Palamau {.:i C) 

J amui 

1~71 
percentage of 
urban population 
to the total 
population 

43.51 

12.87 

13.67 

26.24 

26.24 

13.67 
A 

13.67 

4. 69 

11.87 

1977 
percentage of 
urban DOnul ation 
to the~ total 
nonul at ion 

50.62 

1 5. 11 

31.7 4 

50.87 

14.58 

31.7 4 

3. ~ 6 

s.64 

•• 

1991 
nercentage of 
.urban population 
to the total 
nonul a.tion 

51.3 

13.(:7 

33.12 

52.~2 

15.82 

33.12 

4.45 

5.34 

----------------------- -·----------·-·--------·- ----·----- ----~--

N.B. * Constituency waf: not existing that time 
** Con~ti lupncy wa~ ce3.sec.i exif'.t d fter 19 71 

C.M. Election Count("·rrndn<~ec'l. 
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